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Available July 19

A provocative and action-
packed thriller with unlimited 
surprising twists, starring 
Bradley Cooper, one of  
the hottest actors of  
his generation.

$27.99

Look inside for
Over 60 Hot New Releases
A Large Selection of Children’s Titles
Plus New Playaway View Titles
And Spotlight on Canada

Other hot titles…

Order online at www.cvsmidwesttapes.ca



Spotlight on Canada

The Year Dolly Parton 
Was My Mom 
Starring: Dolly Parton, 
Gil Bellows, Macha Grenon 
In 1976, Elizabeth, an average 
suburban 11-year-old, is praying 
for adolescence to arrive. Her idol 
is Dolly Parton and she wants to be 
just like her. Although women’s lib 
is beginning to change the frame of 
family life, her parents Marion and Phil are typical parents, 
a stay-at-home mom and a working dad. When Elizabeth 
realizes she was adopted, she decides to find her real 
mother. She gets dressed up just like her idol and runs 
away, with Marion in pursuit. PG 95 min. (2011) Comedy
Available August 16
DVD  EON236292002D.......$29.99	
ISBN#	N/A

White Line Fever 
Starring: Jan Michael Vincent, 
Kay Lenz, Slim Pickens 
Returning from a stint in the Air 
Force, Carrol Jo Hummer borrows 
money to buy a truck, hoping to make 
enough money hauling produce to 
marry Jerri and set up housekeeping. 
He discovers that the long-haul 
business is run by racketeers and 
decides to fight the corrupt forces  
that control the trucking business. 
AA 90 min. (1975) Action
DVD (WS) CBO382633D.............$21.99	
ISBN#	N/A

To Walk With Lions 
Starring: Richard Harris, 
Geraldine Chaplin, Kerry Fox 
The dramatic continuation of George 
Adamson’s fight to save Kenya’s 
wildlife. Together with his young 
assistant, Tony Fitzjohn, Adamson 
battles to keep the animals on his 
game reserve ‘Kora’ from dangerous 
poachers and deadly ‘shifta’ warriors 
who are determined to destroy rhinos 
and elephants for their tusks, and lions  
for their rich pelts. An inspirational story  
about one man’s magnificent crusade. 
PG 107 min. (1999) Drama
Nominated for 5 Genie Awards
Available August 2
DVD  LGE30900D................$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Medium Raw 
Starring: John Rhys-Davies, 
William B. Davis 
He is called ‘The Wolf,’ a spike-
jawed serial killer responsible for the 
murders of 15 young girls. Arrested 
by Detectives Elliott Carbon and 
Johnny Morgan, he has been declared 
criminally insane and sentenced to the 
sanitarium of Dr. Parker. But a power 
failure at the maximum-security 
facility has unlocked the cell doors and  
trapped Parker, Johnny, and the hospital  
staff inside. The inmates, psychopaths, and  
the Wolf himself are running the asylum, and they’re all 
hungry for vengeance. 18A 110 min. (2010) Horror
Available August 16
DVD (WS) ABEDV23146D...........$21.99	
ISBN#	N/A

The Making of 
Plus One 
Starring: Geraldine Chaplin, 
Jennifer Tilly, Amanda Plummer 
A hilarious look behind the scenes 
of the independent film industry. 
Hopeful director Skye Brown and 
conniving producer Dave Dallas 
skip through a variety of meetings at 
the Cannes Film Festival, trying to 
finance their picture. Packs a punch  
and pokes fun at the celebrity obsession  
fueling the modern-day film industry. 
14A 93 min. (2010) Comedy
DVD  EON233569002D.......$25.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Land 
A true Wild West story, delving 
into the tumultuous topic of land 
ownership and development in 
politically volatile Nicaragua.  
The year is 2006, and Nicaragua 
is viewed as the new land of 
opportunity. Newspapers and 
magazines hail it as the new  
Cancun, the next Florida. What  
these inexperienced developers  
don’t know is that the seemingly  
inexhaustible cheap manual labour is  
about to run out. UNK 76 min. (2010) 
Documentary
Available July 5
DVD  EON235496002D.......$22.99	 

ISBN#	N/A

The High Cost 
of Living 
Starring: Zach Braff, Isabelle Blais 
What do you do when the best 
and the worst moment of your life 
happens at the exact same time? 
One fateful night, the lives of Henry 
and Nathalie tragically collide. 
As Nathalie’s life unravels, Henry 
becomes her unlikely guardian angel,  
but the inevitable impact of his choices  
forces both Henry and Nathalie to confront  
loss, love, and life, and to ultimately  
decide whether the high cost of living is  
worth the price. UNK 98 min. (2010) Drama
Available August 23
DVD (WS) NVG248360D.............$24.99	
ISBN#	1422942295

The Chameleon 
Starring: Nick Stahl, Ellen Barkin, 
Famke Janssen 
The amazing true story of Frederic 
Bourdin, who, after having plundered 
all the centers for runaway minors 
and delinquents in Europe, even 
though he has come of age, now 
passes himself off as Nicholas 
Barclay, a 13-year-old American  
who vanished three years ago.  
To his astonishment, Nicholas’s family  
welcomes him like their son, leaving Interpol  
and the FBI aghast. It is the beginning of a  
race against time for the investigators, family,  
and Bourdin. UNK 106 min. (2010) Drama
Available August 23
DVD (WS) AML823838D.............$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Bumrush (French)
Starring: Emmanuel Auger, 
Dara Lowe, Pat Lemaire 
In 2011, a series of police operations 
destabilized the criminal underworld 
in Montreal, which was dominated 
by the bikers and the Italian Mafia. 
Following a vacuum caused by 
the raids, all signs indicated the 
imminence of a new turf war that 
would cast new players: the street 
gangs. Considered by the bikers and the  
Italian Mafia as a neutral territory, the bar  
‘Kingdom’ became the main battlefield of a  
new bloody chapter in the Quebec underworld. 
UNK 127 min. (2011) Action
Available August 2
DVD  EON236298002D.......$25.99	
ISBN#	N/A

The Bang Bang Club 
Starring: Ryan Phillippe, 
Malin Akerman, Taylor Kitsch 
The Bang Bang Club was the name 
given to four young photographers, 
Greg Marinovich, Kevin Carter, Ken 
Oosterbroek, and Joao Silva, whose 
photographs captured the final bloody 
days of white rule in South Africa  
and the final demise of apartheid. 
The film tells the remarkable and 
sometimes harrowing story of the young men,  
and the extraordinary extremes they went to in order  
to capture their pictures. 14A 109 min. (2010) Drama
Available August 16
DVD  EON236163002D.......$28.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy  EON236164002B........$28.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

The Pardoner’s Tale 
Starring: Jonah Z. Helms, 
Adam McLean,  
Veen Viscal Mahdavi 
August is a recovering heroin 
addict fresh out of rehab. Freddie, 
his brother, is an Iraq war veteran 
struggling with PTSD. And Hobbes, 
Freddie’s best friend, is an idealistic 
college professor with hard-line, left-
wing sensibilities. Their stories will 
twist and build toward a climax that  
leads them to a startling treasure. But  
will it be their key to redemption? Or the  
catalyst to their demise? UNK 90 min. 
(2010) Drama
Available August 9
DVD (WS) RVC152526D.............$17.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Force of Nature
The DaviD Suzuki 
Movie
David Suzuki, iconic 
Canadian scientist, educator, 
broadcaster, and activist, 
delivers a last lecture, which 
he describes as a distillation 
of his life and thoughts, his 
legacy, what he wants to  
say before he dies. Filmed 
before a live audience, in 
front of a memory box of moving, 
distilled images, he articulates a core,  
urgent message: the limits of the biosphere have  
been exhausted and it is imperative that humans  
rethink their relationship with the natural world. 
PG 93 min. (2010) Documentary
Toronto International Film Festival 2010,  
People’s Choice Documentary Award
Available August 16
DVD  EON236165002D.......$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A
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The Kennedys 
Starring: Greg Kinnear, 
Katie Holmes,  
Barry Pepper
Through exhaustive 
research, the eight-hour 
miniseries chronicles  
the saga of America’s 
first ‘royal’ family 
during the 1960s, 
providing an intimate 
look at how Joseph 
Kennedy Sr. shaped 
his sons, John and 
Robert, to become two 
of the most influential men in the  
country’s history. Told by Joe Kennedy, an 
ambitious and egocentric father, recounting the 
scandal, tragedy, public greatness, and private 
frailty of our nation’s most fabled political family. 
UNK 376 min. (2011) Drama
“…an absorbing, addictive drama…” 
- Boston Herald

“…without a doubt one of the  
best, most riveting, historically  
accurate dramas…” - New York Post

Available September 20
DVD (WS) NVG243560D.............$29.99	 (3.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) NVG243570B.............$39.99	 (3.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

The most 
controversial 

miniseries  
of 2011!

The Kennedys
Greg Kinnear, 

research, the eight-hour 

of the most influential men in the 
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Big Mommas
Like FaTher, 
Like Son 
PG • 107 min. • $38M
Comedy
Starring: Martin Lawrence, 
Brandon T. Jackson
In this hefty new comedy, 
FBI agent Malcolm Turner, 
aka Big Momma, is hired 
to go deep undercover as 
the Headmistress of the 
Atlanta Girls’ School for 
the Arts. Turner brings along  
his son to go undercover as a student  
in the school with hilarious results. (2011) 

“Won’t likely disappoint…” 
– Hollywood Reporter

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EONMOMMASD..................$37.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EONMOMMASB................$42.99	(Special.Edition)

The Beaver 
PG • 91 min. • $1M
Drama
Starring: Mel Gibson, 
Jodie Foster,  
Anton Yelchin
Walter, once a successful 
and happy family man, has 
hit rock bottom. But, in 
his darkest hour, he finds 
a rather unusual savior: a 
beaver hand-puppet that 
takes over Walter’s life in 
an attempt to change things 
for the better. (2011) 

“…reasserts the feverish, defiant, 
often gripping talent of actor  
Mel Gibson.” – Chicago Tribune

Street date August 23
DVD (WS)	 EONBEAVERD......................$22.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EONBEAVERB...................$24.99	

Beastly 
PG • 86 min. • $28M
Drama
Starring: Alex Pettyfer, 
Vanessa Hudgens,  
Mary Kate Olsen
Kyle Kingson has it all, 
including a wicked cruel 
streak. He zeroes in on 
goth classmate Kendra, 
inviting her to the school’s 
extravagant bash. After 
she accepts, he blows her 
off in a very cruel fashion. 
She retaliates by casting  
a spell that physically transforms  
him into everything he hates. (2011) 

“I liked this movie…” 
– San Francisco Chronicle

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EONBEASTLYD....................$27.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EONBEASTLYB..................$29.99	

Battle
LoS angeLeS 
14A • 116 min. • $83M
Action
Starring: Aaron Eckhart, 
Ramon Rodriguez, 
Bridget Moynahan
For years, there have been 
documented cases of UFO 
sightings around the world. 
But in 2011, what were 
once just sightings will 
become a terrifying reality 
when Earth is attacked by 
unknown forces. As people everywhere watch the 
world’s great cities fall, Los Angeles becomes the last 
stand for mankind in a battle no one expected. (2011) 

“…gripping two-hour tour of duty…” 
– Boston Globe

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON234529002D.................$29.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON234531002B...............$31.99	

Barney’s 
Version 
14A • 134 min. • $7M
Comedy
Starring: Paul Giamatti, 
Dustin Hoffman,  
Minnie Driver
Barney Panofsky reflects on 
the many highs, and a few 
too many lows, of his long 
and colorful life. (2010) 
1 Golden Globe Award;  
7 Genie Awards

“…watching Giamatti…
is exhilarating.” 
– Los Angeles Times

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON234755002D...............$28.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON234756002B...............$31.99	

Arthur 
PG • 110 min. • $33M
Comedy
Starring: Russell Brand, 
Helen Mirren,  
Jennifer Garner
Lovable billionaire Arthur 
Bach has always relied on 
his limitless fortune and 
nanny Hobson to keep him 
out of trouble. Now he 
faces his biggest challenge. 
He must choose between 
an arranged marriage that 
will ensure his lavish lifestyle or  
an uncertain future with the one  
thing money can’t buy: Naomi, the only 
woman he has ever loved. (2011) 

“A fairly close remake of the great 1981 
Dudley Moore movie…” – Roger Ebert

Street date July 15
DVD (WS)	 EONARTHURD.....................$23.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON1000209295B.............$35.99	

Another Year 
PG • 130 min. • $3M
Drama
Starring: Jim Broadbent, 
Lesley Manville,  
Ruth Sheen
A married couple who 
have managed to remain 
blissfully happy into 
their autumn years are 
surrounded over the course 
of one average year by 
friends and family who all 
seem unhappy. (2010 
2 Film Awards

“Splendidly rich and wise.” – A.O. Scott

Now Available
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EONANOTHERB.................$35.99	

The 
Adjustment 
Bureau 
PG • 106 min. • $62M
Action
Starring: Matt Damon, 
Emily Blunt,  
John Slattery
A man glimpses the future 
fate has planned for him 
and chooses to fight for his 
own destiny. Battling the 
powerful Adjustment Bureau across,  
under, and through the streets of  
New York, he risks his destined  
greatness to be with the only woman  
he’s ever loved. (2011) 

“A smart and good movie…” – Roger Ebert

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 MCA61113683D..................$31.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EONADJUSTB...................$39.99	

3 Idiots 
PG • 164 min. • $7M
Comedy
Starring: Aamir Khan, 
R Madhavan
You’ve never met a college 
student quite like ‘Rancho.’ 
From the moment he 
arrives at India’s most 
prestigious university, 
Rancho’s outlandish 
schemes turn the campus 
upside down - along 
with the lives of his two 
newfound best friends. (2009) 
2010 Filmfare Awards  
Best Picture, Director Rajkumar Hirani,  
Supporting Actor Boman Irani

“…must-see…” – Variety

“…enjoyable…ingenious…” – Village Voice

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 TWT2274044D.....................$22.99	

CURRENTLY ONLY AvAILABLE ON BLU-RAY
•	Limited	quantities	will	include	bonus	DVD	

version	of	the	film
•	Standard	DVD	will	be	released	at	a	later	date
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Dylan Dog 
DeaD oF nighT 
UNK • 108 min. • $1M
Horror
Starring: Brandon Routh, 
Sam Huntington,  
Peter Stormare
Dylan Dog is a world 
famous private detective 
who specializes in the 
supernatural. Armed with 
an edgy wit and carrying an 
arsenal of silver and wood-
tipped bullets, Dylan must 
track down a dangerous artifact  
before a war ensues between his werewolf, 
vampire, and zombie clients. (2010) 

“…unique personality of its own.” 
– Variety

Street date July 26
DVD (WS)	 EONDYLANDOGD................$22.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EONDYLANDOGB..............$28.99	

Drive Angry 
18A • 105 min. • $11M
Action
Starring: Nicolas Cage, 
Amber Heard,  
William Fichtner
An undead felon breaks 
out of Hell to avenge his 
murdered daughter and 
rescue her kidnapped 
baby from a band of cult-
worshipping savages. 
Joined by tough-as-nails 
Piper, the two set off on a 
rampage of redemption, all while  
being pursued by an enigmatic killer  
who has been sent by the Devil to  
retrieve Milton and deliver him  
back to Hell. (2011) 

“And Cage? He delivers.” – Roger Moore

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON234421002D.................$20.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON234422002B...............$23.99	(Special.Edition)

The Dilemma 
PG • 112 min. • $48M
Comedy
Starring: Vince Vaughn, 
Kevin James,  
Jennifer Connelly
Ronny’s world is turned 
upside down when 
he inadvertently sees 
something he should not 
have and makes it his 
mission to get answers. As 
the amateur investigation 
dissolves his world into 
comic mayhem, he learns that his  
best friend Nick has a few secrets  
of his own. (2011) 

“…decidedly honest 
comedy-melodrama.” – Austin Chronicle

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 MCA61115726D..................$31.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON233459002B...............$35.99	

Diary of a 
Wimpy Kid 
roDrick ruLeS 
G • 99 min. • $51M
Children’s
Starring: Steve Zahn, 
Zachary Gordon, 
Devon Bostick
Back in middle school 
after summer vacation, 
Greg Heffley and his older 
brother Rodrick must deal 
with their parents’ misguided attempts  
to have them bond. (2011) 

“Leave it to a wimpy kid to show 
Hollywood how to make a family  
movie with live people in it.” 
– USA Today

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EONRODRICKD....................$32.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EONRODRICKB.................$37.99	

The 
Conspirator 
PG • 122 min. • $11M
Drama
Starring: James McAvoy, 
Robin Wright,  
Kevin Kline
In the wake of Abraham 
Lincoln’s assassination, 
seven men and one woman 
are arrested and charged 
with conspiring to kill the 
President, Vice President, 
and Secretary of State. The lone woman 
charged, Mary Surratt, owns a boarding  
house where John Wilkes Booth planned  
the simultaneous attacks. (2010) 

“Redford methodically presents the 
injustices piled on Surratt…” – USA Today

Street date August 16
DVD (WS)	 LGE30879D..........................$25.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 LGE30882B......................$39.99	

The Company 
Men 
14A • 105 min. • $4M
Drama
Starring: Ben Affleck, 
Chris Cooper,  
Tommy Lee Jones
Bobby Walker is living 
the proverbial American 
dream: great job, beautiful 
family, shiny Porsche in 
the garage. When corporate 
downsizing leaves him and 
co-workers Phil Woodward and  
Gene McClary jobless, the three men  
are forced to redefine their lives as  
men, husbands, and fathers. (2010) 

“Kevin Costner does the finest character 
acting of his career.” – Entertainment Weekly

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON234611002D.................$29.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON234612002B...............$33.99	

Cedar Rapids 
14A • 87 min. • $7M
Comedy
Starring: Miguel Arteta, 
John C. Reilly,  
Sigourney Weaver
A small-town, naive, 
Midwestern insurance 
agent must represent his 
company at a regional 
insurance convention in 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where 
his mind is blown by the 
big-city experience. (2011) 

“…honestly funny movie…” 
– Entertainment Weekly

“Modest in every way…” 
– Michael Phillips

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 TWT2270565D.....................$37.99	(Special.Edition)
Blu-rAy (WS)	 TWT2270572B..................$42.99	(Special.Edition)

Blue 
Valentine 
18A • 112 min. • $10M
Drama
Starring: Ryan Gosling, 
Michelle Williams,  
John Doman
The uncompromising 
portrait of Dean and Cindy, 
a young married couple 
who have grown apart, 
taking one night away from 
their daughter to try to save 
their relationship. Highlighted by  
provocative scenes alternately intimate  
and intense, the film captured audiences  
and critics alike. (2010) 

“…lushly touching and gorgeously told.” 
– Entertainment Weekly

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON233861002D.................$27.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON233862002B...............$29.99	

Biutiful 
(Spanish)
14A • 147 min. • $5M
Drama
Starring: Javier Bardem, 
Maricel Alvarez,  
Hanaa Bouchaib
Uxbal is a man on the 
wrong side of the law who 
struggles to provide for his 
children on the dangerous 
streets of Barcelona. As 
fate encircles him, Uxbal 
learns to accept the realities 
of life, whether bright, bad,  
or biutiful. (2010) (Mexico)
3 Film Awards

“…it’s a gorgeous, melancholy 
tone poem…” – Hollywood Reporter

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 LGE29938D..........................$24.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 LGE29941B......................$34.99	
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The Eagle 
14A • 114 min. • $19M
Action
Starring: Jamie Bell, 
Channing Tatum,  
Donald Sutherland
In 140 AD, twenty years 
after the unexplained 
disappearance of the 
entire Ninth Legion in the 
mountains of Scotland, 
young centurion Marcus 
Aquila arrives from Rome 
to solve the mystery and 
restore the reputation of his father,  
the commander of the Ninth. (2011) 

“A rip-snorting adventure tale…” 
– Roger Ebert

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON234883002D.................$31.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON234884002B...............$33.99	

Gnomeo & 
Juliet 
G • 84 min. • $99M
Children’s
Starring: Emily Blunt, 
James McAvoy,  
Maggie Smith
Caught up in a feud 
between neighbors, 
Gnomeo and Juliet 
must overcome as 
many obstacles as their 
namesakes. But with 
flamboyant pink flamingoes and  
epic lawnmower races, can this young  
couple find lasting happiness? (2011) 

“…really entertaining.” 
– Wall Street Journal

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON120138002D.................$27.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON120139002B...............$27.99	

The Grace 
Card 
PG • 102 min. • $2M
Drama
Starring: Michael Joiner, 
Mike Higgenbottom, 
Louis Gossett Jr.
Police officer Mac 
McDonald’s life is 
shattered when a tragic 
accident takes the life of 
his son. When Mac gets 
partnered up in the squad 
car with Sam Wright, an  
African-American ordained minister  
turned cop, will the two be able to join  
forces and help one another when it’s  
impossible to look past their differences? (2010) 

“…this faith-based drama is 
surprisingly effective.” – Hollywood Reporter

Street date August 16
DVD (WS)	 COL38037D.........................$22.99	

The Green 
Hornet 
PG • 119 min. • $99M
Action
Starring: Cameron Diaz, 
Seth Rogen, Jay Chou, 
Britt Reid is a rich playboy 
with a directionless life. 
After his father dies, Britt 
inherits his vast media 
empire, where he meets 
employee Kato. The two 
realize that they have a 
chance to do something worthwhile  
with their lives by fighting crime, so  
Britt becomes the Green Hornet. (2011) 

“A big, boisterous action-comedy…” 
– Miami Herald

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON233118002D.................$26.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON233126002B...............$27.99	

Gulliver’s 
Travels 
PG • 85 min. • $43M
Adventure
Starring: Jack Black, 
Jason Segel, Emily Blunt
When a shipwreck lands 
a lowly mailroom clerk 
named Gulliver on the 
fantastical island of 
Lilliput, he transforms into 
a giant, in size and ego! 
Gulliver’s tall tales and 
heroic deeds win the hearts of the  
tiny Lilliputians, but when he loses it all  
and puts his newfound friends in peril, 
Gulliver must find a way to undo  
the damage. (2010) 

“Black…made this movie such 
nimble fun.” – New York Post

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON267864002D.................$37.99	(2.Discs)
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON267857002B...............$42.99	

Hall Pass 
14A • 105 min. • $45M
Comedy
Starring: Owen Wilson, 
Jason Sudeikis,  
Christina Applegate
Rick and Fred are best 
friends who have a lot in 
common, including the 
fact that they have each 
been married for many 
years. But when the two 
men begin to show signs of 
restlessness at home, their 
wives grant them a ‘hall pass,’  
one week of freedom to do  
whatever they want, no  
questions asked. (2011) 

“…a worthwhile, farcical comedy.” 
– Empire Magazine

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON148453002D.................$23.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON148507002B...............$35.99	(Extended.Cut)

Hoodwinked 
Too! 
hooD vS. eviL 
G • 87 min. • $10M
Children’s
Starring: Glenn Close, 
Martin Short,  
Cheech Marin
Red is training with a 
mysterious covert group 
called the Sisters of the 
Hood. But she is forced to 
cut her training short when 
she gets an urgent call from  
Nicky Flippers, the head of the Happily  
Ever After Agency. A wicked witch  
has abducted Hansel and Gretel, and Nicky  
needs the whole Hoodwinked gang for 
the search and rescue mission. (2011) 

“…fast, funky and funny…” – Toronto Star

Street date August 16
DVD 	 EONHOOD2D.......................$27.99	
Blu-rAy 	 EONHOOD2B....................$31.99	

I Am Number 
Four 
PG • 109 min. • $54M
Action
Starring: Teresa Palmer, 
Timothy Olyphant, 
Callan McAuliffe
Three are dead. Who is 
number four? John Smith 
is an extraordinary teen 
masking his true identity 
to elude a deadly enemy 
sent to destroy him. John 
encounters unexpected life-changing  
events, his first love, powerful new  
abilities, and a secret connection to the  
others who share his incredible destiny. (2011) 

“Director D.J. Caruso knows his 
action beats…” – Roger Moore

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 THV106694D.......................$30.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 THV107613B....................$38.99	

Harry Potter 
and the 
Deathly 
Hallows 
ParT 1 
PG • 146 min. • $295M
Adventure
Starring: Emma Watson, 
Daniel Radcliffe,  
Rupert Grint
Harry, Ron, and Hermione 
set out on their perilous mission to track  
down and destroy the secret to Voldemort’s  
immortality and destruction - the Horcruxes. 
(2010) 

“…Rowling throws fans in the 
final sprint…” – Entertainment Weekly

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON184538002D.................$23.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON184552002B...............$35.99	(2.Discs)
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The Illusionist 
PG • 80 min. • $2M
Animated
Starring: Sylvain Chomet, 
Jean-Claude Donda, 
Eilidh Rankin
A French illusionist finds 
himself out of work and 
travels to Scotland. While 
performing in a village  
pub, he encounters Alice, 
an innocent young girl, 
who will change his  
life forever. (2010) 
“…distinctive artistic 
sensibilities.” – Variety

Now Available
Blu-rAy (WS)	 COL378841B....................$35.99	

Insidious 
14A • 102 min. • $53M
Horror
Starring: Patrick Wilson, 
Rose Byrne, Ty Simpkins
Josh and Renai have a 
happy family, until tragedy 
strikes their young son, and 
he begins to experience 
things that science cannot 
explain. Now they must try 
to prevent evil spirits from 
trapping their comatose 
child in a realm called the 
Further. (2010) 

“Nicely acted by all…” – Michael Phillips

“…makes flesh crawl.” – Wall Street Journal

Street date July 12
DVD (WS)	 EONINSIDIOUSD..................$27.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EONINSIDIOUSB...............$29.99	

Jane Eyre 
PG • 121 min. • $11M
Romance
Starring: Jamie Bell, 
Mia Wasikowska, 
Michael Fassbender
When orphaned governess 
Jane Eyre arrives at 
imposing Thornfield 
Hall, she’s intrigued by 
her brooding, wealthy 
employer, Rochester. His 
dark moods and the strange 
occurrences in the house 
lead her to discover a terrible secret  
that he had hoped to hide from  
her forever. (2011) 

“…voluptuous visuals and 
ambitious art direction.” 
– Roger Ebert

Street date August 16
DVD (WS)	 EONJANEEYRED..................$31.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EONJANEEYREB................$39.99	

Jumping the 
Broom 
PG • 112 min. • $36M
Comedy
Starring: Angela Bassett, 
Paula Patton,  
Laz Alonso
On a weekend wedding 
in Martha’s Vineyard, 
two African-American 
families from divergent 
socioeconomic 
backgrounds clash during 
their first meeting before the  
big event. (2011) 

“The cast is large, well chosen, 
and diverting.” – Roger Ebert

“…gave me considerable satisfaction…” 
– Michael Phillips

Street date August 9
DVD (WS)	 EON236224002D.................$23.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON236226002B...............$26.99	

Just Go 
With It 
PG • 116 min. • $103M
Comedy
Starring: Adam Sandler, 
Jennifer Aniston, 
Brooklyn Decker
A plastic surgeon who is 
romancing a much younger 
schoolteacher enlists his 
loyal assistant to pretend to 
be his soon-to-be ex-wife in 
order to cover up a careless 
lie. When more lies backfire,  
the assistant’s kids become involved,  
and everyone heads off for a weekend in  
Hawaii that will change all their lives. (2011) 

“Aniston does her best work 
in years…” – Time Magazine

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EONJUSTGOD......................$29.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EONJUSTGOB...................$35.99	

Justin Bieber 
never Say never 
G • 105 min. • $73M
Documentary
Starring: Justin Bieber, 
Usher, Boyz II Men
Justin Bieber’s odds were 
a million to one, until 
millions of fans found him 
online. Now revealed is 
the story of his journey 
from average teen to global 
superstar, culminating with 
a dream sold-out show at 
the famed Madison Square Garden. (2011) 
2011 MTV Award  
Best Jaw Dropping Moment

“On him, swagger looks sweet.” 
– Philadelphia Inquirer

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EONBIEBERD.......................$31.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EONBIEBERB....................$38.99	

Kill the 
Irishman 
14A • 106 min. • $1M
Action
Starring: Ray Stevenson, 
Christopher Walken, 
Vincent D’Onofrio
Over the summer of 1976, 
thirty-six bombs detonate 
in the heart of Cleveland 
while a turf war rages 
between Irish mobster 
Danny Greene and the 
Italian mafia. Chronicles Greene’s heroic 
rise from a tough Cleveland neighborhood to 
become an enforcer in the local mob. (2011) 

“…the cast is tasty…” 
– Entertainment Weekly

“…gets the job done.” – Boston Globe

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 ABEZAF2217D......................$25.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 ABEZBD22198B................$27.99	

The King’s 
Speech 
14A • 119 min. • $138M
Drama
Starring: Colin Firth, 
Geoffrey Rush,  
Helena Bonham Carter
The story of King 
George VI of Britain, his 
impromptu ascension to 
the throne, and the speech 
therapist who helped the 
unsure monarch become 
worthy of it. (2010) 
4 Academy Awards; 1 Spirit Award;  
Golden Globe Award Best Actor;  
2 SAG Awards; 7 BAFTA Awards

“…Colin Firth deserves an Oscar 
for his lead role…” – USA Today

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EONMCA2328550D.............$27.99	(2.Discs)
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EONMCA2328560B...........$29.99	

Limitless 
14A • 105 min. • $79M
Action
Starring: Abbie Cornish, 
Bradley Cooper,  
Robert De Niro
Eddie Morra, a burnt-out 
writer, discovers a top-
secret pill that unlocks 
100% of his brain’s 
capacity. He instantly 
acquires mind-bending 
talents and mesmerizing 
visions that bring him 
big money, beautiful women, and limitless 
success. As the drug’s brutal side effects  
take their toll, he finds himself entangled  
with a cunning Wall Street power broker  
who wants everything Eddie has. (2011) 

“Briskly paced, suspenseful thriller.” 
– USA Today

Street date July 19
DVD (WS)	 EONLIMITLESSD..................$27.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EONLIMITLESSB...............$29.99	

CURRENTLY ONLY AvAILABLE ON BLU-RAY
•	Limited	quantities	will	include	bonus	DVD	

version	of	the	film
•	Standard	DVD	will	be	released	at	a	later	date
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Mars Needs 
Moms 
PG • 88 min. • $21M
Children’s
Starring: Seth Green, 
Joan Cusack, Dan Fogler
Take out the trash, eat your 
broccoli. Who needs moms, 
anyway? Nine-year-old 
Milo finds out just how 
much he needs his mom 
when she’s nabbed by 
Martians, who plan to steal 
her mom-ness for their own young. (2011) 

“…visually magnificent…” 
– Entertainment Weekly

“…packed with good messages…” 
– Orlando Sentinel

Street date August 9
DVD (WS)	 DIS106677D........................$30.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 DIS107651B.....................$39.99	

The Mechanic 
18A • 93 min. • $29M
Action
Starring: Jason Statham, 
Ben Foster,  
Donald Sutherland
Arthur Bishop is an 
assassin with a unique 
talent for cleanly 
eliminating targets. 
It’s a job that requires 
professional perfection 
and he is the best in the 
business. But when Harry, 
his mentor and friend, is murdered,  
Bishop wants those responsible dead. (2011) 

“The interplay…is what makes the 
movie fun.” – Time Magazine

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EONMECHANICD.................$31.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EONMECHANICB..............$33.99	

N-Secure 
UNK • 115 min. • $3M
Drama
Starring: Essence Atkins, 
Lamman Rucker, 
Tempest Bledsoe
Wealthy businessman 
David Washington wants to 
control every aspect of his 
life, including his beautiful 
girlfriend Robin. But his 
domineering nature only 
pushes Robin into the arms 
of the handsome fiance of 
her best friend. Haunted by Robin’s betrayal and his 
own insecurities, David soon finds himself ensnared in 
a web of revenge and murder. (2010) 

“…drama and psychological thriller.” 
– Variety

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 TWT2275258D.....................$22.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 TWT2275258B..................$28.99	

No Eres 
Tu, Soy Yo 
(Spanish)
UNK • 99 min. • $1M
Comedy
Starring: Eugenio Derbez
A romantic comedy that 
tells the hilarious story 
of Javier, a man who 
refuses to accept the loss 
of the woman he loves. In 
his journey to recovery, 
he rides an emotional rollercoaster that 
eventually leads him to his true love. 
(2010) (Mexico)
“…it’s sexy without being crass…” 
– Los Angeles Times

Street date August 16
DVD (WS)	 LGE30896D..........................$17.99	

No Strings 
Attached 
14A • 107 min. • $71M
Comedy
Starring: Ashton Kutcher, 
Natalie Portman,  
Kevin Kline
Emma and Adam are 
lifelong friends who 
almost ruin everything by 
having sex one morning. 
To protect their friendship, 
they make a pact to keep 
their relationship strictly  
‘no strings attached.’ The question  
becomes: who’s going to fall first?  
And can their friendship survive? (2011) 

“It’s a smart, sexy romcom…” 
– Wall Street Journal

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EONNOSTRINGD..................$28.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EONNOSTRINGB...............$33.99	

Of Gods and 
Men (French)
14A • 123 min. • $4M
Drama
Starring: Lambert Wilson, 
Michael Lonsdale
Eight French Christian 
monks live in harmony 
with their Muslim brothers 
in a monastery in the 
mountains of North Africa 
in the 1990s. When a crew 
of foreign workers are 
massacred by an Islamic fundamentalist group,  
fear sweeps though the region. (2010) 
Cannes Film Festival Grand Prize

“Beautiful, somber, and rigorously 
intelligent.” – A.O. Scott

Street date July 5
DVD (WS)	 EON235243002D...............$29.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON235244002B...............$33.99	

Paul 
14A • 104 min. • $37M
Sci-Fi
Starring: Simon Pegg, 
Nick Frost, Seth Rogen
Two sci-fi geeks take a 
pilgrimage to America’s 
UFO heartland. There they 
meet a smart-aleck alien, 
Paul, who takes them on 
an insane road trip. As 
they struggle to return Paul 
home, the little green man 
might just take the outcasts 
from misfits to intergalactic heroes. (2011) 

“Smashing fun.” – Rolling Stone

“…in celebration of what the 
Spielbergian cosmos is all about.” 
– Entertainment Weekly

Street date August 9
DVD (WS)	 EONPAULD..........................$27.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EONPAULB.......................$35.99	

Potiche 
(French)
18A • 103 min. • $1M
Comedy
Starring: 
Catherine Deneuve, 
Gerard Depardieu
A housebound ‘trophy 
housewife’ (or ‘potiche’) 
steps in to manage the 
umbrella factory run by her 
tyrannical husband after 
the workers go on strike. 
To everyone’s surprise, 
Suzanne proves herself a competent  
and assertive woman of action. (2011) 

“…it’s sweet comedy…” – Roger Ebert

“Sophisticated & quick-witted!” 
– New York Times

Street date July 19
DVD (WS)	 MBSMBFHE020D.................$25.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 MBSMBFHE020B..............$33.99	

The Lincoln 
Lawyer 
14A • 119 min. • $57M
Drama
Starring: Marisa Tomei, 
Matthew McConaughey, 
Ryan Phillippe
Michael ‘Mick’ Haller is 
a slick, charismatic Los 
Angeles criminal defense 
attorney who operates out 
of the back of his Lincoln 
Town Car. Having spent 
most of his career defending petty,  
gutter-variety criminals, Mick unexpectedly 
lands the case of a lifetime. (2011) 

“…just may have the makings of a 
terrific franchise…” – Washington Post

Street date July 12
DVD (WS)	 LGE30667D..........................$25.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 LGE30670B......................$34.99	(2.Discs)
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Priest 
14A • 87 min. • $29M
Action
Starring: Paul Bettany, 
Karl Urban,  
Cam Gigandet
A legendary Warrior Priest 
from the last Vampire War 
lives in obscurity among 
the other downtrodden 
human inhabitants in 
walled-in cities ruled by the 
Church. When his niece is 
abducted by a murderous 
pack of vampires, Priest breaks his sacred 
vows to venture out on a quest to find her 
before they turn her into one of them. (2011) 

“…one of the best examples of a 
broad-scale vampire blockbuster.” 
– Boxoffice Magazine

Street date August 16
DVD (WS)	 EON236608002D.................$26.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON236610002B...............$29.99	

Rabbit Hole 
14A • 92 min. • $2M
Drama
Starring: Nicole Kidman, 
Aaron Eckhart,  
Dianne Wiest
Becca and Howie Corbett 
are returning to their 
everyday existence in the 
wake of a shocking,  
sudden loss. Just eight 
months ago, they were a 
happy suburban family  
with everything they 
wanted. Now they are caught in a maze  
of memory, longing, guilt, recrimination,  
sarcasm, and tightly controlled rage from  
which they cannot escape. (2010) 

“Entertaining and surprisingly amusing…” 
– Roger Ebert

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 LGE29919D..........................$26.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 LGE29922B......................$34.99	

Rango 
PG • 107 min. • $122M
Children’s
Starring: Johnny Depp, 
Isla Fisher,  
Abigail Breslin
Rango, a kooky pet 
chameleon, accidentally 
winds up in the gritty, gun-
slinging town of Dirt, a 
lawless outpost populated 
by the desert’s most wily 
and whimsical creatures. 
Welcomed as the last hope 
the town has been waiting for, new Sheriff Rango is 
forced to play his new role to the hilt, until he starts to 
become the hero he once only pretended to be. (2011) 

“…the coolest, orneriest, funniest, 
best-looking movie of early 2011.” 
– Time Magazine

Street date July 15
DVD (WS)	 EON235758002D.................$27.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON235759002B...............$33.99	

Red Riding 
Hood 
PG • 100 min. • $38M
Adventure
Starring: Gary Oldman, 
Amanda Seyfried,  
Billy Burke
Valerie is a beautiful young 
woman torn between 
two men. She is in love 
with a brooding outsider, 
Peter, but her parents have 
arranged for her to marry 
the wealthy Henry. Valerie and Peter are planning to 
run away together when they learn that Valerie’s older 
sister has been killed by the werewolf that prowls the 
dark forest surrounding their village. (2011) 

“Gorgeously shot, smartly conceived, 
cleverly cast…” – Los Angeles Times

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON918607002D.................$23.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON186129002B...............$35.99	(Alternate.Cut)

The Rite 
14A • 114 min. • $33M
Suspense
Starring: Ciaran Hinds, 
Anthony Hopkins,  
Alice Braga
Inspired by true events, 
this supernatural thriller 
follows a seminary student 
sent to study exorcism 
at the Vatican in spite of 
his own doubts about the 
controversial practice and 
even his own faith. Only 
when sent to apprentice with  
legendary Father Lucas, who has performed 
thousand of exorcisms, does his armor of 
skepticism begin to fall. (2011) 

“…its cinematography is eerie and 
evocative…” – Roger Ebert

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON148286002D.................$23.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON148309002B...............$35.99	

The 
Roommate 
PG • 91 min. • $37M
Suspense
Starring: Minka Kelly, 
Leighton Meester,  
Cam Gigandet
After college student 
Sara discovers that her 
roommate has become 
obsessed with her, things 
quickly take a violent turn. 
(2011) 

“It’s the stuff of a late-night 
channel-surfer’s dreams.” 
– Time Out New York

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON233382002D.................$26.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON233383002B...............$27.99	

Sanctum 
14A • 109 min. • $23M
Drama
A thrilling underwater 
adventure based on true 
events. Master diver Frank 
McGuire leads a team - 
including his 17-year-old 
son - to explore the largest, 
most beautiful, and least 
accessible cave system on 
Earth. But when a tropical 
storm cuts off their only 
escape route, the team must 
work together to find their way  
through an uncharted and dangerous  
underwater labyrinth. (2011) 

“It’s a solid, old-fashioned action…” 
– Orlando Sentinel

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON234594002D.................$31.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON234596002B...............$39.99	

Season of 
the Witch 
14A • 95 min. • $25M
Action
Starring: Nicolas Cage, 
Ron Perlman,  
Stephen Campbell Moore
Fourteenth century 
Crusaders return to a 
homeland devastated 
by the Black Plague. 
A beleaguered church, 
deeming sorcery the culprit 
of the plague, commands two knights to transport an 
accused witch to a remote abbey, where monks will 
perform a ritual in hopes of ending the pestilence. 
(2011) 

“The best thing about it is Claire Foy’s 
performance…” – Entertainment Weekly

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EONSEASONWD..................$31.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EONSEASONWB................$39.99	

Somewhere 
14A • 98 min. • $2M
Drama
Starring: Stephen Dorff, 
Elle Fanning
A witty, moving, and 
empathetic look into the 
orbit of actor Johnny 
Marco. He has a Ferrari 
to drive around in, and a 
constant stream of girls and 
pills to stay in with. Then 
his 11-year-old daughter 
Cleo from his failed 
marriage arrives unexpectedly at  
the Chateau. Their encounters encourage  
Johnny to face up to where he is in life. (2010) 
2010 Venice Film Festival Golden Lion Award

“Exquisite, melancholy and formally 
audacious.” – A.O. Scott

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON233113002D.................$27.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON233114002B...............$29.99	
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Soul Surfer 
PG • 106 min. • $37M
Drama
Starring: Dennis Quaid, 
AnnaSophia Robb,  
Helen Hunt
Teen surfer Bethany 
Hamilton loses her arm 
in a shark attack and 
courageously overcomes 
all odds to become a 
champion again, through 
her sheer determination and 
unwavering faith. (2011) 

“It’s a good, solid family film.” 
– Miami Herald

“…an authentic and heartfelt 
movie.” – Entertainment Weekly

Street date August 2
DVD (WS)	 EON235718002D.................$26.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON235719002B...............$29.99	

Source Code 
PG • 93 min. • $54M
Action
Starring: Vera Farmiga, 
Jake Gyllenhaal,  
Michelle Monaghan
When Captain Colter 
Stevens wakes up in the 
body of an unknown man, 
he discovers he’s part of an 
experimental government 
program that enables him 
to cross over into another 
man’s identity in the 
last eight minutes of his life. In order to identify the 
bomber of a Chicago commuter train, he must relive 
the incident over and over again, gathering clues to 
prevent an even deadlier second terrorist attack. (2011) 

“…the best movie I’ve seen 
so far in 2011.” – Richard Roeper

Street date July 26
DVD (WS)	 EON200118002D.................$27.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON200119002B...............$29.99	

Sucker Punch 
14A • 110 min. • $36M
Action
Starring: Jena Malone, 
Vanessa Hudgens,  
Jon Hamm
Set in the 1950s, it tells 
the story of Baby Doll in 
a mental institution, where 
she creates an alternate 
reality. She plans to escape 
from that imaginary world, 
but to do that she needs to 
steal five objects before she 
is captured by an unknown adversary. (2011) 

“…utterly absorbing…” 
– Los Angeles Times

“An extremely boyish ode 
to girl power.” – Washington Post

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON187614002D.................$23.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON187669002B...............$35.99	

Take Me 
Home Tonight 
UNK • 98 min. • $7M
Comedy
Starring: Topher Grace, 
Anna Faris, Dan Fogler
When Matt Franklin’s high 
school crush Tori shows up 
at his dead-end mall job, he 
and his buddy Barry devise 
a wild scheme for Matt to 
finally win the girl of his 
dreams. But only time will 
tell if Matt can seduce this  
gorgeous goddess. (2011) 

“…fun nostalgia trip.” 
– Richard Roeper

“…the young Australian actress Teresa 
Palmer is lovely and crisp…” – New Yorker

Street date July 19
DVD (WS)	 EONTAKEMED.....................$32.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EONTAKEMEB...................$37.99	

The Tempest 
PG • 110 min. • $1M
Drama
Starring: Alan Cumming, 
Helen Mirren,  
Chris Cooper
This modern retelling of 
William Shakespeare’s 
final masterpiece is an 
exciting, mystical, and 
magical fantasy. Exiled 
to a magical island, the 
sorceress Prospera conjures 
up a storm that shipwrecks 
her enemies, and then unleashes  
her powers for revenge. (2010) 

“…gifted actors…” – Roger Ebert

“Helen Mirren is majestic and 
brilliantly restrained.” – Us Weekly

Street date September 13
DVD (WS)	 THV106588D.......................$33.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 THV106587B....................$38.99	

Unknown 
14A • 113 min. • $64M
Suspense
Starring: Liam Neeson, 
January Jones,  
Diane Kruger
Dr. Martin Harris awakens 
after a car accident in 
Berlin to discover that 
his wife suddenly doesn’t 
recognize him and another 
man has assumed his 
identity. Aided by an 
unlikely ally, Harris 
plunges into a deadly mystery,  
forcing him to question his sanity,  
his identity, and just how far he’s willing  
to go to uncover the truth. (2011) 

“Sleek…very entertaining…” 
– Michael Phillips

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON184705002D.................$23.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON184750002B...............$35.99	

The Warrior’s 
Way 
PG • 100 min. • $6M
Action
Starring: Kate Bosworth, 
Geoffrey Rush,  
Danny Huston
A samurai warrior-assassin 
is forced to hide in a small 
Western town in  
the American Badlands 
after refusing a mission. 
(2010) 

“A visually inspired multi-genre 
amalgamation…” – Variety

“…impressive visual effects 
make these battles entertaining…” 
– New York Times

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON233989002D.................$22.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON233990002B...............$26.99	

Your Highness 
18A • 103 min. • $22M
Adventure
Starring: Natalie Portman, 
Danny R. McBride,  
James Franco
Two royal princes - weed-
smoking slacker Thadeous 
and the noble Fabious - 
join with an elusive warrior 
on a quest to free a princess 
from an evil wizard. Along 
the way, they’ll have to 
vanquish horrific creatures 
and traitorous knights. (2011) 

“(Green) has an easy touch 
when it comes to comedy…” 
– Los Angeles Times

“Franco truly saves the day.” 
– New York Daily News

Street date August 9
DVD (WS)	 MCA61111804D..................$31.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EONHIGHNESSB...............$35.99	

True Grit 
14A • 110 min. • $171M
Western
Starring: Jeff Bridges, 
Hailee Steinfeld,  
Matt Damon
(2010) 
12 Film Awards

“Great movie. 
Saddle up.” 
– Rolling Stone

Now Available
DVD (WS)	 EON233915002D.................$27.99	
Blu-rAy (WS)	 EON233916002B...............$33.99	

ORIGINAL TRUE GRIT 
Starring: John Wayne, Kim Darby
PG 127 min. (1969) Western
1970 Academy Award and Golden 
Globe Best Actor John Wayne
DVD (WS)	PAR185979002D........... $13.99	
(Collector’s.Edition)
Blu-rAy (WS)	EON230089002B......... $24.99	
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*CD Soundtrack Available

Hot New ReleasesORDER FORM
Box

Office
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The TempeST * PG 1M 09/13 THV106588D WS $33.99 THV106587B. WS $38.99
The BeAVer PG 1M 08/23 EONBEAVERD WS $22.99 EONBEAVERB. WS $24.99
The ConSpirATor PG 11M 08/16 LGE30879D WS $25.99 LGE30882B. WS $39.99
The GrACe CArD PG 2M 08/16 COL38037D WS $22.99 . . . . . . . Not	Available
hooDwinkeD Too! hooD VS. eVil * G 10M 08/16 EONHOOD2D FS $27.99 EONHOOD2B. FS $31.99
JAne eyre * PG 11M 08/16 EONJANEEYRED WS $31.99 EONJANEEYREB. WS $39.99
no ereS Tu, Soy yo (Spanish) UNK 1M 08/16 LGE30896D WS $17.99 . . . . . . . Not	Available
prieST 14A 29M 08/16 EON236608002D WS $26.99 EON236610002B. WS $29.99
JumpinG The Broom PG 36M 08/09 EON236224002D WS $23.99 EON236226002B. WS $26.99
mArS neeDS momS PG 21M 08/09 DIS106677D WS $30.99 DIS107651B. WS $39.99
pAul * 14A 37M 08/09 EONPAULD WS $27.99 EONPAULB. WS $35.99
your hiGhneSS * 18A 22M 08/09 MCA61111804D WS $31.99 EONHIGHNESSB. WS $35.99
DylAn DoG Dead.of.Night UNK 1M 07/26 EONDYLANDOGD WS $22.99 EONDYLANDOGB. WS $28.99
SourCe CoDe * PG 54M 07/26 EON200118002D WS $27.99 EON200119002B. WS $29.99
limiTleSS 14A 79M 07/19 EONLIMITLESSD WS $27.99 EONLIMITLESSB. WS $29.99
poTiChe (French) 18A 1M 07/19 MBSMBFHE020D WS $25.99 MBSMBFHE020B. WS $33.99
Soul Surfer* PG 37M 07/19 EON235718002D WS $26.99 EON235719002B. WS $29.99
TAke me home ToniGhT * UNK 7M 07/19 EONTAKEMED WS $32.99 EONTAKEMEB. WS $37.99
ArThur PG 33M 07/15 EONARTHURD WS $23.99 EON1000209295B. WS $35.99
rAnGo * PG 122M 07/15 EON235758002D WS $27.99 EON235759002B. WS $33.99
inSiDiouS 14A 53M 07/12 EONINSIDIOUSD WS $27.99 EONINSIDIOUSB. WS $29.99
The linColn lAwyer * 14A 57M 07/12 LGE30667D WS $25.99 LGE30670B. WS $34.99
The CompAny men 14A 4M 07/05 EON234611002D WS $29.99 EON234612002B. WS $33.99
of GoDS AnD men (French) 14A 4M 07/05 EON235243002D WS $29.99 EON235244002B. WS $33.99
The wArrior’S wAy PG 6M 07/05 EON233989002D WS $22.99 EON233990002B. WS $26.99
BArney’S VerSion 14A 7M 06/28 EON234755002D WS $28.99 EON234756002B. WS $31.99
BeASTly * PG 28M 06/28 EONBEASTLYD WS $27.99 EONBEASTLYB. WS $29.99
SeASon of The wiTCh 14A 25M 06/28 EONSEASONWD WS $31.99 EONSEASONWB. WS $39.99
SuCker punCh * 14A 36M 06/28 EON187614002D WS $23.99 EON187669002B. WS $35.99
The ADJuSTmenT BureAu PG 62M 06/21 MCA61113683D WS $31.99 EONADJUSTB. WS $39.99
CeDAr rApiDS 14A 7M 06/21 TWT2270565D WS $37.99 TWT2270572B. WS $42.99
DiAry of A wimpy kiD Rodrick.Rules G 51M 06/21 EONRODRICKD WS $32.99 EONRODRICKB. WS $37.99
The eAGle * 14A 19M 06/21 EON234883002D WS $31.99 EON234884002B. WS $33.99
unknown * 14A 64M 06/21 EON184705002D WS $23.99 EON184750002B. WS $35.99
BATTle Los.Angeles.* 14A 83M 06/14 EON234529002D WS $29.99 EON234531002B. WS $31.99
BiG mommAS Like.Father,.Like.Son PG 38M 06/14 EONMOMMASD WS $37.99 EONMOMMASB. WS $42.99
hAll pASS 14A 45M 06/14 EON148453002D WS $23.99 EON148507002B. WS $35.99
kill The iriShmAn 14A 1M 06/14 ABEZAF2217D WS $25.99 ABEZBD22198B. WS $27.99
n-SeCure UNK 3M 06/14 TWT2275258D WS $22.99 TWT2275258B. WS $28.99
reD riDinG hooD PG 38M 06/14 EON918607002D WS $23.99 EON186129002B. WS $35.99
AnoTher yeAr * PG 3M 06/07 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Not	Available EONANOTHERB. WS $35.99
JuST Go wiTh iT PG 103M 06/07 EONJUSTGOD WS $29.99 EONJUSTGOB. WS $35.99
SAnCTum * 14A 23M 06/07 EON234594002D WS $31.99 EON234596002B. WS $39.99
True GriT * 14A 171M 06/07 EON233915002D WS $27.99 EON233916002B. WS $33.99
BiuTiful (Spanish) 14A 5M 05/31 LGE29938D WS $24.99 LGE29941B. WS $34.99
DriVe AnGry * 18A 11M 05/31 EON234421002D WS $20.99 EON234422002B. WS $23.99
Gnomeo & JulieT * G 99M 05/24 EON120138002D WS $27.99 EON120139002B. WS $27.99
i Am numBer four * PG 54M 05/24 THV106694D WS $30.99 THV107613B. WS $38.99
The meChAniC 18A 29M 05/17 EONMECHANICD WS $31.99 EONMECHANICB. WS $33.99
The riTe * 14A 33M 05/17 EON148286002D WS $23.99 EON148309002B. WS $35.99
The roommATe PG 37M 05/17 EON233382002D WS $26.99 EON233383002B. WS $27.99
JuSTin BieBer Never.Say.Never G 73M 05/13 EONBIEBERD WS $31.99 EONBIEBERB. WS $38.99
Blue VAlenTine * 18A 10M 05/10 EON233861002D WS $27.99 EON233862002B. WS $29.99
The illuSioniST * PG 2M 05/10 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Not	Available COL378841B. WS $35.99
no STrinGS ATTACheD * 14A 71M 05/10 EONNOSTRINGD WS $28.99 EONNOSTRINGB. WS $33.99
The DilemmA * PG 48M 05/03 MCA61115726D WS $31.99 EON233459002B. WS $35.99
The Green horneT PG 99M 05/03 EON233118002D WS $26.99 EON233126002B. WS $27.99
3 iDioTS * PG 7M 04/26 TWT2274044D WS $22.99 . . . . . . . Not	Available
GulliVer’S TrAVelS PG 43M 04/19 EON267864002D WS $37.99 EON267857002B. WS $42.99
The kinG’S SpeeCh * 14A 138M 04/19 EONMCA2328550D WS $27.99 EONMCA2328560B. WS $29.99
rABBiT hole 14A 2M 04/19 LGE29919D WS $26.99 LGE29922B. WS $34.99
Somewhere 14A 2M 04/19 EON233113002D WS $27.99 EON233114002B. WS $29.99
hArry poTTer AnD The DeAThly hAllowS.Part.1 * PG 295M 04/15 EON184538002D WS $23.99 EON184552002B. WS $35.99
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Must-Have Television

United States 
of Tara 
The ThirD SeaSon
Starring: Toni Collette, 
John Corbett,  
Rosemarie DeWitt 
The battle for the student 
body begins as Tara 
and her alters return to 
college. Her alternate 
personalities further 
complicate her life as 
they turn the school 
upside down and 
send her family into 
a ridiculous tailspin. 
UNK 328 min. (2011) 

Comedy
Available August 2
DVD (WS) PAR821874D..............$39.99	 (2.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Seasons 1 and 2 also available

House MD
SeaSon 7
Starring: Hugh Laurie, 
Robert Sean Leonard, 
Omar Epps 
He’s sarcastic, 
incorrigible, bitter,  
and in a relationship? 
Dr. Gregory House has 
spent his career taking 
on seemingly hopeless 
cases, but when his 
rapport with Dr. Lisa 
Cuddy changes, he 
finds himself facing 
new, and very 
different, challenges. 
UNK (2010) Drama
Available August 30
DVD (WS) MCA61115515D........$58.99	 (5.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) MCA61115525B.........$67.99	 (5.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Seasons 1 through 6 also available

Dexter 
The coMPLeTe 
FiFTh SeaSon
Starring:  
Michael C. Hall, 
Jennifer Carpenter, 
Desmond Harrington 
In season five, Dexter 
goes from happily 
married husband to 
guilt-ridden single dad. 
How will it affect his 
ability to maintain an 
average-guy facade 
while satisfying  
his need to kill? 
14A 618 min. 
(2010) Drama
Available August 16
DVD (WS) EON236140002D.......$40.99	 (4.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) EON236139002B........$55.99	 (3.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Seasons 1 through 4 also available

Desperate 
Housewives
coMPLeTe 
SevenTh SeaSon
Starring: Teri Hatcher, 
Felicity Huffman,  
Eva Longoria 
Excitement stirs up on 
Wisteria Lane as  
Lynette gets jealous 
when Renee starts 
spending time with 
Tom, and Bree finds 
herself falling for 
Keith. Meanwhile, 
Gabrielle makes 
a shocking personal 
discovery, Susan copes with a life-threatening 
event, and a mysterious shooting has everyone on edge. 
UNK 989 min. (2010) Drama
Available August 30
DVD (WS) THV10658D................$48.99	 (5.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Seasons 1 through 6 also available

Cougar Town
coMPLeTe 
SeconD SeaSon
Starring: Courteney Cox, 
Busy Philipps,  
Josh Hopkins 
It’s a new year of 
uproarious changes as 
Travis prepares to leave 
for college, Jules and 
Grayson’s relationship 
reaches another level, 
and Bobby tries to stand 
on his own. Meanwhile, 
Andy and Ellie find 
clever new ways to 
keep their marriage 
lively, and Laurie ramps  
up her search for love - in her  
own unique way. UNK 506 min. (2010) Comedy
Available August 30
DVD (WS) THV106608D..............$35.99	 (3.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Season 1 also available

Castle
The coMPLeTe 
ThirD SeaSon
Starring: Nathan Fillion, 
Stana Katic,  
Seamus Dever 
Famous mystery novelist 
Richard Castle and 
NYPD detective Kate 
Beckett return for the 
suspenseful third season 
of ABC’s brilliantly 
funny series. Enjoy 
every inspired idea and 
flirtatious moment as 
this fiery duo solves 
the strangest homicides 
New York has to offer. 
UNK 1032 min. 
(2010) Drama
Available September 20
DVD (WS) THV106609D..............$48.99	 (5.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Seasons 1 and 2 also available

Brothers and 
Sisters
coMPLeTe FiFTh 
SeaSon
Starring: Ron Rifkin, 
Calista Flockhart, 
Rachel Griffiths 
It’s a season of new 
beginnings. The family 
is reunited for Justin’s 
homecoming party, love 
is in the air as Nora 
and Kitty get back in 
the dating game, and 
Sarah’s and Kevin’s 
relationships are put 
to the test. Relive the 
excitement and the emotion of every  
captivating moment. UNK 946 min. (2010) Drama
Available August 23
DVD (WS) THV10661D................$48.99	 (5.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Seasons 1 through 4 also available

Body of Proof
The coMPLeTe 
FirST SeaSon
Starring: Dana Delany, 
Jeri Ryan 
Step into the world of 
ABC’s compelling new 
drama, with a sharp-
witted, headstrong 
medical examiner with 
unorthodox crime-
solving methods and 
strained relationships 
with the living. 
UNK 387 min. 
(2010) Drama
“HHHH! ABC’s 
‘Body of Proof’ hits  
all the right notes.” 
- NY Daily News
Available September 20
DVD (WS) THV106605D..............$30.99	 (2.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Army Wives
The coMPLeTe 
FiFTh SeaSon
Starring: Catherine Bell 
In the riveting fifth 
season, the women’s 
friendships continue to 
grow stronger as they 
band together through 
their most difficult 
challenges yet,  
including life with 
a newborn, mid-life 
career changes, and  
the tragic loss of  
a loved one. 
UNK 559 min. (2011) 
Drama
Available September 27
DVD (WS) THV107933D..............$39.99	 (3.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Seasons 1 through 4 also available

For additional seasons  
of these shows, visit  
www.cvsmidwesttapes.ca
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Tv on dvd

Torchwood 
coMPLeTe originaL  
uk SerieS
Starring: John Barrowman, 
Eve Myles 
Led by Captain Jack Harkness, the 
Torchwood team delves into the 
unknown and fights the impossible. 
UNK 1584 min. Sci-Fi

Available July 19
DVD (WS) WAR1000204131D.. $120.99	 (14.Discs).
ISBN#	0780676998
Blu-rAy (WS) WAR1000203979B.. $130.99	 (12.Discs).
ISBN#	078067748X

Reggie Perrin 
SeT 1
Starring: Martin Clunes 
Reimagining of the beloved British 
comedy series, The Fall and Rise of 
Reginald Perrin. UNK 341 min. 
(2009) Comedy
“Scathing and uproariously funny.” 
- Evening Times (U.K.)

Available July 19
DVD (WS) AMV864294D.............$39.99	 (2.Discs)
ISBN#	9781598286427

Outcasts SeaSon 1
Starring: Eric Mabius, 
Liam Cunningham 
When Earth becomes uninhabitable,  
a surviving group of pioneers decides 
to leave for the planet Carpathia.  
UNK 400 min. (2011) Sci-Fi

Available August 16
DVD  WAR1000181478D.....$37.99	
(3.Discs).
ISBN#	0780671147
Blu-rAy (WS) WAR1000181480B.....$37.99	 (2.Discs).
ISBN#	0780671155

Land Girls SeaSon 2
Starring: Becci Gemmell, 
Jo Woodcock, Susan Cookson 
Follow the lives and loves of the Land 
Girls who are working the fields for 
Britain during WWII. UNK 225 min. 
(2011) Drama

Available July 5
DVD  BFS31067D................$45.99	
(2.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Garrow’s Law 
SerieS 2
Starring: Rupert Graves, 
Michael Culkin, Andrew Buchan 
The second series follows upright 
barrister William Garrow as he  
does battle against the injustices  
of the 18th century legal system. 
UNK 240 min. (2010) Drama

Available August 2
DVD (WS) AMV868193D.............$39.99	 (2.Discs).
ISBN#	9781598286816

Dalziel & Pascoe
SeaSon 4
The crime-busting duo investigates 
the killing of a child that revives 
memories of a similar crime 15  
years ago. UNK 380 min. Drama

Available September 20
DVD (WS) WAR1000182030D.....$32.99	
(2.Discs).
ISBN#	0780671449

Spin City 
SeaSon 5
Starring: Charlie Sheen, 
Michael J. Fox, Barry Bostwick 
Charlie Sheen joins the cast as 
Charlie Howard, the new deputy 
mayor and right-hand man to Mayor 
Randall Winston, who expertly keeps 
his co-workers and City Hall under 
complete control while his personal 
life often spins completely out  
of control. UNK 506 min. (2000) Comedy
2 Emmy Awards and 4 Golden Globes
Available August 16
DVD  VIU126549D...............$29.99	 (4.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Private Practice
coMPLeTe FourTh 
SeaSon
Starring: Kate Walsh, Tim Daly, 
Audra McDonald 
Join the Oceanside Wellness Group 
family as they try to balance work, 
friendship, and love while they lean 
on each other for the help and support 
they need. As Pete and Violet prepare 
for their wedding day, disagreements at  
the clinic put a strain on Addison and  
Sam’s relationship. UNK 946 min. (2011) Drama
Available September 13
DVD (WS) THV106611D..............$39.99	 (5.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Parenthood 
SeaSon 2
Starring: Lauren Graham, 
Peter Krause, Dax Shepard 
Episodes include: I’m Cooler Than 
You Think; If This Boat Is a Rockin’; 
Happy Thanksgiving; Amazing Andy 
and His Wonderful World of Bugs; 
Taking The Leap; and many more. 
UNK (2010) Comedy
Available August 30
DVD (WS) MCA61115517D........$52.99	 (5.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Melrose Place
The SixTh SeaSon 
voLuMe 2
Starring: Heather Locklear, 
Andrew Shue, Linden Ashby 
The second half of season six 
includes the last twelve episodes,  
such as: Amanda’s Back; Mama Mia; 
A Swing and a Mrs.; Four Affairs 
and a Pregnancy; The Nasty Minded 
Professor; and others. 14A 627 min. (1998) Drama
Available July 19
DVD  PAR143704D..............$36.99	 (3.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Eastbound & Down
The coMPLeTe 
SeconD SeaSon
Starring: Danny R. McBride 
Kenny takes up residence in a small 
Mexican town, where he’s joined by 
his lackey Stevie Janowski and a  
new love interest, Vida. He’ll  
fashion a comeback scenario that 
involves a local baseball team and its 
filthy-rich owner. UNK 180 min. Comedy
“Continues to amaze.” - Entertainment Weekly
Available August 2
DVD (WS) HBO1000182915D.....$32.99	 (2.Discs).
ISBN#	0780671406
Blu-rAy (WS) HBO1000182916B.....$43.99	 (2.Discs).
ISBN#	0780671392

Paranormal State
coMPLeTe SeaSon 5
In Season Five, the PRS travel to a 
quaint New England town, where a 
police officer’s family is terrorized 
by demons; New Jersey, where a 
beauty salon sits in close proximity 
to deadly train tracks; and St. Helens, 
Oregon, where the team learns about 
the haunted history of the town where 
Twilight was filmed. UNK 462 min. Sci-Fi
Available September 6
DVD  AAE24816D................$24.99	 (3.Discs).
ISBN#	1422942260

Jersey Shore 
SeaSon 3
Starring: Mike Sorrentino, 
Jenni Farley, Vinny Guadagnino 
This season Angelina is long gone, 
but nobody told the roomies Snooki 
invited her BFF Deena to move in. 
And like Snooki, Deena will prove 
that big fun and drama come in  
small packages. 14A 572 min. (2011) 

Drama
Parental Advisory: Explicit content; This program  
is recommended for mature audiences
Available July 26
DVD  PAR835094D..............$28.99	 (4.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

The Cape 
coMPLeTe SerieS
Starring: Keith David, 
Summer Glau 
Vince Faraday is an honest cop on a 
corrupt police force. Determined to 
battle the criminals who now control 
his hometown, Vince takes the law 
into his own hands and becomes  
the Cape - his son’s favorite comic 
book superhero. UNK 430 min. (2011) Drama
Available July 5
DVD (WS) MCA61116382D........$28.99	 (2.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Season 5
Volume 2 
Starring: John Forsythe, 
Linda Evans, Joan Collins 
PG 698 min. (1985) Drama
DVD  PAR145354D..............$33.99	
(4.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Season 5
Volume 1 
Starring: John Forsythe, 
Linda Evans, Joan Collins 
PG 652 min. (1984) Drama
DVD  PAR145344D..............$33.99	
(4.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

non-fiction

Nostalgia	for	the	‘80s	is	huge	–	and	few	
TV	shows	represented	the	decade’s	
obsession	with	excess	as	well	as	Dynasty. 
DVD releases	of	the	show	have	been	
popular;	don’t	miss	out	on	adding	the	
fifth	season	to	your	collection.		
Both	Volumes	Available	July	5th

british television

For additional seasons  
of these shows, visit  
www.cvsmidwesttapes.ca
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essential dvds

In a Better World 
(Dutch)
Starring:  
Markus Rygaard, 
Mikael Persbrandt, 
William Johnk Nielsen 
The lives of two 
Danish families will 
become entwined when 
their sons develop 
an extraordinary 
but risky friendship. 
Unfortunately, 
loneliness, frailty, and 
sorrow lie in wait. 
14A 118 min. (2010) 
Drama

“…an emotional 
powerhouse.” 
- Rolling Stone

“…you can see why it 
won an Oscar.” 
- Wall Street Journal

Available August 30
Blu-rAy (WS) EON236607002B
ISBN#	N/A

$39.99

Cameraman 
A star studded documentary about one of the 
greatest Oscar winning cinematographers to 
capture the beauty of such stars as Marilyn 
Monroe, Audrey Hepburn, and Sophia Loren. 
With a career spanning more than 80 years, the 
passionate documentary reveals the craft of one  
of cinema’s most indelible image-makers,  
Jack Cardiff. UNK 90 min. (2010) Documentary
“We have to keep making films like this one” 
- Martin Scorsese

Available August 9
DVD (WS) STN30142D................$24.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) STN30143B................$34.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Les Amours Imaginaires
(French) 
Starring: Monia Chokri, Xavier Dolan, 
Niels Schneider When Francis and his best 
friend Marie both fall for the same guy, all 
bets are off as they attempt to out-maneuver 
one another to win his affection. 14A 101 min. 
(2010) (Canada)	Drama
2011 Jutra Award Most Success Film 
Outside Quebec; 2010 Cannes Film Festival 
Regards Jeunes Prize
“A madly stylish Montreal-made delight…” 
- Entertainment Weekly

Available July 26
DVD (WS) EON227664002D.......$31.99
ISBN#	0788613626

Police, Adjective
(Romanian) 
Starring: George Remes, Dragos Bucur, 
Vlad Ivanov Cristi is a young undercover cop 
who undergoes a crisis of conscience when he 
is pressured to arrest a teenager who offers hash 
to classmates. Not wanting to ruin the life of a 
young man he considers merely irresponsible, 
Cristi must either allow the arrest to weigh  
on his conscience or face censure by his  
serious superior. 14A 115 min. (2009) Drama
2009 CannesFilm Festival FIPRESCI and  
Un Certain Regard Jury Prizes
“A small masterpiece.” - Village Voice

Available August 30
DVD (WS) ZEIKS2084D...............$29.99
ISBN#	N/A

Cell 211 (Spanish) 
Starring: Luis Tosar, Alberto Ammann 
On his first day on the job, prison officer Juan 
Olivier is knocked unconscious in a freak 
accident and his co-workers carry him to an 
empty cell. When he awakens, he discovers that 
he has been abandoned in the middle of a riot 
in a high security cellblock. To survive, Juan 
must pose as a prisoner. UNK 111 min. (2009) 
(Spain)	Action 
8 Goya Awards including Best Film, Actor, 
Director, and Screenwriter
“Impossible to predict what will happen.” 
- Roger Ebert

Available August 30
DVD (WS) ZEIKS2085D...............$29.99
ISBN#	N/A

The Music 
Never Stopped 
Starring: Julia Ormond, 
Lou Taylor Pucci, J. K. Simmons 
From the author of Awakenings comes a 
heartwarming tale of a father and son who find  
a connection through the music that embodied 
the generation gap of the 1960s. An 
unforgettable soundtrack features the  
Grateful Dead, Bob Dylan, Crosby Stills and 
Nash, and more. UNK 105 min. (2011) Drama
“…moving and inspiring…” 
- Huffington Post

Available August 2
DVD (WS) LGE30848D................$28.99
ISBN#	N/A

Exporting Raymond 
Follows Phil Rosenthal, creator of the hit 
TV series Everybody Loves Raymond, in his 
attempt to translate Raymond into a Russian 
sitcom. Rosenthal goes on a hilarious, warm, 
and intimate journey to a distant land to help 
people that don’t seem to want his help. 
Rosenthal tries to connect to his Russian 
colleagues but runs into unique characters and 
situations that conspire to drive him insane. 
UNK 85 min. (2010) Documentary
“A comic masterpiece.” - Boxoffice Magazine

Available August 2
DVD (WS) COL38010D...............$26.99
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) COL38358B................$30.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

NEDS (French) 
Starring: Peter Mullan, 
Conor McCarron 
The stage is set in 1970s Glasgow, where a 
bright boy named John sees very few options 
in his life. With no one willing to give him a 
chance, he descends into a life of crime. 
14A 134 min. (2010) Drama
“HHHH A raw, bare-knuckled tale of 
growing up.” - The Times

Available August 23
DVD (WS) NVG248370D.............$24.99
ISBN#	1422942309

Winter in Wartime (Dutch) 
Starring: Martijn Lakemeier, Melody Klaver, 
Yorick Van Wageningen 
Fourteen-year-old Michiel comes to the aid of  
a wounded British soldier near the end of  
World War II, and finds himself involved with 
the Resistance. UNK 103 min. (2008) Drama
10 Film Awards

Available July 26
Blu-rAy (WS) COL38158B................$39.99
ISBN#	N/A

Today’s Special 
Starring: Aasif Mandvi, Jess Weixler, 
Naseeruddin Shah 
Samir is a traditionally trained chef who works 
as the sous chef in an exclusive restaurant in 
Manhattan, but when he’s turned down for a 
promotion, he leaves in a huff and isn’t asked 
to return. He considers heading for Europe,  
but his plans change when his father has a  
heart attack and someone needs to look after 
the family business, a dingy Indian restaurant  
in Queens that’s fallen on hard times. 
UNK 99 min. (2011) Comedy
“An irresistible delight.” - Los Angeles Times

Available September 20
DVD (WS) NVG244104D.............$19.99
ISBN#	1422927024

CURRENTLY ONLY AvAILABLE ON BLU-RAY
•	 Limited	quantities	will	include	bonus	DVD	

version	of	the	film
•	 Standard	DVD	will	be	released	at	a	later	date

CURRENTLY ONLY AvAILABLE  
ON BLU-RAY

•	 Limited	quantities	will	include	bonus	
DVD	version	of	the	film

•	 Standard	DVD	will	be	released	at	a	
later	date

2011 Academy Award 
Best Foreign Film
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Children’sThis month’s most in-demand  
titles for the younger set

Collection 
Experience these timeless tales 
of true friendship. Both inspiring 
classics sparkle with spectacular 
sound and unsurpassed picture 
quality. Collection includes: The 
Fox and the Hound and The Fox 
and the Hound II. G 83 min. (1981) 

Available August 9
DVD (WS) DIS107799D...............$30.99	 

(30th.Anniversary.Edition,.2.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) DIS106657B...............$39.99	 (30th.Anniversary.Edition).
ISBN#	N/A

Super Scrambler 
Scrambler wants to be a Super- 
Smasher hero while he builds 
Farmer Pickles’ milk shed.  
Scratch tries to make a dream  
room come true. And Roley is on  
a mission to find a lost document  
but ends up getting lost himself. 
UNK 44 min. 
Available August 16
DVD  LGEH181653D...........$10.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Learning Letters 
With Elmo 
Starring: Ryan Reynolds 
Elmo loves letters and he loves  
the letter ‘J’ so much he decides  
to change his name to ‘Jelmo’  
and only do things that start  
with the letter J. Will he remain  
‘Jelmo’ forever? UNK 50 min. (2011) 

Available August 2
DVD  WAR1000209463D.....$16.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Voices of: Glenn Close, 
Martin Short, Cheech Marin 
A wicked witch has abducted  
two innocent children, Hansel  
and Gretel, and Nicky needs  
the whole Hoodwinked gang 
for the search and rescue mission. 
G 87 min. (2011) $10M	
“…fast, funky and funny…” - Toronto Star
Available August 16
DVD  EONHOOD2D.............$27.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy  EONHOOD2B..............$31.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Princess and the 
Pop Star 
Princess Poppyseed’s life on 
her family’s farm is far from the 
glamorous world of her favorite 
pop singer, Vanna Banana. Vanna 
and Princess cross paths and realize 
they look almost exactly alike, which  
leads to the crazy notion that maybe they 
could switch lives! UNK 50 min. (2011) 

Available August 16
DVD (WS) VIU032764D...............$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Starring: Harland Williams, 
Josh Flitter 
The irresistible talking puppies are 
back in an adventure that takes 
them far across town to a 
mysterious mansion where 
something very spooky is going on. 
With the help of some unexpected  
new friends, this exciting adventure is 
howling good Buddy fun. G 88 min. 
Available September 20
DVD (WS) DIS106593D...............$30.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) DIS106592B...............$39.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

A Day at 
the Library 
What’s George’s favorite place 
to go for adventure? The library! 
George loves to read, because 
in books you can be a pirate, a 
spaceman, even a robot! Or learn 
about photography, strange  
animals, and how to make it snow. 
UNK 108 min. (2011) 

Available August 2
DVD (WS) MCA63115559D........$16.99	
ISBN#	N/A

  Diamond Edition 
Voices of: Matthew Broderick, James Earl Jones, Whoopi Goldberg 
Disney’s animated masterpiece, which took in over $300 million at the box 
office in 1994, is being released from the Disney vault for the first time in  
nearly seven years. The classic will initially be available as a limited time  
Blu-ray combo pack – with the standard DVD to follow – and will feature 
pristine high-definition picture and sound and groundbreaking immersive  
bonus features. Don’t miss this opportunity to own this family favorite  
before it gets locked away again!	
Blu-Ray Combo Pack Available October 4 Standard DVD Available November 15
DIS107428B......................... $39.99	 .	 DIS106666D..........................$30.99
ISBN#	N/A. . ISBN#	N/A

  Voice of: Patrick Stewart
Releasing from the Disney vault 
for the first time in five years and 
for the first time on Blu-ray, this 
special edition of Bambi II includes 
bonus features that include an 
interactive game and a Disney 
Sketch Pad. G 72 min. (2006) 

“…sweet-natured treat…” - Video Business
Available August 23
DVD (WS) DIS106601D...............$33.99	 (Special.Edition).
SBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) DIS106603B...............$39.99	 (Special.Edition).
ISBN#	N/A

First time  
AvAilAble in 
seven YeArs!

AvAilAble	for	A	limited	time	only
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Children’s

Yo Gabba Gabba 
MuSic MakeS Me Move!
Turn it up and rock out in Gabba 
Land with these four music-filled 
episodes. Kids can form a band 
with DJ Lance Rock and friends, 
move their bodies, celebrate 
differences through song, and use 
music to learn about trains too! 
UNK 95 min. (2011) 
Available August 9
DVD  PAR822384D..............$16.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Rango 
Voices of: Johnny Depp, 
Isla Fisher, Abigail Breslin 
Rango, a kooky pet chameleon, 
accidentally winds up in the gritty, 
gun-slinging town of Dirt, a lawless 
outpost populated by the desert’s 
most wily and whimsical creatures. 
The new Sheriff Rango is forced to 
play his new role to the hilt, until 
he starts to become the hero he 
once only pretended to be. PG 107 min. (2011) $122M	
“…destined to become a classic.” - Los Angeles Times
Available July 15
DVD (WS) EON235758002D.......$27.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) EON235759002B........$33.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Pippi Longstocking 
PiPPi goeS To The Fair
Annika and Tommy introduce Pippi 
to a local custom, the annual town 
fair. When Adolphe, the world’s 
strongest man, challenges to take on 
anyone, he is not aware that Pippi 
Longstocking is in the audience. 
UNK 88 min. (1998) 
Available July 19
DVD  TRH594809D..............$11.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Mars Needs Moms 
Starring: Seth Green, 
Joan Cusack, Dan Fogler 
Take out the trash, eat your 
broccoli. Who needs moms, 
anyway? Nine-year-old Milo 
finds out just how much he needs 
his mom when she’s nabbed by 
Martians, who plan to steal her 
mom-ness for their own young. 
PG 88 min. (2011) $21M	
“The perfect family film…” - BoxOffice Magazine
Available August 9
DVD (WS) DIS106677D...............$30.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) DIS107651B...............$39.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Little Cars 7 
revveD uP anD  
reaDy To go 
Get revved up and ready to go as 
the Little Cars take their  
adventures off-road in these four 
new animated adventures: A 
Crazy Rally; Miss Gasoline; If I 
Were You; and The RAP Show! 
Bonus includes: The Little Cars 2: 
Rodopolis Adventures. UNK 90 min. 
Available August 2
DVD  LAV0558222D............$17.99	
ISBN#	9780766253483

Spooky Tails 
Follow the witty and silly duo as 
they run into spooky trouble again! 
It’s all fun and games for Garfield 
and Odie as they take a fun-filled 
trip on Halloween, until Garfield  
is mistaken for a loose wild cat! 
UNK 72 min. (2008) 
Available August 23
DVD  VIU032931D...............$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Pup in the Pound 
Odie loses his tag without realizing 
it. And of course, he gets caught 
by two guards and dragged off to 
the dog pound. Garfield heads off 
to the pound and dresses up as a 
dog in order to sneak in and rescue 
his faithful friend. UNK 66 min. 
(2009) 
Available August 2
DVD  EON601200002D.......$11.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Big Comfy Couch 
SchooL TiMe
It’s the first day of preschool 
for Loonette but she doesn’t want 
to go. ‘I’m too small to go to 
school!’ She thinks really hard 
and sure enough, Loonette shrinks 
down to the size of Molly’s doll. 
UNK 74 min. (1993) 
Gemini Award Winner
Available July 5
DVD  EON235626002D.......$11.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Chuggington 
iT’S Training TiMe
Watch as the young trainees learn 
how to pull a royal carriage and 
take on the challenge of carrying 
passengers. Along the way, the 
trainees learn how to play fair, 
follow through on tasks, practice 
patience, and help each other. 
UNK 62 min. (2008) 
Available August 2
DVD (WS) ABEDV22034D...........$16.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Fanboy & 
Chum Chum 
Brain Freeze
Fanboy and Chum Chum will 
do anything for a Frosty Freezy 
Freeze! Get brain freeze along 
with them in these fantastic, 
frostentacious adventures! 
UNK 88 min. (2011) 
Available August 16
DVD  PAR822404D..............$16.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Franklin
The BeST oF FrankLin
Join Franklin, along with his 
animal friends, in wonderful  
stories as he learns about himself 
and the world around him. Like 
most children, Franklin learns by 
making mistakes. When he fibs, 
gets lost, or acts bossy, he usually 
finds the solution. UNK 66 min. 
(1997) 
Available August 2
DVD  TRHP4F60290D.........$11.99	
ISBN#	N/A

The Gruffalo 
Voices of: John Hurt, 
Helena Bonham Carter,  
Robbie Coltrane 
When a courageous mouse goes 
for a stroll in the woods, he 
must outwit a series of predatory 
animals, including a fox, snake, 
owl, and the mighty Gruffalo. 
UNK 40 min. (2009) 
Academy Award Nominee  
Best Short Film, 2011
Available August 16
DVD (WS) NCE003626D.............$11.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles 
SeaSon 9
With the help of Carter, a new 
ninja ally, Michelangelo, Leonardo, 
Raphael, and Donatello struggle to 
stop Lord Dregg from enslaving 
Earth, while overcoming Replicon, 
a battle droid that regenerates after 
each defeat. UNK 176 min. 
Available August 16
DVD  LGE30878D................$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

The Wiggles 
ukuLeLe BaBy!
The Wiggles set sail on a new 
adventure with the sweet sound 
of ukuleles and palm trees in the 
distance. Set on an island near 
Wiggle Bay, the Wiggles launch  
21 new songs and paddle into 
a harbor of hits, including You 
Can Play the Ukulele; Hawaiian 
Boogie; and Hula Hula Baby. UNK (2011) 
Available August 9
DVD  WAR1000158120D.....$16.99	
ISBN#	0780662229

Totally Trucks 
Presents Fire and 
Dirt Monsters 
Dirt Monsters: Kids spell along 
with words like ‘dump,’ ‘scoop,’  
and ‘dig’ as the Dirt Monsters  
work the construction site.  
Fire Monsters: Trucks race out of 
the firehouse and onto city streets! 
Check out the brave things firefighters do: race 
to the scene of a rescue! UNK 69 min. (2006) 
Available July 12
DVD  CSD602990D.............$19.99	 (2.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A
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Children’s

Fun With the 
Alphabet A-Z 
Includes hundreds of words to learn, 
read, sing, and spell. Featuring catchy 
tunes for each letter of the alphabet, 
reading and spelling corners, fun quiz 
segments, fill-in-the-blank corners, 
search and find sections, games, and 
sing-alongs. UNK 240 min. (2011) 

DVD  PCF010327D..............$14.99	
(2.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Fun With Numbers 
Kids learn to count with the help 
of colorful animation for eye- 
catching visuals, catchy tunes for 
lively sing-alongs, reading corners, 
fun quiz segments, search and find 
sections, vocabulary builders, and  
learning skills. UNK 60 min. (2011) 

DVD  PCF010334D................ $9.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Talking Hands 
Introduces young children to more 
than 30 words using American Sign 
Language (ASL) and Signing Exact 
English (SEE). Your child will  
love to imitate the other children  
and adults on the video as they 
demonstrate each sign. UNK 45 min. 
DVD  BAV40139D................$20.99	
(Deluxe.Edition).
ISBN#	N/A

All Available July 12

Spanish (Spanish)
Features over 50 words including 
colors, numbers, favorite objects, 
action words, and familiar phrases 
introduced by a native-language 
(Spanish) narrator. Fun music and  
a nursery rhyme song in Spanish,  
plus a vocabulary review section. 
UNK 45 min. 
DVD  BAV40119D................$20.99	
(Deluxe.Edition).
ISBN#	N/A

Music 
Introduces musical basics such as 
rhythm, tempo, harmony, pitch, and 
more with a mix of toe-tapping  
sing-alongs and colorful animation. 
UNK 45 min. 
DVD  BAV40109D................$20.99	
(Deluxe.Edition).
ISBN#	N/A

Frogs & Toads 
Max’S MagicaL Journey
Voices of: Georgina Verbaan, 
Whitney Franker 
Six-year-old Max has an important 
mission: find some frog eggs for his 
older brother. With his friend Jesse 
he embarks on an adventurous and 
heartwarming journey through fields, 
farms, and a forest, which eventually 
leads to his grandma’s house. 
UNK 75 min. (2009) 

Available July 5
DVD (WS) TRHP4F59790D.........$34.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Molly 
an aMerican girL on 
The hoMe FronT
Starring: David Aaron Baker, 
Maya Ritter, Molly Ringwald 
Molly McIntire is a girl growing up  
in 1944. The world is at war, and 
Molly learns the importance of 
getting along and pulling together  
just as her country must do to  
win the war! G 83 min. 
DVD  WAR1000155408D.....$19.99	 (Deluxe.Edition).
ISBN#	0780670620

Kit Kittredge 
an aMerican girL
Starring: Jane Krakowski, 
Chris O’Donnell, Julia Ormond 
During the Great Depression, aspiring 
young journalist Kit Kittredge’s 
courage and ingenuity help save her 
family’s house. While Kit’s father 
is away looking for a job, the family 
savings are stolen during a series of 
robberies - and young Kit sets about 
finding the thief. G 86 min. (2008) 

Available September 6
DVD (WS) MCA206529002D......$16.99	 

(Deluxe.Edition,.2.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Go Kids Go 
aniMaL MoveS
Here is a video that gets kids moving 
to twelve original songs in an up-on-
your-feet, learning-to-the-beat workout 
inspired by the animal kingdom. Kids 
imagine what it’s like to be a frog, an 
elephant, a tiger, a flamingo, and more. 
UNK 30 min. (2011) 

DVD  WON112698D............$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Ready for Playtime 
The ultimate preschool collection 
that includes 12 episodes of your 
favorite characters. Join Franklin, 
Elliot Moose, George Shrinks, and 
Timothy in over 2 hours of fun. 
UNK 130 min. 
DVD  TRH602504D..............$11.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Both Available August 30

Outdoor Adventures 
The ultimate collection that includes 
6 episodes of your favorite shows. 
Enjoy Pippi Longstockings; 6teen; 
Being Ian; and Jacob Two-Two in 
over 2 hours of entertainment. 
UNK 132 min. 
DVD  TRH602603D..............$11.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Animal ABC’s 
Introduces preschoolers to the vast 
and amazing animal kingdom and  
the ABCs! Filled with songs,  
rhymes, and puzzles, Animal Atlas 
ABC’s is preschool entertainment 
that encourages child development  
and an appreciation of animals. 
UNK 60 min. (2011) 

DVD  NCE005729D.............$11.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Both Available July 12

Animal 123’s 
Filled with songs, games, rhymes, 
and puzzles, Animal 123’s 
introduces preschoolers to the 
vast and amazing animal kingdom 
and basic counting and number 
recognition skills simultaneously! 
UNK 60 min. (2011) 

DVD  NCE005736D.............$11.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Each	deluxe	edition	DVD	includes	fun	
special	features	such	as	sing-alongs,	
baby	bloopers,	behind	the	scenes,	and	
an	interactive	activity.

bit.ly/cvsdisney

Outdoor Adventures

Want to know  
more about the 
Disney Vault?
Read our News  
& Views post.

Now out of the DisNey Vault!
In celebration of this landmark film’s 70th anniversary, experience
the daring adventures of the world’s only flying elephant with a 
dazzling all-new digital restoration with enhanced picture and sound. 
Includes tons of bonus features, including: a deleted scene and song;  
The Making of Dumbo; and The Magic of Dumbo: A Ride of Passage - 
a heartfelt look at Disneyland’s most popular ride. F 64 min. (1941) 
1942 Academy Award Best Music Score

Available September 20
DVD  DIS102262D...............$30.99
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) DIS103022B...............$39.99
ISBN#	N/A

AvAilAble	
for	A		

limited	time		
only
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Children’s

That’s What I Am 
Starring: Ed Harris, 
Daniel Roebuck, Amy Madigan 
Twelve-year-old Andy’s favorite 
teacher, Mr. Simon, pairs Andy 
with Big Red, the school outcast, 
for a lengthy English assignment. 
However, Andy learns to appreciate 
Big Red’s quiet dignity and 
compassion, stands up to a bully, 
and helps Big Red repair a  

fractured friendship. PG 101 min. (2011) 

Available August 16
DVD (WS) VIU949243D...............$19.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Spy Kids Triple 
Feature 
Starring: Antonio Banderas, 
Salma Hayek, Alan Cumming 
Includes all three hit movies: Spy 
Kids (2001); Spy Kids 2: The Island 
of Lost Dreams (2002); and Spy 
Kids 3-D: Game Over (2003). 
PG 272 min. 

DVD (WS) LGE134381D..............$19.99	
(4.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Secret at 
Arrow Lake 
Starring: C. Thomas Howell, 
Ali Faulkner, Dedee Pfeifer 
A heartwarming family drama about 
a mother’s love for her child. After 
an unfortunate accident, the story 
takes a twist that brings the father’s 
love back into their daughter’s life. 
UNK 83 min. (2009) 

Dove Family Approved
DVD (WS) GRTPFEGEN783D......$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Lou 
Starring: Lily Bell Tindley, 
John Hurt, Emily Barclay 
A tender story about the relationship 
between 11-year-old Lou and her 
grandfather. Not long after Lou’s 
father walks out of her life, her 
irascible and befuddled grandfather 
crashes in. But when he comes to 
stay, Lou discovers, against all her 
expectations, the healing power  
of love. UNK 86 min. (2010)	
Available July 19
DVD (WS) MHVD7854D..............$24.99	
ISBN#	N/A

The Little Match 
Makers 
Starring: Richard Hatch, 
Agustin Castaneda,  
Mario Ortiz 
Lily and Pepin meet while on 
vacation in San Diego. Both are 
10 years old, both their parents are 
divorced, and both want their parents 
to be happy. Why not introduce their 
parents to each other in hopes that they  
will fall in love so everyone has the  
best summer ever? UNK 98 min. (2011) 

Available August 23
DVD (WS) AML823531D.............$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Hanna’s Gold 
Starring: Luke Perry, 
Morissa O’Mara,  
Alana O’Mara 
Teenage sisters Hanna and Jasmine’s 
hopes of a carefree summer are 
dashed when they are forced to 
spend their vacation hard at work  
on their father’s horse ranch. Just 
when they think their entire summer 
will be ruined, they stumble upon a 

long-lost treasure map. UNK 91 min. (2009) 

Available August 16
DVD (WS) TRHP4F59560D.........$34.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Dogpound Shuffle 
Starring: David Soul, 
Ron Moody,  
Ray Strickland 
An aging ex-vaudeville tap dancer 
and a a young harmonica-playing 
wanderer attempt to raise money to 
free a scruffy dancing dog named 
Spot who was picked up and put in 
the dog pound. UNK 90 min. (1975)	
DVD  ADMSCORP1031D.....$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Dear Lemon Lima 
Starring: Melissa Leo, 
Elaine Hendrix,  
Meaghan Martin 
Vanessa gets a dose of reality  
when Philip, her one true love,  
ends their relationship, again.  
The quirky teen enrolls in his  
school to win him back, but  
ends up making matters worse. 
UNK 88 min. 

Available August 2
DVD (WS) TRH594304D..............$34.99	
ISBN#	N/A

The Bike Detectives 
Young Leon is new in town and 
wants to fit in. He tries to join a local 
club of self-styled sleuths called the 
Mountain Bike Detective Club, but 
he’s got a problem: his bike isn’t cool 
enough for the group and he doesn’t 
have enough money for a better one. 
UNK 70 min. 
DVD  CBD501397D.............$17.99	
ISBN#	N/A

DANNY AND THE DINOSAUR…AND.MORE.
FRIENDLY.MONSTER.STORIES 
Four amazing and hilarious stories about not-so-terrible 
monsters. Includes The Island of the Skog; T. Is for 
Terrible; and Stanley and the Dinosaurs. UNK	50 min. 
DVD  SCH244777D............ $15.99	
ISBN#	0545372933

THE DAY JIMMY’S BOA ATE THE WASH…AND.
MORE.AMAZING.ANIMAL.TALES 
Four incredible and hilarious stories about animals and 
the things they do. Includes Doctor De Soto; Flossie 
& the Fox; First the Egg; What Do You Do With a Tail 
Like This; and Joey Runs Away. UNK	50 min. 
DVD  SCH244784D............ $15.99	
ISBN#	0545372941

THE DOT…AND.MORE.STORIES.FOR.YOUNG.
ARTISTS Available	July	26	
Children are introduced to the imaginative world of art  
and how a picture can really be worth a thousand 
words. Other stories include I Like Me; The Dot; Ish; 
and more. UNK	54 min. (2011) 
DVD  SCH248161D............ $15.99	
ISBN#	0545386306

I’M DIRTY!…AND.MORE.STORIES.ABOUT.
ADVENTURE Stories about adventure and science, 
including Burt Dow: Deep-Water Man; The Paper 
Boy; Stars! Stars! Stars!; Fletcher and the Falling 
Leaves; and Johnny Appleseed. UNK	58 min. 
DVD  SCH244791D............ $15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

SHRINKING VIOLET…AND.MORE.STORIES.FOR.
YOUNG.PERFORMERS Available	July	26	
This beautiful story about self-confidence shows us 
what happens when the shyest girl in school gets 
the lead part in the play! Other stories include Three 
Cheers for Catherine the Great; The Red Shoes; and 
Amazing Grace. UNK	58 min. (2011) 
DVD  SCH250441D............ $15.99	
ISBN#	0545392136

ZIN! ZIN! ZIN! A VIOLIN…AND.MORE.STORIES.
FOR.YOUNG.MUSICIANS Available	July	26	
A lone trombone playing solo is joined by various 
instruments, one by one, to create a joyous music 
performance. Other stories include Musical Max; 
The Star-Spangled Banner; Keeping House; and 
Apt. 3. UNK	58 min. (2011) 
DVD  SCH248170D............ $15.99	
ISBN#	0545386314

family-frieNDly films

Without a Father 
Starring: Pieter Sypesteyn, 
Jacob O’Neal, Cynthia Cannon 
Joshua and Christopher, two young 
boys from separate worlds, have 
their lives thrust together and forever 
altered when a tragedy occurs and 
Joshua’s father dies. As Christopher’s 
mother raises them both, major family 
problems arise as they grow older  
and are seeking to fill the empty, 
fatherless void in their lives. UNK 83 min. (2010) 

Dove Family Approved
Available July 5
DVD (WS) GRTPFEGEN76D........$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A
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Children’s

The Sticky Shofar
It’s Rosh Hashanah, and Avigail 
discovers that honey is sweet and very, 
very sticky! Grover, Avigail, and Brosh 
learn a valuable lesson in friendship  
and forgiveness, just in time to start the 
New Year right. UNK 27 min. (2010) 

DVD  SIS13302D.................$17.99	
ISBN#	1560867108

Both Available August 16

Monsters in  
the Sukkah
Avigail and Brosh’s plans to welcome 
their guests come crashing down with 
their sukkah. Oh no! How can they 
rebuild it in time for Sukkot? With a 
little help from their friends, of course! 
UNK 26 min. (2010) 

Dr. Toy Best Picks Winner
DVD  SIS13312D.................$17.99	
ISBN#	1560867116

What’s in the Bible? 
voLuMe 5
iSraeL geTS a king!
Focus is on three of the most influential 
kings of Israel: Saul, David, and 
Solomon, highlighting God’s promise 
to David and how the promise impacts 
the salvation story. We also see what 
happens when David and the other kings 
sin against God. UNK 60 min. (2011) 

DVD  TYD136348D..............$17.99	
ISBN#	9781414336343

Cherub Wings
choiceS, choiceS!
Every day we are faced with choices, 
new experiences, dares, and even 
temptation. How can you make the 
right choice? Join Cherub, Chubby, and 
new friend Cheery as they discover that 
God’s guidance through the Bible is the 
safest and best way to go! UNK 25 min. 
DVD (WS) CBD501393D.............$14.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Young Justice
SeaSon 1 voLuMe 1
A new generation of teenage heroes are 
the Justice League’s secret weapon 
against the forces of evil. The teen heroes 
will take on under-the-radar missions  
that would be impossible for the League 
proper to handle covertly. UNK 88 min. 

Available July 19
DVD (WS) WAR1000155405D.....$16.99	
ISBN#	0780665430

Voltron 
The LegenD BeginS
A brave team of space explorers - Keith, 
Lance, Sven, Hunk, and Pidge - searches 
for the keys to five mythical robot  
lions on the planet Arus, which  
combine together to form the mighty  
robot Voltron. UNK 60 min. (1984) 

Available August 16
DVD  VIU032757D...............$12.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Ben 10 Ultimate 
Alien voLuMe 3
In this all-new series, Ben’s secret 
identity has been revealed to the world 
and now he’s an international mega-star 
superhero. Armed with a mysterious 
new Ultimatrix, Ben powers up brand 
new aliens and ultimate versions of  
your favorite heroes. UNK 230 min. 

Available August 2
DVD (WS) WAR1000208434D.....$19.99	 (2.Discs).
ISBN#	0780677897

Batman 
The Brave anD The BoLD 
SeaSon 2 ParT 1
Batman wings into an exciting new 
era, teaming with Aquaman, Plastic 
Man, Blue Beetle, Red Tornado, Green 
Arrow, Wildcat, Deadman, Bronze 
Tiger, and Atom to take on an array  
of evildoers. UNK 

Available August 16
DVD  WAR1000155397D.....$21.99	 (2.Discs).
ISBN#	0780670663

Scooby Doo 
Mystery Inc. 
SeaSon 1 voLuMe 3
The all-new Scooby-Doo show has 
been reinvented for a hipper, savvy 
generation who likes their mysteries  
like Scooby and Shaggy like their 
pizza…spicy with extra sauce. UNK 

Available August 30
DVD  WAR1000155593D.....$15.99	
ISBN#	0780670671

Beyblade 
MeTaL FuSion voLuMe 4
The battle between good and evil is 
more intense and dangerous than ever  
as Gingka faces an evil villain and his 
plot to unleash the forbidden Beyblade 
in his quest to take over the world.  
UNK 154 min. (2010)	
Available August 23
DVD (WS) VIU031972D...............$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Hero 108
SeaSon 1 voLuMe 2
As First Squad battles to win the 
confidence of all animals, HighRoller 
and his henchmen connive to turn the 
Rhino, Peacock, Cheetah, Eagle, and 
Shark tribes against them. Can First 
Squad win these skirmishes and finally 
end the war? UNK 150 min. 

Available August 16
DVD (WS) WAR1000199222D.....$16.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Pokemon Diamond 
& Pearl Galactic 
Battles voLuMe 3
As the menace of Team Galactic 
continues to loom over the Sinnoh region, 
Ash and Dawn keep getting caught up in 
the schemes of this mysterious group of 
villains, as well as facing some other 
unexpected challenges! UNK 150 min. 
DVD  WAR1000178269D.....$18.99	
ISBN#	N/A

The Super Hero 
Squad Show 
inFiniTy gaunTLeT 1
The Infinity Gauntlet picks up right after 
the thrilling conclusion of The Super Hero 
Squad Show’s tremendously successful 
first season as the team embarks on a 
quest to obtain the Infinity Gauntlet  
from Thanos! UNK 140 min. (2010) 

Available August 2
DVD  VIU126600D...............$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

shalom sesame

faith-basedsleuths & superheroes
The Animated 
Kid’s Bible 
Six easy-to-understand Bible stories for 
kids. The classic stories from Genesis, 
the first book of the Bible, include  
Adam & Eve; Noah’s Ark; Tower of 
Babel; Sodom & Gomorrah; Abraham 
& His Sons; and Joseph & His Brothers. 
UNK 180 min. (2011) 

Available July 19
DVD  QVQD4031D...............$29.99	 (3.Discs).
ISBN#	9781594646584

Noah’s Ark 
STory oF The  
BiBLicaL FLooD
High in the mountains of Ararat, a 
modern-day explorer stumbles upon the 
final resting place of Noah’s ark and 
takes shelter in the magnificent ship, 
inspiring a delightful retelling of the 
Bible’s epic story. UNK 52 min. 
DVD  BRS883508D..............$17.99	
ISBN#	9780740324246

Scooby Doo and 
the Zombies 
UNK 61 min. (2003) 

DVD  WAR1000227207D
ISBN#	0780683285

Scooby Doo and  
the Robots 
UNK 60 min. (1969) 

DVD  WAR1000227208D
ISBN#	0780683277

Scooby Doo and  
the Pirates 
UNK 84 min. (1969) 

DVD  WAR1000227209D
ISBN#	0780683269

Scooby Doo and  
the Ghosts 
UNK 63 min. (1970) 

Emmy-Nominated Series
DVD  WAR1000227210D
ISBN#	0780683250

affordable 
scooby-doo 
releases
All Available September 20

$11.99	each
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Children’s

Tom & Jerry and 
The Wizard of Oz
Tom and Jerry journey to the 
wonderful world of Oz with  
Dorothy, her dog Toto, and her 
newfound friends, the Cowardly  
Lion, the Tin Man, and  
the Scarecrow. UNK 44 min. 
Available August 23
DVD  WAR1000167939D.....$21.99	
ISBN#	078066521X

Tom & Jerry 
Fur FLying aDvenTureS 
voLuMe 2
Tom, the eternally crabby cat, and 
Jerry, the hopelessly adorable mouse, 
find themselves in a fracas once, 
twice, and many times again in this 
latest bunch of fourteen fast and 
funny cartoons! UNK 
Available July 5
DVD  WAR1000171914D.....$16.99	
ISBN#	0780667050

Thomas & Friends 
ThoMaS in charge
Thomas and his friends are preparing 
for the Railway Inspector’s visit. But 
when the coal trucks crash, covering 
Gordon in soot, can Thomas take 
charge and help straighten out  
the mess? UNK 50 min. 
Available July 2
DVD  LGEH181621D...........$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Spot 
SPoT goeS To SchooL
It’s Spot’s first day of school! He’s 
a little shy at first, but soon he is  
busy with all sorts of activities, 
playing dress-up, stacking blocks,  
and painting. When the day is  
over, Spot can’t wait to go back  
again tomorrow! UNK 40 min. 
Available August 16
DVD  WAR1000181446D.....$11.99	
ISBN#	0780671317

Shaun the Sheep
aniMaL anTicS
Laugh out loud as Shaun tries to 
outfox a fox, Bitzer discovers his 
jazzy side, and the sheep try to  
sell everything on the farm to the 
highest bidder. UNK 44 min. 
Available July 26
DVD (WS) LGEH181622D...........$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Sesame Street 
The BeST oF  
SeSaMe SPooFS  
voLuMe 1 & voLuMe 2
On Sesame Street, Grey’s Anatomy 
becomes A’s Anatomy; Mad Men 
is really about teaching emotions; 
and The Closer is about ‘open’ and 
‘close.’ Fans will be nostalgic over 
old school classics Hill Street Two’s; 
Born to Add; and Miami Mice. UNK 48 min. 
Available July 5
DVD  WAR1000203071D.....$21.99	 (2.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Preschool Fun 
Jump on the learning track because 
Thomas, Barney, and all of their 
friends are waiting. Create a dance-
tastic school poster with Angelina 
Ballerina and then build a pirate ship 
with Bob the Builder. Fireman Sam 
needs help saving the school bus. 
UNK 86 min. 
Available July 5
DVD  LGEH181618D...........$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Leapfrog 
Sing anD Learn WiTh uS!
Discover reading fun with twelve 
sing-along stories starring the Us 
band! Sing, laugh, and learn about 
vowels with animated tales. 
UNK 32 min. (2011) 
Available July 19
DVD  LGE137115D..............$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Go Diego Go!
FierceST aniMaL 
reScueS!
Join Diego for a double-length 
adventure recalling some of the 
fiercest animals he’s ever rescued! 
Gorillas and grizzly bears, hippos and 
lions, even an octopus in Australia! 
UNK 92 min. (2011) 
Available July 19
DVD  PAR821924D..............$16.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Fireman Sam 
Brave neW reScueS
Fireman Sam and his friends in 
Pontypandy work together to save 
the day when Mike’s kitchen catches 
fire, Dilys gets stuck out at sea, and 
Norman cries wolf…literally! 
UNK 60 min. 
Available July 5
DVD (WS) LGEH181620D...........$10.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Clifford 
Dog DayS oF SuMMer 
Every summer day, Clifford sets 
out on fun-filled adventures with  
his friends and learns big lessons 
about friendship, loyalty, and  
other ways to be big! UNK 60 min. 
(2000) 
Available July 19
DVD  LGE114727D..............$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Barney 
1, 2, 3 Learn
Come along with Barney and his 
friends for a tee-riffic adventure filled 
with shapes, numbers, and letters! 
UNK 47 min. 
Available July 12
DVD  LGEH181619D...........$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Valley of 
the Dinosaurs 
During a rafting excursion, the 
Butler family is caught up in a  
whirlpool and resurfaces in a world  
of prehistoric creatures. They  
befriend a cave-dwelling family 
and together must contend with a 
brontosaurus and a sabertooth tiger, 
and don’t forget the earthquakes  
and volcanoes! UNK 344 min. (1974) 
DVD  WDO332054D............$49.99	(2.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

M.A.S.K. 
The coMPLeTe SerieS
A special task force featuring an 
array of characters with transforming 
vehicles engages in an ongoing battle 
against the criminal organization 
V.E.N.O.M., an acronym for the 
Vicious Evil Network of Mayhem, 
with an emphasis on super-powered 
helmets called ‘masks’ worn by  
the characters. UNK 1430 min. 
(1985) 
Available August 9
DVD  VIU126716D...............$97.99	 (12.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Hey Dude 
SeaSon 1
Mosey on over to the Bar None 
Ranch, where well-meaning owner 
Mr. Ernst tries his best to ride herd  
on his teenage staff, who always  
seem to be getting into some sort  
of scrape as they work and play out 
on the range. Includes all thirteen 
episodes. UNK 325 min. (1989) 
Available July 19
DVD  VIUSF12584D............$19.99	(2.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Hey Arnold! 
SeaSon 1
It’s life in the big city, with Grandpa, 
Grandma, Abner the pig, and a host 
of other friends and neighbors, the 
likes of which couldn’t be found 
anywhere else. Kick back and enjoy 
the cult favorite that made football-
headed 4th graders all the rage! 
UNK 440 min. (1996) 
Available August 9
DVD  VIU126662D...............$29.99	(4.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

The Angry Beavers 
SeaSonS 1 & 2
Take a walk on the mild side with 
bachelor brothers Dagget and 
Norbert. They like to party hard 
and play all day; that is, until sleep 
deprivation drives them mad! Laugh, 
cry, and have a good ol’ time when 
the normally good-natured siblings 
put the ‘antics’ in ‘angry’! 
UNK 572 min. (1997) 
Available August 23
DVD  VIU126884D...............$29.99	 (4.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

flashback tv
Get nostalgic for these diamonds in the 
rough from the ’70s, ’80s, and ’90s.
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learning Center

Volume 3 
Examines environmental threats to 
the land and considers solutions 
to help protect Earth’s biosphere. 
Outlines issues such as land 
degradation, trash disposal, and 
habitat destruction, and suggests  
new methods for reversing damage  
to the environment. 18 min. (2010) 

DVD  DSE082436D..............$68.99	
ISBN#	9781617082436

Volume 2 
Explores the carbon and nitrogen 
cycles and studies how the  
processes work in plants and  
animals. Examines air’s role in  
the biosphere and considers how  
air pollution threatens human  
and wildlife populations. 
19 min. (2010) 

DVD  DSE082429D..............$68.99	
ISBN#	9781617082429

Volume 1 
Explains the water cycle and 
notes how plants and animals use 
water for biological processes 
including respiration and  
reproduction and considers  
how water pollution threatens  
human and wildlife populations. 
16 min. (2010) 

DVD  DSE082412D..............$68.99	
ISBN#	9781617082412

Japanese for Kids 
Beginning LeveL 1  
voLuMe 2 
Takes children on an unforgettable 
learning journey with Hiro and his 
cute Shibu Inu puppy, Pochi. Along 
the way, children will learn words 
and phrases related to useful daily 
topics: telling time, eating, playing 
sports, bedtime, and much more. 
Language Tree keeps kids engaged  
using 3D animation, interactive DVD games,  
and lively songs. Perfect for beginner students  
of all ages. UNK 45 min. (2011) 

DVD  LGT000370D..............$28.99	
ISBN#	9780981818290

Steps4kids 
To MuLTiPLy 
Numbers 0 through 12. Easy-to-
remember visual demonstrations  
with simple auditory support  
will help students learn their 
multiplication terms and  
times table! UNK 80 min. (2011) 

DVD  BKP319298D..............$28.99	
ISBN#	N/A

South African 
Gold Mine 
In Johannesburg, South Africa, the 
Mponeng gold mine is attempting 
to dig deeper than any mine in the 
world. Join host Danny Forster as  
he travels down the mine shaft,  
digs deeper into the Earth’s crust,  
and discovers the highly valuable  
precious metal. 43 min. (2010) 

DVD  DSE082306D..............$68.99	
ISBN#	9781617082306

San Francisco 
Bay Bridge 
After almost a decade, California 
is nearing the end of the $6 billion 
rebuilding and earthquake-proofing 
of the Bay Bridge. This massive 
overhaul involves retrofitting the 
4.5-mile double suspension bridge 
with more than 17 million pounds of 
structural steel. 43 min. (2010) 

DVD  DSE082313D..............$68.99	
ISBN#	9781617082313

New Orleans 
Surge Barrier 
New Orleans is reinventing hurricane 
protection with the largest public 
works project in U.S. history. The 
massive two-mile long, twenty-
six-foot high storm surge barrier is 
designed to defend against the  
fiercest storms on Earth. 43 min. 
(2010) 

DVD  DSE082290D..............$68.99	
ISBN#	9781617082290

Gotthard Base 
Tunnel 
Switzerland’s government is 
revolutionizing European transit with 
the Gotthard Base Tunnel. Observes 
the world’s largest Tunnel Boring 
Machine drilling through granite to 
finish the tunnel, which will connect 
southern Germany to northern Italy. 
43 min. (2010) 

DVD  DSE082320D..............$68.99	
ISBN#	9781617082320

Let There Be Light 
nikoLa TeSLa
As one of the most eccentric, 
misunderstood, and humanistic 
physicists of the 19th and early 
20th century, Nikola Tesla was 
a prolific inventor but got credit 
for virtually none of his world-
changing technological ideas. 
This program reveals his scientific 
accomplishments, struggles, flaws, 
humanity. and humor. 60 min. (2011) 

DVD  TMWK4276D..............$80.99	
ISBN#	N/A

God Does Not 
Play Dice 
aLBerT & MiLeva 
einSTein
The real story behind the making of 
Albert Einstein. A fact-based drama 
about the young and would-be-
famous scientist, Albert Einstein, at 
a critical point in his young life as 
he starts to formulate his innovative, 
world-shattering ideas. 60 min. (2011) 

DVD  TMWK42750D............$80.99	
ISBN#	N/A

GRACE O’MALLEY, THE PIRATE QUEEN 
Grace, the daughter of Irish pirate chieftain ‘Black Oak’ 
O’Malley, was set on a life of glory at sea with her father.  
She mastered the sail and sword, and, with a merry band of  
200 mates, terrorized the shipping lanes of the coastal waters. 
45 min. (2003) 
DVD  CREGH4311D................ $45.99	
ISBN#	N/A

JOAN OF ARC 
Convinced by the voices of saints to step forth and serve 
her deposed king, Joan of Arc scored a miraculous string of 
victories over surprised English battalions. But it all went 
wrong when she was captured, tried for witchcraft and heresy, 
and burned at the stake. 45 min. (2003) 
DVD  CREGH4309D................ $45.99	
ISBN#	N/A

LOZEN, APACHE WARRIOR 

As a young girl, Lozen decided that tidying up the tent wasn’t for her. 
She discovered she could detect the direction of the enemy. With this 
radar and a healthy thirst for revenge, she became priestess, warrior, 
and Victorio’s right-hand tactician. 45 min. (2003) 
DVD  CREGH4310D................ $45.99	
ISBN#	N/A

QUEEN BOUDICA 
Thinking they could intimidate Queen Boudica into 
submission, the Romans flogged her, tortured her daughters, 
and stole her lands. Boudica took up the sword, rallied her 
Iceni warriors, and went on a rampage. 45 min. (2003) 
DVD  CREGH4307D................ $45.99	
ISBN#	N/A

THE REAL MULAN 
Two hundred years ago a young woman brought the greatest  
empire in Asia to its knees. She was a master of kung fu and held 
the respect of 60,000 warriors who followed her unquestioningly 
into battle. Was she the real Mulan? 45 min. (2003) 
DVD  CREGH4308D................ $45.99	
ISBN#	N/A

warrior women
GRADES	9+

healing our 
troubled planet
GRADES	3-8

build it bigger
GRADES	6-12

biographies
GRADES	9+

Spanish For Kids
inTerMeDiaTe voLuMe 1 
Quickly build essential vocabulary, 
grammar, and conversational skills. 
Learn useful phrases related to  
geography, weather, travel, shopping, 
directions, and much more. Designed 
for learners with previous exposure  
to Spanish. UNK (2011) Children’s
Dove Family Approved
DVD  LGTA0027D................$28.99	
ISBN#	9780983503705
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New releases for the month of July!

Using Your Imagination 
Star of the Fair; For the Birds; First Place; 
Imagifunation. UNK 107 min. 

plV PLV074189E........... $114.99
ISBN#	9781617074189

Play and Learn 
Excellent Is the Word; The Great Treasure Hunt; 
A New Pet; The Telescope; Away From Home. 
UNK 134 min. 

plV PLV074172E........... $114.99
ISBN#	9781617074172

Let’s Make Music 
The Wishing Bottle; Let’s Pretend; Rain Rain 
Go Away; Let’s Make Music. UNK 107 min. 

plV PLV074165E........... $114.99
ISBN#	9781617074165

Stories About Harold 
Harold & the Purple Crayon; Harold’s Fairy Tale; 
and A Picture for Harold’s Room. UNK 23 min. 

plV PLV073960E........... $114.99
ISBN#	9781617073960

Stories Where the 
Good Guys Win 
My Lucky Day; The Tale of Tricky Fox; 
Goldilocks Returns; Penny Lee and her TV; Buttons. 
UNK 77 min. 

plV PLV074158E........... $114.99
ISBN#	9781617074158

Roxaboxen and Other 
Stories of Imagination 
Roxaboxen; Weslandia; Hey Al!; Imogene’s Antlers; Rembrandt’s Beret. 
UNK 87 min. 

plV PLV074134E........... $114.99
ISBN#	N/A

Getting to Know the World of Art 
Getting to Know Color in Art; Getting to Know Line in Art; Getting to Know Shape 
and Form in Art; Getting to Know Drawing Media. UNK 

plV PLV574161E........... $114.99
ISBN#	9781616574161

Getting to Know Famous Artists voLuMe 2 
Getting to Know Leonardo Da Vinci; Getting to Know Rembrandt; Getting to Know 
Vincent Van Gogh; Getting to Know Claude Monet. UNK 

plV PLV574154E........... $114.99
ISBN#	9781616574154

Getting to Know Famous Artists voLuMe 1 
Getting to Know Edgar Degas; Getting to Know Mary Cassatt; Getting to Know 
Andy Warhol; Getting to Know Michelangelo. UNK 

plV PLV574147E........... $114.99
ISBN#	9781616574147

AlSo	AvAilAble

Reading Is Fun 
Reading to Your Bunny; Wild About Books; and 
Wings: A Tale of Two Chickens. UNK 31 min. 

plV PLV707395E............ $114.99
ISBN#	9781617073953

Teacher From the Black Lagoon and 
Other School Stories 
The Teacher from the Black Lagoon; The Day Jimmy’s Boa Ate the 
Wash; Monty and Shrinking Violet. UNK 39 min. 

plV PLV707394E............ $114.99
ISBN#	9781617073946
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Fine Arts Sophisticate your collection with these music, 
dance, and theatre titles

Mahler 
SyMPhonieS noS. 4 & 5 
(German)
Starring: World Orchestra for Peace, 
Valery Gergiev, Camilla Tilling 
A live recording of Gustav Mahler’s 
4th and 5th symphonies from the 26th 
BBC Prom at Royal Albert Hall, in 
honor of the 100th anniversary of the 
composer’s death. Valery Gergiev 
leads the World Orchestra for Peace and soprano  
soloist Camilla Tilling in world-class renditions of 
Mahler’s masterworks. UNK 155 min. (2010) 

DVD (WS) NAX702608D.............$28.99.
ISBN#	N/A

Nobel Prize Concert
JoShua BeLL
Joshua Bell lights up the stage with 
Tchaikovsky’s Violin Concerto, the 
centerpiece of the 2010 Nobel Prize 
Concert in Stockholm. The tribute 
opens with music by Beethoven  
and closes the evening with the  
Royal Stockholm Philharmonic’s 
performance of Sibelius’ 
Fifth Symphony. UNK 91 min. (2010) 

DVD (WS) NAXACC20215D........$28.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) NAXACC10215B........$39.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

David Garrett 
rock SyMPhonieS 
(German)
Best selling classical artist of 2009, 
David Garrett brings listeners along 
on a rollercoaster ride of genres, 
displaying Garrett’s love of both 
classical and rock. David’s virtuosic 
violin playing shines through with 
precision and power, backed by his 
band and the City of Prague Philharmonic Orchestra. 
UNK 70 min. (2011) 

DVD (WS) UMV434246D............$34.99
ISBN#	N/A

David Fray 
Records Mozart 
Starring: Philharmonia Orchestra 
Go behind the scenes with David 
Fray, Instrumentalist of the Year in 
France’s Victoires de la Musique 
2010. Features full performances 
of the two piano concertos, but also 
accounts the recording process of 
the concertos, showing the working 
sessions in Abbey Road. UNK (2011) 

DVD (WS) EMI641964D..............$24.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Beethoven 
Symphony No. 9
geWanDhauS
Starring: Kurt Masur, 
Gewandhaus-Orchester Leipzig 
A live recording from the Gewandhaus 
concert hall in Leipzig of Beethoven’s 
Symphony No. 9 in D minor Op. 125, 
the Choral Symphony, with Kurt 
Masur conducting the Gewandhaus 
Orchestra and Chorus. With soloists Venceslava Hruba-
Freiberger, soprano, Doris Soffel, mezzo, James Wagner, 
tenor, and Gwynne Howell, bass. UNK 72 min. 
DVD  KUL453494D..............$22.99	
ISBN#	9780769790657

The Paris 
Opera Ballet 
Set includes: Le Parc; Signes; 
and Proust Ou Les Intermittences 
De Coeur. Dancers include: 
Stephane Deneve, Koen Kessels, 
Kader Belarbi, Matheiu Ganio, 
Marie-Agnes Gillot, Isabelle Guerin, 
Laurent Hilaire, Manuel Legris, 
Herve Moreau, Eleonora Abbagnato, 
Stephanie Romberg, and Stephane Bullion. 
UNK 318 min. 
DVD (WS) MVDBAC604D...........$45.99	 (3.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Minkus 
Don QuichoT
Starring: Dutch National Ballet, 
Anna Tsygankova, Matthew Golding 
Ludwig Minkus’ 1869 ballet Don 
Quixote takes the stage at the 
Amsterdam Music Theatre in 2010. 
Choreographed by Marius Petipa, 
Alexander Gorsky, and Alexei 
Ratmansky, the production co-stars 
Anna Tsygankova, Natalia Hoffmann, 
Matthew Golding, and Peter de Jong in  
the title role. UNK 152 min. (2010) 

DVD (WS) NAX156195D.............$34.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) NAX156294B..............$39.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Kaguyahime 
The Moon PrinceSS 
neDerLanDS DanS 
TheaTer
The Japanese fairy-tale Kaguyahime 
tells the story of the Moon Princess 
who wishes to bring peace to 
the Earth, but only succeeds in 
provoking conflict. Jiri Kylian’s 
highly individual choreography is 
an exquisite mirror of Maki Ishii’s sometimes haunting, 
sometimes violent music, which fuses Western and 
Eastern sound elements. UNK 69 min. (2009) 

“…this is definitely recommended.” - Video Librarian
DVD (WS) KUL454590D..............$34.99	
ISBN#	9780769790268

Dancer’s Dream
greaT BaLLeTS (French)
Francois Roussillon’s documentaries 
examine the various aspects of the 
ballets, which have become classics in 
the repertoire of the Paris Opera Ballet 
through Nureyev’s choreography. 
Includes Raymonda; Romeo & Juliet; 
Sleeping Beauty; and La Bayadere. 
UNK 363 min. (1999) 

DVD (WS) NAX720990D.............$68.99	 (4.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Cinderella 
Starring: Koen Kessels 
Birmingham Royal Ballet’s award-
winning chief choreographer, David 
Bintley, creates his own stunning new 
Cinderella fairy story. Accomplished 
dancers and actors Elisha Willis and 
Iain Mackay add great energy to 
this more modern, stunning musical 
adaptation of the classic fairy tale. 
UNK 109 min. (2010) 

“…a triumph…” - The Guardian
DVD (WS) KULD4712D...............$34.99.
ISBN#	9780769790817
Blu-rAy (WS) KULBD4712B.............$39.99	.
ISBN#	9780769790770

Verdi 
La TraviaTa
Giuseppe Verdi’s best-loved work 
was recorded live at the Royal Opera 
House, Covent Garden, London, in 
June and July of 2009. Performers 
included: Renee Fleming, Joseph 
Calleja, Thomas Hampson, Eddie 
Wade, and Richard Wiegold.  
The Royal Opera House Chorus  
and Orchestra was conducted by 
Antonio Pappano. UNK 135 min. (2009) 

“…great dramatic singing…” 
- The Independent
DVD (WS) NAXOA1040D.............$28.99.
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) NAXOABD7076B........$29.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Handel 
JuLiuS caeSar
Starring: John Tomlinson, 
Sarah Walker, Janet Baker 
John Copley’s production of 
Handel’s Julius Caesar features the 
great mezzo-soprano Janet Baker  
in one the roles she made her own. 
She leads a cast of some of  
Britain’s finest interpreters of  
baroque opera in a performance of 
the highest musical excellence. 
UNK 180 min. (1984) 

DVD  KULD4569D...............$34.99	
ISBN#	9780769790589

Donizetti 
Marino FaLiero (Italian)
Starring: Luca Grassi, 
Orchestra and Chorus of the 
Bergamo Musica Festival,  
Giorgio Surian 
Donizetti’s 50th opera, Marino 
Faliero, was first performed in 
Paris on March 12, 1835 and 
enjoyed a long and successful run 
of international performances. Set in 
Venice in 1355, it remains a major work of  
Italian Romanticism, full of conspiratorial adventure. 
UNK 152 min. (2008) 

DVD (WS) NAX561650D.............$45.99	 (2.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Donizetti 
Don PaSQuaLe
The red hot ticket at the Metropolitan 
Opera during the 2010-2011 season 
was Donizetti’s gem Don Pasquale. 
Here Anna Netrebko revives the role  
of Nornia, along with John Del Carlo’s 
impressive singing and acting, and 
James Levine’s witty conducting. 
UNK 133 min. (2010) 

DVD  UMVB001150409D....$34.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Bellini 
norMa (Italian)
Staged by Italian director Roberto 
Ando at the Teatro Regio in Parma, 
this 2001 production of Bellini’s 
masterpiece gathered international 
stars like June Anderson, Daniela 
Barcellona, and Ildar Abdrazakov. 
UNK 163 min. (2001) 

DVD  NAX723595D.............$45.99	
(2.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

opera ballet classical music

Koen Kessels
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Music lessons

Ultimate Drum 
Lessons 
goSPeL anD r&B 
DruMMing
Educational lessons and incredible 
performances from some of the greatest 
drumming artists playing these styles 
today: John Blackwell (Prince, Justin 
Timberlake), Aaron Spears (Usher, 
Alicia Keys), Chris Coleman (Christina 
Aguilera, Chaka Khan), and many others. 
UNK 120 min. (2011) 

DVD  MVD533229D............$17.99	
ISBN#	1423499867

Tommy Igoe 
greaT hanDS For  
a LiFeTiMe
Tommy Igoe focuses on developing 
and maintaining the physical tools that 
are essential for every drummer and 
drumming application: their hands.  
A no-nonsense, inspiring approach to 
hand technique. UNK 240 min. 
DVD  HAL478162D..............$28.99	
ISBN#	9781423491248

Play Ukulele Today! 
Follow along with the music on screen 
as you watch and listen to the teacher! 
Covers: melodies, chords, and songs; 
picking and strumming; playing tips  
and techniques; standard notation;  
and more! UNK 75 min. 
DVD  HAL487355D..............$17.99	
ISBN#	9781423476580

Play Piano in 
a Flash! 
PLay Like a Pro
This  video contains not only the same 
hour-long special seen by millions on 
PBS, but also an additional hour and 
a half of bonus material never seen on 
TV! Learn how to have fun playing 
favorite tunes at the piano. 
UNK 140 min. 
DVD  HAL00320885D..........$57.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Play Harmonica 
Today! 
The ultimate self-teaching method 
gets down to the basics, covers songs, 
chords and melodies, cross harp, 
bending and fun tricks, playing tips and 
techniques, and harmonica tablature. 
UNK 72 min. 
DVD  HAL162641D..............$17.99	
ISBN#	9781423430902

The Mechanics of 
Electric Guitar 
A complete guitar course for absolute 
beginners with Lee Hodgson. This 
easy-to-follow tutorial is ideal if you’ve 
just bought your first electric guitar, or 
if there’s been a guitar sitting around 
somewhere just waiting to be played. 
UNK 297 min. 
DVD  HAL583385D..............$28.99	
(2.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

The Mechanics of 
Acoustic Guitar 
A complete guitar course for absolute 
beginners with Lee Hodgson. This  
easy-to-follow tutorial is ideal if  
you’ve just bought your first guitar.  
Will take you from novice level 
thorough to intermediate level, yet it 
requires no prior knowledge at all. 
UNK 263 min. 
DVD  HAL581268D..............$28.99	
(2.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Learning Piano 
A detailed course designed by Pete 
Sears to take absolute beginning players 
to intermediate levels, lesson by lesson. 
Includes scales, chords, progressions, 
modes, grace notes, music theory, 
walking bass notes, and improvisation. 
UNK 180 min. (2007) 

DVD  MVDMS00116D.........$28.99	
ISBN#	9780979692840

Learning Electric 
Guitar 
Features a detailed course into playing 
the guitar designed to take absolute 
beginners into intermediate levels, 
lesson by lesson. Sections include:  
Open Chords, Finger Exercises, Barre 
Chords, Chord Progressions, Power 
Chords, Lead Licks, and much more. 
UNK 150 min. 
DVD  MVDMS00113D.........$28.99	
ISBN#	9780979692802

Hands on Keyboard! 
Covers proper technique and hand 
position, basic music theory,  
melodies and scales, chords and 
progressions, blues, boogie-woogie,  
and improvisation. UNK 63 min. 
DVD  HAL14014398D..........$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

The Guitarist’s 
Personal Practice 
Trainer and  
Warm-up Plan 
Gives learning guitarists the tools to 
improve technique, build speed, and 
develop precision by practicing  
warm-ups, etudes, and exercises for  
just ten minutes a day. UNK 95 min. 
DVD  HAL559656D..............$34.99	
ISBN#	9781597733151

Drum Discipline
ParTS 1 anD 2
Master the rudiments and put a 
razor’s edge on your technique. Dave 
‘Bedrock’ Bedrosian covers how to  
play and practice 40+ different  
rudiments, single and double stroke  
rolls, diddle rudiments, flams and  
drags, multiple bounce rolls,  
and more. UNK 80 min. 
DVD  HAL523541D..............$13.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Blues Harmonica
auThenTic STyLeS & 
TechniQueS oF The 
greaT harP PLayerS
Learn authentic blues harmonica styles 
and techniques from master bluesman 
Steve Guyger, who shares valuable 
playing secrets, concepts, and insights 
into the rich and timeless traditions  
of blues harp. UNK 74 min. 
DVD  HAL395087D..............$22.99	
ISBN#	9781423475569

Beginning Banjo
voLuMe 1
If you’ve never played banjo before, 
this is the place to start. The Murphy 
Method will teach you all the basics 
of Scruggs-style three-finger bluegrass 
banjo picking. Develop your ear as  
you learn to play. UNK 110 min. 
(2007) 

DVD  MEB21702D...............$34.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Bass Guitar 
From Scratch 
A complete bass guitar course for 
absolute beginners. Phil Williams takes 
you from novice level thorough to 
intermediate level. Yet it requires no 
prior knowledge at all; it truly is for 
someone starting from the beginning. 
UNK 96 min. 
DVD  HAL581473D..............$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

American Fiddle 
Method 
voLuMe 1
Brian Wicklund, one of the top fiddle 
teachers in the country, guides you 
through the basic skills of learning 
the fiddle and shares his pointers and 
shortcuts. Includes: 22 common  
fiddle tunes, bow and fiddle position,  
bowing technique, fingering technique,  
rhythmic bowing, and much more. 
UNK 110 min. (2002) 

DVD  MEB99471D...............$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Acoustic Guitar 
for Beginners 
Shows you the easiest possible way 
of playing guitar, with no pointless 
exercises or inane nursery rhyme tunes, 
just good, inspirational music. Although 
aimed at the complete beginner, players 
of all levels can gain from valuable 
insights and approaches. UNK 60 min. 
DVD  HAL582104D..............$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

The Benefits of Music 
Education are Plentiful…
Learning	to	play	a	musical	instrument	helps	
children	improve	their	concentration	and	
memorization,	raises	their	self-confidence,	
and	increases	coordination—all	of	which	
helps	children	succeed	not	only	in	music,	but	
in	their	day-to-day	lives.	Likewise,	for	adults,	
music	is	a	creative	outlet	and	is	known	to	be	
therapeutic.	It	can	help	relieve	stress	after	
a	long	day	and	helps	to	keep	one’s	mind	
young	and	active.
Make	music	education	a	part	of	your	library	
by	adding	these	titles	to	your	collection.	
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The Life of 
Leonardo Da Vinci 
Shot on location in Italy in many of 
the same locations where Da Vinci 
actually lived and worked, this epic 
production boasts hundreds of actors 
and elegant period costumes. Witness 
the creation of Da Vinci’s most 
historic triumphs, from The Last 
Supper to The Mona Lisa to his many 
inventions that are still in use today. 
UNK 270 min. (2011) 

“…recommended for public libraries.” - Booklist
DVD  QVQD4032D...............$29.99	 (2.Discs).
ISBN#	9781594646591

Nigeria 
The journey begins in Lagos, an 
anarchic and electric city with a  
vital night life. Leaving Lagos, 
viewers visit Yoruba Land, once 
home to one of the most powerful 
empires on the West African coast, 
and believed to be home to Queen 
Sheba’s tomb. In Oyo, watch the 
Calabash Carvers in the local market 
and meet witch doctors who explain 
traditional charms. UNK 60 min. 
DVD  PILPGD0127D............$24.99	
ISBN#	1935180606

The Netherlands 
& Amsterdam City 
Guide 2 
From the Hague to the tulip fields 
around Leiden, discover the rich 
cultural heritage, laid-back lifestyle, 
and outdoor life of the Netherlands. 
Explore Amsterdam, a city known  
for its progressive spirit, canals, 
bicycles, art, history, and culture. 
UNK 120 min. (2011) 

DVD  PILPGD0118D............$34.99	
ISBN#	1935180517

Barcelona City 
Guide 
Megan McCormick travels to 
Barcelona in the Spanish region of 
Catalunya and discovers a culture that 
prides itself on being different. With 
its sun-kissed beaches and Gothic 
palaces, Barcelona is an Olympian 
city worthy of the gods and the 
modernist capital of the world where 
some of the greatest artists on Earth  
found their fame. UNK 120 min. (2011) 

DVD  PILPGD0121D............$29.99	
ISBN#	1935180487

Best of Travel 
SouTh aFrica
South Africa’s most beautiful places, 
captured like never before! Get 
up-close and personal with lions, 
giraffes, elephants, and dozens of 
other animals in their natural habitat. 
Also visit Cape Town and the  
Garden Route and Wine Country. 
UNK 75 min. (2011) 

Available July 19
DVD  QVQD4027D...............$19.99	
ISBN#	9781594646522
Blu-rAy (WS) QVQBD4028B.............$34.99	.
ISBN#	9781594646539

Moscow and the 
Golden Ring 
Suzdal was one of the most important 
cities in the Middle Ages; now it 
has been relegated to the depths of 
a Russian backwater. It is one of the 
places which surrounds Moscow like 
a golden ring. It was in these cities, 
cloisters, and churches of the ‘Golden 
Ring’ that the heart of Russia used to 
beat until the October Revolution. UNK 60 min. 
DVD  KULD4719D...............$22.99	
ISBN#	9780769790978

Delphi 
cenTer oF The WorLD
Delphi was once regarded as the 
center of the world. It was one of 
the most important intellectual and 
cultural sites of antiquity. Anyone 
who could afford it sought the advice 
of the oracle of Delphi before making 
a decision in both personal and public 
affairs. Some of these oracle sayings 
have survived to the present day, over 
two thousand years later. UNK 60 min. 
DVD  KULD4720D...............$22.99	
ISBN#	9780769790985

Sheep of Stone 
The Sheep of Stone are a rare species 
that can survive in extreme climate. 
They have evolved both physical  
and behavioral characteristics that 
make them distinct from their  
closest relatives. Because of their 
geographic isolation, these animals 
provide insights into the bond 
between geology and genetics. 
UNK 45 min. (2002) 

DVD  CREGH4297D.............$34.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Sharks of the 
Great White North 
Explores the reasons for the 
declining population of shark 
species that inhabit the shores 
of North America. Blue Sharks, 
Greenland Sharks, Six Gill Sharks, 
and Porbeagles are examined in 
their natural habitats using the latest 
underwater photography technology. 
UNK 45 min. (2001) 

DVD  CREGH4296D.............$34.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Return to the Dunes 
Follow the project to restore African 
elephants to their former home in 
South Africa. Watch the herd as they 
surmount dangerous obstacles that 
unfold in the African wilderness and 
follow the journey of these majestic 
creatures as they cross thousands  
of miles to a new South African  
park reserve. UNK 45 min. (2002) 

DVD  CREGH4295D.............$34.99	
ISBN#	N/A

The Revolution 
They came of age in a new world 
amid intoxicating and innovative 
ideas about human and civil rights, 
diverse economic systems, and 
self-government. In a few short 
years, these men and women would 
transform themselves into architects 
of the future through the building of 
a new nation unlike any that had ever 
come before. UNK 600 min. (2006) 

DVD  AAE245530D..............$19.99	 (4.Discs).
ISBN#	1422931048

Dinosaurs 
For over a century, historians and 
scientists have been piecing together 
a history of the prehistoric world. 
Examined are the ultimate fighters  
of this unique period, the gigantic 
beasts that stalked the Earth millions 
of years ago. UNK 576 min. (2008) 

DVD  AAE240764D..............$19.99	
(4.Discs).
ISBN#	1422916596

Barbarians 
History will never forget their reign 
of terror. For nearly a millennium, 
barbarian hordes rose up and swept 
across Asia, Europe, and Africa. 
The following History Classic set 
contains all episodes of both critically 
acclaimed series, Barbarians and 
Barbarians II. UNK 388 min. (2004) 

DVD  AAE245288D..............$19.99	
(4.Discs).
ISBN#	1422930319

Ancient Mysteries 
Take a journey across the globe and 
marvel at the power and glory of 
ancient Rome; discover the secrets 
behind the mystical Forbidden City; 
take to the high seas to learn the 
history of legendary pirates; behold 
the wonder of Machu Picchu; embark 
upon the odyssey of Troy; visit the 
city of Pompeii; search for Shangri 
La; and more. UNK 376 min. 
DVD  AAE245554D..............$19.99	 (4.Discs).
ISBN#	1422931188

history classics

wildlife  
documentaries

sites of the 
world’s cultures

globe trekker 

The Hermitage
a Journey in  
TiMe anD SPace 
The unique collections held in 
the Hermitage will take you on 
this absorbing journey in time 
and space. The introduction 
to the Winter Palace skillfully 
weaves in the history of 
the museum collection that 
now dates back more than three 
centuries. Originally established  
as the private collection of the  
Russian Empress Catherine the Great,  
the collection continued to grow with  
works of art regularly added, and in the  
mid-19th century it was opened to the wider public. 
UNK 116 min. (2011) Documentary
Available August 30
DVD (WS) KULD4735D...............$28.99	
ISBN#	9780769791159
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What on Earth?
inSiDe The croP  
circLe MySTery 
For fifteen years, Suzanne Taylor 
has been part of a lively community 
of visionaries who are drawn to 
England by the circles every  
summer. Documented is Taylor’s 
interactions with these ‘croppies’  
as they share why they are so 
fascinated by the phenomenon. 
UNK 81 min. (2011) 

Available August 9
DVD (WS) PRFPRDVD1431D......$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Powerpoint 2010 
WinDoWS 7 eDiTion 
Topics: getting started, how to set up 
your first PowerPoint presentation, 
how to add color and pictures, 
PowerPoint animations and visual 
transitions, PowerPoint ‘Themes,’ 
adding movies to a slide, and more. 
UNK 60 min. (2010) 

DVD  HCS13648D...............$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Outlook 2010 
WinDoWS 7 eDiTion 
Topics: how to set up Outlook, 
how to use the Outlook calendar to 
schedule appointments and events 
(with reminder alarms), how to create 
tasks and To Do items, and more. 
UNK 60 min. (2011) 

DVD  HCS169146D.............$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Excel 2010 
WinDoWS 7 eDiTion 
Topics: getting started, a quick tour 
of the Excel 2010 window, how to 
add and edit data into a spreadsheet, 
personal checkbook demo, home 
budget demo, and more! 
UNK 62 min. (2011) 

DVD  HCS113811D.............$22.99	
(Special.Edition).
ISBN#	N/A

Sheryl Crow
Live 
Join Sheryl Crow as she leads her 
longtime band through some of her 
biggest hits in this one-night-only 
performance, which also includes a 
rare cover of the Nick Lowe classic 
(What’s So Funny ’Bout) Peace,  
Love and Understanding. 
UNK 92 min. (2008) 

Available August 2
DVD (WS) IMGID7132HJD..........$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) IMGID7133HJB..........$17.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Michael Flatley 
Returns as  
Lord of the Dance 
The world famous Lord of the Dance 
creator, producer, director, and star 
Michael Flatley brings his vision to 
home audiences, giving the viewer  
an unparalleled sense of the scale  
of the show as never seen before. 
UNK 90 min. (2010) 

DVD (WS) KCHEOEDV6988D......$24.99	
ISBN#	1417235225
Blu-rAy (WS) KCHEOEBD6989B......$29.99	.
ISBN#	1417235233

Jewel 
The eSSenTiaL  
Live SongBook
Recorded at both the historic Rialto 
Theatre in Joliet, Illinois and the 
Myerson Symphony Center in  
Dallas, Texas, these two captivating 
concerts contain over 45 tracks from 
the multitalented artist’s vast catalog, 
plus four bonus live songs from  
Red Rocks. UNK 222 min. (2008) 

Available August 2
DVD (WS) IMGID7138HJD..........$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) IMGID7139HJB..........$17.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Secrets of 
Successful Dating 
Alma Avery will give you a whole 
new perspective on dating and solve 
the mystery of what makes some 
people so successful at attracting 
the opposite sex. You will gain the 
practical skills, insight, and self-
confidence to finally own your  
dating life! UNK 65 min. (2010) 

DVD  OTC200069D.............$17.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Moguls & 
Movie Stars 
a hiSTory oF hoLLyWooD 
The true story behind the making 
of the American movie industry. 
This seven-part series will detail 
the personalities, relationships, 
collaborations, and conflicts that 
created an industry and an art form. 
NR 419 min. (2010) 

DVD (WS) WAR1000174759D.....$42.99	 (3.Discs).
ISBN#	0780669835

Sugar Ray Leonard 
& Laila Ali 
LighTWeighT & 
heavyWeighT WorkouTS
Boxing legends Sugar Ray Leonard 
and Laila Ali are here to help viewers 
in their fight for fitness. Includes: 
Staying Motivated With Sugar Ray 
Leonard and Proper Nutrition With 
Laila Ali. UNK 55 min. (2011) 

Available August 16
DVD  LAV0558394D............$17.99	
ISBN#	9780766254473

Sit and Be Fit 
SaFe Driving WorkouT
Easy exercises will improve your 
driving performance focusing on 
reaction time, peripheral vision, 
hand-eye coordination, and flexibility. 
UNK 34 min. (2010) 

DVD  SBFSAFEDRD.............$26.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Quickfix Rx 
kneehaB For knee heaLTh
Whether you’re a triathlete in training 
or just starting rehab, this DVD will 
help unravel bad habits that lead to 
injuries and knee pain. Learn dozens 
of exercises with 4 specialized 
sequences based on the health level  
of your knees! UNK 65 min. (2011) 

Available July 5
DVD  BAVBAY158D.............$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Qi Gong For 
Self-Healing 
A step-by-step training video with 
easy-to-learn practices that will  
help viewers relieve pain, clear  
stress and tension, and harness the 
body’s unequaled capacity for  
self-restoration. UNK 52 min. (2011) 

DVD (WS) ADM351895D............$22.99	
ISBN#	9781604074390

Bob Harper 
ToTaLLy riPPeD core
Ignite the metabolism and destroy 
hundreds of calories with Bob Harper’s 
exclusive, cutting-edge combinations 
and proven techniques of activating, 
engaging, and sustaining the core. 
Sculpt powerful, lean muscles  
while reinventing the body from the 
inside out. UNK 62 min. (2011) 

Available August 2
DVD  ABEDV23268D...........$14.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Bob Harper 
BeginnerS WeighT LoSS
Trainer Bob leads through each 
dynamic movement to activate all 
muscle groups, keeping in constant 
motion for a maximum cardio-
heightening, fat-blasting workout. 
UNK 58 min. (2011) 

Available August 2
DVD  ABEDV23269D...........$14.99	
ISBN#	N/A

health &  
fitness

song & dance

introduction  
to microsoft 
office
Help educate your patrons on the 

basics of Microsoft Office

The Shaman & 
Ayahuasca 
Ayahuasca is a psychoactive 
vine-based plant brew that has 
been used for healing by shamans 
for thousands of years. Filmmaker 
Michael Wiese goes to the home  
of a Peruvian shaman to  
experience firsthand the healing  
and transformational aspects  
of Ayahuasca. UNK 72 min. 
(2011) 

Available August 23
DVD (WS) PRFPRDVD1433D......$28.99	
ISBN#	N/A
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documentaries
Phil Ochs 
There BuT For ForTune
Starring: Sean Penn, Joan Baez 
Over the course of a meteoric music 
career that spanned two turbulent 
decades, Phil Ochs sought the bright 
lights of fame and social justice in equal 
measure, a contradiction that eventually 
tore him apart. A timely and relevant 
tribute to an unlikely American hero. 
UNK 97 min. (2010) 

“A terrific documentary.” - Hollywood Reporter

Available July 19
DVD (WS) FRF914741D..............$32.99	
ISBN#	N/A

The King’s Speech 
Starring: Colin Firth, Geoffrey Rush, 
Helena Bonham Carter 
The story of King George VI of Britain, 
his impromptu ascension to the throne, 
and the speech therapist who helped the 
unsure monarch become worthy of it. 
14A 119 min. (2010) $138M	Drama
Four Academy Awards
“One of the best films of 2010…” 
- Orlando Sentinel
DVD (WS) EONMCA2328550D...$27.99	(2.Discs)
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) EONMCA2328560B....$29.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

The	recent	wave	of	flooding,	
tornadoes,	and	earthquakes	in	the	

United	States	and	around	the	world	
has	created	an	emphasis	on	helping	
those	in	need—and	on	the	National 
Day of service and Remembrance	on	
September	11th.	This	inspirational	
film	from	Sean	Penn,	who	is	widely	
recognized	for	his	humanitarian	
efforts,	can	both	educate	and	
motivate	those	in	your	community	
to	follow	the	same	path	and	lend	a	
helping	hand	where	needed.

The Third Wave 
More than a movie about the 
devastation that a tsunami caused 
in a country that sustained over 
118,000 casualties. It is a movie 
about volunteering. Four people 
with little money and no experience 
race off to help out in tsunami-
ravaged Sri Lanka. UNK 94 min. 
(2009) 
“…a powerful testament to people  
like Thompson and Gubernati, 
whose selfless devotion to helping 
others is rare indeed.” - Los Angles Times
Available July 12
DVD (WS) GRT670608D..............$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Beyond Limits 
At 19,340 feet, Mount Kilimanjaro 
in Tanzania, Africa is a daunting 
climb for any person to attempt. Born 
with cerebral palsy, Bonner Paddock 
disregards his doctor’s advice in the 
hopes of defying his condition and 
tackles Kilimanjaro head on. 
UNK 40 min. (2010) 

Available August 23
DVD (WS) FIWFWD015D............$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Blast! 
Five-time Emmy winner Paul Devlin 
follows a group of astrophysicists from 
the Arctic to the Antarctic to launch  
a revolutionary new telescope on a 
NASA high-altitude balloon, hoping 
to reveal a hidden universe. Their 
adventure exposes the surprising real  
life of scientists. UNK 74 min. (2008) 

“…absorbing documentary…” 
- New York Times
DVD  NVG247884D.............$29.99	
ISBN#	1422940721

Con Artist 
Once a legitimate art star in the 1980s 
New York scene, millionaire ‘business 
artist’ Mark Kostabi hires others to 
conceive and create paintings which 
he openly signs and sells as his own, 
attempting to regain prominence  
and find happiness through fame. 
UNK 84 min. (2009) 

“Riveting, hilarious.” - The Independent

Available July 19
DVD (WS) NYV114611D.............$34.99	
ISBN#	1567304982

Dear Uncle Adolf
The gerManS anD 
Their Fuhrer
More than any other historical 
documents, it is the personal private 
letters written by a people to ‘their’ 
dictator, Adolf Hitler, that provide the 
most intimate glimpses of the history of 
the Third Reich. A cache of more than 
100,000 such letters was recently found, 
hidden in a secret Russian archive. 
UNK 60 min. (2010) 

Available August 23
DVD  FRF914772D..............$28.99	
ISBN#	N/A

India 
a neW LiFe
This award-winning documentary 
captures the highly successful yet 
unorthodox methods of a Catholic  
priest as he rescues children off  
the streets of Vijayawada, India. 
UNK 18 min. (2010) 

Three Telly Awards
DVD (WS) SVF044278D..............$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

The Kids Grow Up 
Doug Block offers an exceptionally 
moving look at his relationship with  
his only child, Lucy. A chronicle of 
Lucy’s emotionally fraught last year  
at home before leaving for college. 
Moving fluidly between past, present, 
and the fast-approaching future. 
UNK 90 min. (2010) 

Available July 19
DVD  NVG240711D.............$29.99	
ISBN#	1422916545

The King Speaks 
The true story behind the award-winning 
film. Archival footage of the king’s 
public speeches and, for the first time, 
interviews with Logue’s former  
patients show how an afflicted but 
courageous king found his voice and 
rallied a nation. UNK 50 min. 
“Timely…compelling…as gripping  
as its fictionalised version.” 
- The Guardian (U.K.)
DVD  BFS31078D................$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Wrong Side of 
the Bus 
Sidney Bloch, an internationally 
recognized professor of psychiatry from 
Australia, has suffered from a troubled 
conscience for forty years and wants 
to resolve his guilt for colluding with 
Apartheid, but what will it take to free 
him from his past? UNK 45 min. (2009) 

Available August 23
DVD  FRF914789D..............$28.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Pom Wonderful 
Presents 
The greaTeST Movie 
ever SoLD
Starring: Peter Berg, 
Noam Chomsky,  
Ralph Nader 
Morgan Spurlock brings us a comedic 
documentary about branding, 
advertising, and product placement 
that is financed and made possible by brands, 
advertising, and product placement. PG (2011) 

Available August 23
DVD (WS) COL38438D...............$30.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) COL38435B................$33.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Will the Real 
Terrorist Please 
Stand Up 
By telling the story of the case of the 
Cuban Five, intelligence agents sent to 
penetrate Cuban exile terrorist groups 
in Miami and now serving long prison 
sentences, the film highlights decades  
of assassinations and sabotage. 
UNK 80 min. (2010) 

Available July 26
DVD  CLOCLS1132D...........$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Wishful Drinking 
Starring: Carrie Fisher 
Combining wry wit and raw facts,  
Carrie Fisher’s hit stage production of 
the intoxicating autobiographical tale  
of her life reveals her own hilarious  
slant on the not-so-glittering side of 
being a celebrity. UNK 76 min. (2010) 

Available September 13
DVD  HBO1000198283D.....$21.99	
ISBN#	0780675290

Not for Sale 
ParTS 1 & 2
Based on the book Not for Sale by 
David Batstone, see what modern-day 
abolitionists are doing to fight the 
rampant terrors of human trafficking in 
the U.S. and abroad. UNK 117 min. 
DVD  CBD501396D.............$22.99	
(2.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A
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Hot Stars in July

DISTURBIA 

14A	104 min. (2007) $80M	
DVD  PAR124404D................. $19.99

HOLES 

PG	117 min. (2003) $67M	
DVD (WS) DIS31662D.................... $14.99

TRANSFORMERS 

PG	143 min. (2007) $319M	
DVD (WS) PAR345536002D........... $19.99
Blu-rAy (WS) PAR202620002B........... $31.99. (2.Discs)

TRANSFORMERS 

REVENGE.OF.THE.FALLEN PG	149 min. (2009) $402M	
DVD (WS) PAR217942002D........... $18.99
Blu-rAy (WS) PAR072414B................. $39.99	(Special.Edition,.2.Discs)

WALL STREET 

MONEY.NEVER.SLEEPS 

PG	133 min. (2010) $52M	
DVD (WS) EON231078002D........... $37.99
Blu-rAy (WS) EON231079002B........... $37.99	

AIR FORCE ONE 

14A	124 min. (1997) $172M	
DVD  COL185713002D........... $12.99	
Blu-rAy (WS) COL212815002B........... $20.99	

AMERICAN GRAFFITI 

PG	112 min. (1973) 
DVD (WS) MCA20272D.................. $15.99		(Collector’s.Edition)
Blu-rAy (WS) MCA61115348B............ $26.99	(Special.Edition)	

BLADE RUNNER 

14A	468 min. (1982) 
DVD (WS) WAR194253002D.......... $39.99	(Collector’s.Edition,.4.Discs)	
Blu-rAy (WS) WAR118574B................ $46.99	(Collector’s.Edition,.5.Discs)

INDIANA JONES AND THE RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK 

14A	115 min. (1981) $230M	
DVD (WS) PAR199329002D........... $19.99	(Special.Edition)	

STAR WARS TRILOGY  EPISODES.IV.-.VI
PG	379 min. 
Academy Awards Best Sound, Best Visual Effects; 
9 Film Awards; On National Film Registry
Blu-rAy (WS) EON274208002B............$76.99	(3.Discs)	Available	9/16

THE FUGITIVE / U.S. MARSHALS 

AA	261 min. 
DVD (WS) EON181460002D........... $16.99	(Special.Edition)	

LONESOME DOVE 

NR	373 min. (1989) 
DVD (WS) GPIRHI81197D.............. $19.99	(Collector’s.Edition,.2.Discs)
Blu-rAy (WS) GPIRHI81453B.............. $24.99	(Collector’s.Edition,.2.Discs)

MEN IN BLACK 

PG	98 min. (1997) $251M	
DVD  COL200491002D........... $12.99	
Blu-rAy (WS) COL200486002B........... $22.99	

NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN 

14A	122 min. (2007) $74M	
DVD (WS) LGE134831D................. $19.99	
Blu-rAy (WS) LGE134848B................. $19.99	

SPACE COWBOYS 

PG	130 min. (2000) 
DVD (WS) EON224046002D..............$8.99	

EAT PRAY LOVE 

PG	140 min. (2010) $80M	
DVD (WS) EON228849002D........... $20.99	(Director’s.Cut)	
Blu-rAy (WS) EON228850002B........... $22.99	(Director’s.Cut)	

ERIN BROCKOVICH 

AA	126 min. (2000) $126M	
DVD (WS) MCA61020783D............ $13.99	

MYSTIC PIZZA 

AA	105 min. (1988) 
DVD (WS) EON233731002D........... $13.99	

PRETTY WOMAN 

14A	125 min. (1990) $178M	
DVD (WS) THV39972D................... $21.99	(15th.Anniversary.Edition)	
Blu-rAy (WS) THV058043B................. $18.99	

STEEL MAGNOLIAS 

PG	119 min. (1989) 
DVD (WS) COL70247D................... $12.99	(Special.Edition)	

transformers	
Dark	of	the	Moon		
in theaters now

Transformers:	Dark	Side	of	the	Moon
bit.ly/formers3

Watch the trailer

shia LaBeouf juLia roBerts

tommy Lee jones harrison ford

larry	Crowne	
in theaters now

Larry	Crowne
bit.ly/lrycrwn

Watch the trailer

Captain	America		
The	First	Avenger		

in theaters July 22

Captain	America:	The	First	Avenger
bit.ly/capnamer

Watch the trailer

Cowboys	&	
Aliens	

in theaters July 29

Cowboys	&	Aliens
bit.ly/cwbyaln

Watch the trailer
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Tyler Perry

Why Did I Get 
Married Too? 
Starring: Janet Jackson, Jill Scott 
Gathered together in the Bahamas for 
their annual one-week reunion, four 
close couples eagerly reconnect, sharing 
news about their lives and relationships. 
PG 121 min. (2010) $60M
DVD (WS) LGE28578D................$19.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) LGE28563B................$29.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Why Did I Get 
Married? 
Starring: Janet Jackson, Jill Scott 
Over the weekend, husbands and wives 
take a hard look at their lives, wrestling 
with issues of commitment, betrayal, and 
forgiveness as they seek a way forward. 
14A 118 min. (2007) $55M
2009 NAACP Award Best Supporting 
Actress Janet Jackson
DVD (WS) LGE22228D................$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) LGE29058B................$19.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

The Family 
That Preys 
Starring: Alfre Woodard, Kathy Bates 
Alice and Charlotte have enjoyed a 
lasting friendship throughout many 
years. Suddenly, their lives become 
mired in their adult children’s turmoil. 
PG 109 min. (2008) $37M
“…it ranks among Perry’s best.” 
- TV Guide’s Movie Guide
DVD (WS) LGE24757D................$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) LGE29057B................$19.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Why Did I Get 
Married? 
When a sexy young temptress threatens 
an already troubled marriage, a close-
knit family rallies together to examine 
their own marriages and rediscover  
the precious reason that the one they 
have is the one they want forever. 
14A 104 min. (2005) 

DVD  LGEIVEA19329D........$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

What’s Done 
in the Dark 
Tyler Perry’s latest stage play success 
comes loaded with laughs. Set in a 
hospital emergency room, it follows 
several nurses, their doctors, and some 
very interesting patients. What’s done  
in the dark will always come to light! 
UNK 140 min. (2008) 

DVD  LGE22451D................$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Meet the Browns 
Starring: Angela Bassett, Jenifer Lewis 
With nothing to lose, Brenda and her 
three children travel from Chicago to 
small-town Georgia to meet a previously 
unknown side of the family. Nothing can 
prepare them for the fun-loving, crass 
Brown clan. PG 101 min. (2008) $42M
“…the ensemble scenes capture the spirited 
sense of fun that is Perry’s trademark.” 
- New York Daily News
DVD (W/F) LGE23593D................$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) LGE23613B................$19.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Madea’s Family 
Reunion 
The Movie
Starring: Blair Underwood, 
Lynn Whitfield 
This film continues the adventures of 
Southern matriarch Madea. She has just 
been court ordered to be in charge of a 
rebellious runaway, and through it all, 
she has to organize her family reunion. 
UNK 107 min. (2006) $63M
DVD (WS) LGEIVEA19327D........$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) LGE59059B................$19.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Madea Goes to Jail 
Starring: Keshia Knight-Pulliam, 
Derek Luke 
After a high-speed freeway chase puts 
Madea in front of the judge, her reprieve 
is short-lived as anger management 
issues get the best of her and land her  
in jail. 14A 103 min. (2009) $91M
DVD (WS) LGE25669D................$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) LGE29056B................$19.99	
ISBN#	N/A

The Marriage 
Counselor 
Transforms the art of marriage, life, 
and family with a fun and fulfilling 
onstage experience. UNK 143 min. 
(2008) 

DVD  LGE24769D................$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Madea’s Family 
Reunion 
Madea has a wedding, a funeral, and a 
family reunion, and she does it all for  
75 dollars. UNK 134 min. (2002) 

DVD  LGEIVEA17841D........$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

I Can Do Bad All 
by Myself 
Starring: Taraji P. Henson, Brian White 
After Madea catches some children 
looting her home, she turns them over  
to their Aunt April, who wants nothing  
to do with her late sister’s kids. 
PG 113 min. (2009) $52M
2010 Image Award Best Supporting 
Actor Adam Rodriguez
DVD (WS) LGE26802D................$19.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) LGE26771B................$29.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Diary of a Mad 
Black Woman 
Starring: Shemar Moore, Cicely Tyson 
Charles, an attorney, and Helen, the 
devoted wife, seem to have everything: 
money, a beautiful mansion - the 
American Dream. But just as Helen 
prepares to celebrate their 18th wedding 
anniversary, her life takes a twist. 
UNK 117 min. (2005) $50M
DVD (WS) LGEIVEA17556D........$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) LGE29060B................$19.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Daddy’s Little Girls 
Starring: Louis Gossett Jr., 
Gabrielle Union, Idris Elba 
Monty is a blue collar worker trying  
to gain custody of his children from  
his ex-wife and her boyfriend. Julia  
is a hotshot attorney who has offered  
to help Monty with his case. 
UNK 100 min. (2007) $32M
“…plenty of sass and soul…” - TV Guide
DVD (WS) LGE21399D................$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) LGE21403B................$19.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Madea’s Class 
Reunion 
The year is 2003 and the class of 
1953 will be having their 50th reunion.  
When Madea shows up, you know  
it’s going to be a whopper! 
UNK 120 min. (2003)
DVD  LGEIVEA17840D........$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Madea Goes to Jail 
Madea’s about to be sent to the only 
place she won’t be able to talk her way 
out of…jail! This tale of everybody’s 
favorite Southern matriarch overflows 
with all the heartwarming laughter and 
down-home wisdom synonymous with 
the name Madea. 14A 133 min. (2006)
DVD  LGEIVEA19330D........$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Madea’s Big 
Happy Family 
Shirley has important news for her 
family, but she has five grown children 
with different lifestyles and finds it 
difficult to get them and the kids  
all together. UNK 153 min. (2010) 

DVD (WS) LGE29053D................$19.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) LGE29176B................$24.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Tyler	Perry’s	inspirational	journey	from	the	hard	streets	of	New	Orleans	to	the	heights	
of	Hollywood’s	A-list	is	the	stuff	of	American	legend.	Born	into	poverty	and	raised	

in	a	household	scarred	by	abuse,	Tyler	fought	from	a	young	age	to	find	the	strength,	
faith,	and	perseverance	that	would	later	form	the	foundations	of	his	much-acclaimed	
plays,	films,	books,	and	TV	shows.	Interest	in	Perry’s	work	is	perpetually	high;	use	this	
page	to	ensure	that	your	library	is	up-to-date	on	all	of	his	titles.

plays

movies
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Tyler Perry

61 
Starring: Barry Pepper, Anthony Michael Hall 
14A	129 min. (2001) Drama
Blu-rAy (WS) HBO1000197724B..... $15.99	
ISBN#	0780675908

BILLY MADISON 
Starring: Darren McGavin, Norm MacDonald,  
Adam Sandler PG	90 min. (1995) Comedy
Blu-rAy (WS) MCA61106324B........ $26.99	
ISBN#	N/A

BLUES BROTHERS Available	7/26 
Starring: John Belushi, Dan Aykroyd, John Candy 
AA	281 min. (1980) $57M	Comedy
Blu-rAy (WS) MCA61115284B........ $26.99	
ISBN#	N/A

BOYZ N THE HOOD Available	7/19
Starring: Laurence Fishburne, Ice Cube, Nia Long 
18A	112 min. (1991) Drama
Blu-rAy (WS) EON235720002B....... $16.99	
ISBN#	N/A

BRAZIL Available	7/12
Starring: Jonathan Pryce, Ian Holm, Michael Palin 
UNK	143 min. (1985) Sci-Fi
Blu-rAy (WS) MCA62115281B........ $26.99	
ISBN#	N/A

BRIDGET JONES’ DIARY Available	7/19
Starring: Colin Firth, Hugh Grant, Renee Zellweger 
14A	Comedy
Blu-rAy (WS) LGE140597B............. $19.99	
ISBN#	N/A

THE COMANCHEROS 
Starring: John Wayne, Lee Marvin, Stuart Whitman 
PG	107 min. (1961) Western
Blu-rAy (WS) EON234034002B....... $32.99	
(50th.Anniversary.Edition)
ISBN#	N/A

CONAN THE BARBARIAN Available	8/2
Starring: James Earl Jones, Arnold Schwarzenegger 
UNK	129 min. (1982) Action
Blu-rAy (WS) MCA61106506B........ $26.99	
ISBN#	N/A

CONAN THE DESTROYER Available	8/2
Starring: Arnold Schwarzenegger, Sarah Douglas,  
Olivia D’Abo AA	102 min. (1984) Action
Blu-rAy (WS) MCA61116402B........ $26.99	
ISBN#	N/A

DAS BOOT (German) Available	7/12
Starring: Jurgen Prochnow, Herbert Gronemeyer,  
Klaus Wennemann AA	208 min. (1981) War
Blu-rAy (WS) COL37968B............... $30.99	
(Director’s.Cut,.2.Discs)
ISBN#	N/A

DAZED AND CONFUSED Available	8/9
Starring: Ben Affleck, Parker Posey, Jason London 
AA	103 min. (1993) Comedy
2011 Fabulous Films for Young Adults
Blu-rAy (WS) MCA62106311B........ $26.99	
ISBN#	N/A

DEAD MAN WALKING 
Starring: Susan Sarandon, Sean Penn 
AA	122 min. (1995) Drama
Blu-rAy (WS) EON233937002B....... $18.99	
ISBN#	N/A

DONNIE DARKO Available	7/26
Starring: Jake Gyllenhaal, Jena Malone, Maggie Gyllenhaal 
14A	113 min. (2001) Drama
2010 ALA Fabulous Films for Young Adults
Blu-rAy (WS) EON235647002B....... $22.99	
(10th.Anniversary.Edition,.2.Discs)
ISBN#	N/A

FAST TIMES AT RIDGEMONT HIGH Available	8/9
Starring: Eric Stoltz, Judge Reinhold, Sean Penn 
R	91 min. (1982) Comedy
On National Film Registry
Blu-rAy (WS) MCA61106282B........ $26.99	
ISBN#	N/A

FIDDLER ON THE ROOF PG	181 min. (1971) Drama
Academy Awards Best Cinematography, Best Music,  
Best Sound
Blu-rAy (WS) EON233083002B....... $28.99	
(40th.Anniversary.Edition)
ISBN#	N/A

HAPPY GILMORE 
Starring: Carl Weathers, Adam Sandler,  
Christopher McDonald PG	92 min. (1996) Comedy
Blu-rAy (WS) MCA61106326B........ $26.99	
ISBN#	N/A

HOTEL RWANDA 
Starring: Joaquin Phoenix, Nick Nolte, Don Cheadle 
14A	122 min. (2004) $23M	Drama
2004 Academy Award Nominee Best Actor Don Cheadle
Blu-rAy (WS) EON233938002B....... $18.99	
ISBN#	N/A

LEAVING LAS VEGAS 
Starring: Nicolas Cage, Elisabeth Shue 
UNK	112 min. (1995) Drama
Blu-rAy (WS) EON233939002B....... $18.99	
ISBN#	N/A

MUPPETS FROM SPACE Available	8/16
Starring: Miss Piggy, F. Murray Abraham, Rob Schneider 
G	88 min. (1999) Children’s
Blu-rAy (WS) COL38091B............... $16.99	
ISBN#	N/A

THE MUPPETS TAKE MANHATTAN Available	8/16
Starring: Miss Piggy, Kermit the Frog, Jim Henson 
F	95 min. (1984) Children’s
Blu-rAy (WS) EON236211002B....... $16.99	
ISBN#	N/A

NATIONAL LAMPOON’S ANIMAL HOUSE Available	7/26
Starring: John Belushi, Tim Matheson, Tom Hulce 
AA	109 min. (1978) $142M	Comedy
On National Film Registry
Blu-rAy (WS) MCA61115277B........ $26.99	
ISBN#	N/A

ONCE UPON A TIME IN THE WEST 
Starring: Henry Fonda, Jason Robards Jr., Charles Bronson 
AA	166 min. (1969) Western
On National Film Registry
Blu-rAy (WS) EON234206002B....... $22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

PLATOON 
Starring: Willem Dafoe, Charlie Sheen, Tom Berenger 
R	120 min. (1986) $139M	War
Blu-rAy (WS) EON234369002B....... $28.99	
(25th.Anniversary.Edition)
ISBN#	N/A

SCARFACE Available	9/6
Starring: Al Pacino, Michelle Pfeiffer,  
Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio UNK	170 min. (1983) Action
Blu-rAy (WS) MCA61119123B........ $37.99	
ISBN#	N/A

SCREAM 
Starring: Neve Campbell, Drew Barrymore, Courteney Cox 
R	111 min. (1996) Horror
Blu-rAy (WS) LGE30014B............... $19.99	
ISBN#	N/A

SLEEPERS Available	8/2
Starring: Brad Pitt, Robert De Niro, Jason Patric 
AA	147 min. (1996) Drama
Blu-rAy (WS) EON236471002B....... $21.99	
ISBN#	N/A

SPACE JAM Available	10/4
Starring: Michael Jordan, Bill Murray 
F	87 min. (1996) Children’s
Dove Family Approved
Blu-rAy (WS) WAR1000202874B.... $27.99	
ISBN#	0780676521

STAR WARS TRILOGY EPISODES.I.-.III Available	9/16
Starring: Samuel L. Jackson, Ewan McGregor,  
Natalie Portman PG	418 min. Sci-Fi
Blu-rAy (WS) EON274210002B....... $76.99	(3.Discs)
ISBN#	N/A

STAR WARS TRILOGY EPISODES.IV.-.VI Available	9/16
Starring: Harrison Ford, Mark Hamill, Carrie Fisher 
PG	379 min. Sci-Fi
Academy Awards Best Sound, Best Visual Effects;  
On National Film Registry
Blu-rAy (WS) EON274208002B....... $76.99	(3.Discs)
ISBN#	N/A

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS 
Starring: Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne Baxter 
PG	231 min. (1956) Drama
1957 Academy Award Best Special Effects;  
On National Film Registry
Blu-rAy (WS) EON232245002B....... $36.99	(2.Discs)
ISBN#	N/A

THELMA & LOUISE 
Starring: Susan Sarandon, Geena Davis, Harvey Keitel 
R	129 min. (1991) Action
Academy Award Best Writing
Blu-rAy (WS) EON231652002B....... $18.99	
(20th.Anniversary.Edition)
ISBN#	N/A

Blu-rays are growing at an unprecedented rate…
build your collection through CVS Midwest Tape
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Stand and Deliver 
Starring: Lou Diamond Phillips, 
Edward James Olmos, Andy Garcia 
Jaime Escalante is a mathematics teacher 
at a school in a Hispanic neighborhood. 
Convinced that his students have 
potential, he adopts unconventional 
teaching methods to try and turn gang 
members into top algebra and calculus 
students. PG 103 min. (1988) Drama
1989 Christopher, Golden Eagle and 
Imagen Awards Best Film
DVD  WAR1000157968D....... $8.99	
ISBN#	0780662180

Serafin La Pelicula
(Spanish)
A lovable guardian angel, Serafin, 
leads a group of youngsters in search 
of a magic star that will save a friend. 
Along the way, the young heroes learn 
that courage, loyalty, and kindness can 
overpower even the darkest enemies. 
UNK 91 min. (2000) (Mexico)	$1M	
Children’s
DVD  WAR75022D...............$12.99	
ISBN#	1419822861

Selena 
Starring: Edward James Olmos, 
Jennifer Lopez, Seidy Lopez 
The story of a Latin musician on  
the verge of stardom killed by  
the president of her fan club. 
PG 128 min. (1997) Drama
DVD (W/F) WAR116326D.............$12.99	
ISBN#	1419855247

The Sea Inside
(Spanish)
Starring: Javier Bardem 
A young man who has spent more  
than a quarter of a century as 
a quadriplegic chooses to die, 
petitioning the courts for permission 
to be euthanized. His decision sets off 
controversy throughout Spain and with 
his family and friends. PG 125 min. 
(2004) (Spain)	$2M	Drama
2004 Academy Award Best Foreign Film
“HHH Recommended.” - Video Librarian
DVD (WS) MCA20893012D........$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Pan’s Labyrinth
(Spanish)
Starring: Sergi Lopez 
Ofelia, a dreamy little girl, is uprooted 
to her new stepfather’s military outpost. 
Powerless and lonely in a place of 
unfathomable cruelty, Ofelia lives out 
her own dark fable as she confronts 
monsters both otherworldly and human. 
R 119 min. (2006) (Mexico)	$38M	
Horror
2011 ALA Fabulous Films for Young Adults
“HHHH Editor’s Choice…a work of such stunning 
imagination…highly recommended.” - Video Librarian
DVD (WS) MCA186236002D......$11.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) NLV1000032077B......$22.99	.
ISBN#	0780658426

My Family 
Starring: Esai Morales, 
Jimmy Smits, Edward  
James Olmos 
Follows the lives of three generations 
of Mexican Americans. AA 127 min. 
(1995) Drama
DVD  EON20317012D.........$11.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Love in the Time 
of Cholera 
Starring: Javier Bardem, Giovanna 
Mezzogiorno, Benjamin Bratt 
Based on Nobel Prize-winning author 
Gabriel Garcia Marquez’s novel 
that traces the never-ending vigil of 
Florentino Ariza, who waits for more 
than fifty years to claim the hand of 
Fermina Daza, the woman he loves. 
14A 139 min. (2007) $5M	Drama
“Lush, extravagant, sad and touching…” 
- Washington Post
DVD (WS) MCA197859002D......$16.99	
ISBN#	N/A

La Ultima Noche
(Spanish)
A funny, free-spirited battle of the 
sexes about sex. And love. And 
jealousy. And happily-ever-afters.  
This witty slice-of-life romp asks a  
lot of questions. And has a lot of 
hilarious answers! UNK 119 min. 
(2005) (Mexico)	Comedy
DVD (WS) WAR75021D...............$12.99	
ISBN#	1419822853

La Segunda Noche
(Spanish)
Starring: Mariana Avila 
Girls just want to have fun, but often 
they must do some growing up first…
and fast! Four teenage friends explore 
the gray area between sexual attraction 
and responsible behavior and just  
where love fits in. UNK 105 min. 
(1999) (Mexico)	Comedy
DVD  WAR72456D...............$12.99	
ISBN#	1419815504

El Cantante 
Starring: Marc Anthony, 
Jennifer Lopez 
Hector Lavoe started the salsa movement 
in 1975, and with his dynamic and 
devoted wife, he would go from a  
smoky club in the barrio to Madison 
Square Garden. He blazed a path through 
life that left a legacy of extraordinary 
music and personal destruction. 
14A 116 min. (2006) $8M	Drama
“If you’re a fan of Hector Lavoe and 
Latin music…you’ll want to see ‘El Cantante’…” 
- Roger Ebert, Chicago Sun-Times
DVD  MCA193013002D......$11.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Before Night Falls 
Starring: Javier Bardem, 
Johnny Depp, Sean Penn 
Episodic look at the life of Cuban  
poet and novelist Reinaldo Arenas,  
from his childhood in Oriente Province 
to his death in New York City. 
14A 134 min. (2000) Drama
“HHH Recommended.” 
- Video Librarian
DVD (WS) NLV5251D.................... $8.99	
ISBN#	0780634934

Atletico San 
Pancho (Spanish)
A janitor from a small Mexican town 
pulls together a ragtag group of kids  
into a top notch soccer team. 
UNK 101 min. (2001) (Mexico)	
Comedy
DVD  WAR81021D...............$12.99	
ISBN#	1419832603

Viva Mi Desgracia
The trials of a man who must decide 
whether or not to marry a very  
beautiful woman. UNK 95 min. 
(1944) Comedy
DVD  WAR1000024298D.....$12.99	
ISBN#	1419849867

No Desearas La 
Mujer De Tu Hijo
Tension arises between father and son 
because they are both in love with 
the same woman. Will Cupid’s arrow 
destroy the family, or will the men  
find a way to make sense out of the 
unhappy love triangle? UNK 119 min. 
(1950) Drama
1951 Silver Ariel Award Best Actor 
Fernando Soler
DVD  WAR1000024303D.....$12.99	
ISBN#	1419849913

Mexicanos Al Grito 
De Guerra
Comical complications ensue when 
young Luis Sandoval enlists in the  
army to help defend Mexico from a 
French incursion and soon finds himself 
smitten with the French ambassador’s 
winsome niece, Esther Dubois. 
UNK 105 min. (1943) Drama
DVD  WAR1000024296D.....$12.99	
ISBN#	1419849840

Las Mujeres De 
Mi General
Learn about the lives of revolutionaries 
and their soldiers in this story of the 
mixed heroism and courage of the men 
and women who fought for justice 
for the Mexican peasants, against the 
intrigues and ambitions of the rich. 
UNK 105 min. (1951) Drama
DVD (WS) WAR1000024309D.....$12.99	
ISBN#	1419849972

Escandalo De 
Estrellas
Ricardo del Valle’s career choice lands 
him in trouble after he disregards the 
wishes of his father, who wants his son 
to become a lawyer. Without telling his 
family, aspiring actor Ricardo accepts a 
part in a movie but is later charged with 
sabotaging the film and hauled into  
court, where he’s forced to act as his  
own attorney. UNK 90 min. (1944) Comedy
DVD  WAR1000024299D.....$12.99	
ISBN#	1419849875

Arriba Las Mujeres
A man is distressed when his fiancee 
returns from a trip with her head filled 
with feminist ideals. Can he make her 
realize that her place is in the home 
before he takes her as his wife?  
UNK 85 min. (1943) Comedy
DVD  WAR1000024297D.....$12.99	
ISBN#	1419849859

Warner
All in Spanish language and filmed in Mexico

pedro infante  
collection
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Stand-up

Tom Arnold
ThaT’S My STory 
Tom Arnold’s first one-hour stand-up 
comedy special. Tom makes hilarious 
jokes about his marriages, including  
his highly publicized marriage to  
actress Roseanne Barr. UNK 60 min. 
(2010) 

DVD (WS) FIR070528D...............$17.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Russell Peters 
Presents 
Also Starring: Ruben Paul 
As seen on Showtime, Russell Peters 
presents an hour-long stand-up  
comedy special. UNK 81 min. 
(2009) 

DVD (WS) FIR070450D...............$17.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Green Collar 
Comedy Show 
Starring: Will Durst The first 
environmentally correct stand-up 
comedy special, as seen on Showtime. 
The Green Collar Comedy show 
makes hilarious jokes and observations 
about environmental protection and 
conservation and what is and isn’t  
being done about it. UNK 60 min. 
(2010) 

DVD (WS) FIR070474D...............$17.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Angelo Tsarouchas
Bigger 
Greek comedian Angelo Tsarouchas’ 
first hour-long stand-up comedy special, 
as seen on Showtime. Angelo pokes 
fun at his life growing up Greek in a 
Canadian household. UNK 60 min. 
(2009) 

DVD (WS) FIR070429D...............$17.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Whitney Cummings 
Money ShoT
From her highly rated and acclaimed 
Comedy Central special. This 
performance finds Whitney hilariously 
riffing on a wide range of topics,  
chiefly the differences between men  
and women and how both tend to  
behave in relationships.Warning: 
contains explicit language. 
UNK 48 min. (2010) 

“Lacerating, economical wit.” 
- Wall Street Journal
DVD (WS) IMGID7019WYD.........$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Ultimate Comedy 
Tour Live 
roDney Perry
Unites the comedic genius of 
Rodney Perry, Small Fire, Cleto 
Rodriguez, and A.J. Jamal in a show 
that’s guaranteed to have you rolling  
in the aisle, crying with laughter. 
UNK 75 min. (2010) 

Available July 26
DVD  KCHFAIDV2000D.......$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Norm MacDonald 
Me Doing STanDuP
Norm MacDonald serves up a hilarious 
feature-length stand-up special,  
covering everything from cheating 
death, 24-hour news stories, shameful 
sex, Tiger Woods, and O.J. Simpson. 
14A 61 min. (2011) 

DVD (WS) PAR822354D..............$16.99.
ISBN#	N/A

Nephew Tommy 
JuST My ThoughTS 
Live & uncuT
Starring: Thomas Miles, 
James Seppelfrick 
Tommy from the wildly popular Steve 
Harvey Morning Show is climbing to 
the top of the stand-up game, where he 
has some hilariously honest things to  
say about life behind closed doors at  
the Obama White House, how not to  
get caught cheating on your spouse,  
and more. UNK 60 min. (2011) 

Available July 26
DVD  IMGMLE7159D..........$15.99	
ISBN#	N/A

DeRay Davis 
PoWer PLay
From relationships gone bad to rappers 
gone rogue, nothing is too taboo and no 
one is safe from the knock-out power 
punches that only DeRay can deliver. 
UNK 70 min. (2011) 

Available August 23
DVD (WS) VIU031965D...............$19.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Comic Legends 
Don knoTTS
TieD uP WiTh LaughTer
Also Starring: Joey Heatherton, 
Jane Powell 
Don Knotts presents a series of  
side-splitting stand-up routines and  
skits in rare performances from the  
’60s and ’70s. UNK 60 min. 
DVD  MPI796499D..............$17.99	
ISBN#	0788611593

Chocolate 
Sundaes… 
Live on SunSeT STriP! 
voLuMe 2
Starring: DeRay Davis, Alex Thomas 
This urban comedy release offers a 
compilation of stand-up performances  
by the likes of DeRay Davis,  
Paula Beland, Alex Thomas, and  
others, otherwise known as the  
Chocolate Sundaes. UNK 77 min. (2010) 

DVD (WS) KCHCINDV218D........$19.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Ben Bailey
roaD rage 
As host of the Discovery Channel’s 
Cash Cab and Cash Cab After Dark, 
Bailey’s following and popularity 
continue to grow. Now, in addition to 
his countless live performances and 
television appearances, comes Ben 
Bailey’s hilarious, debut stand-up DVD! 
UNK 74 min. (2010) 

DVD (WS) KCHEOEDV6935D......$19.99	
ISBN#	1417234695

American Smartass 
Starring: Jeremy ‘Jer-Dog’ Danley, 
Josh Alton, Rob Rivera 
A homegrown tour featuring stand-up 
comedians Jeremy ‘Jer-Dog’ Danley, 
Josh Alton, and Rob Rivera battling 
hecklers and partying with rednecks as 
they take their no-holds-barred show 
out of the comedy clubs and bring it to 
small-town bars, taverns, saloons, and 
other venues of ill repute. UNK 85 min. 
(2011) 

DVD  CEV011350D..............$17.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

“Comically masterful.” 
- San Francisco Chronicle

Tracy Morgan 
BLack anD BLue
Features Morgan’s 
comedic takes on politics 
(including meeting 
President Obama), the 
differences between 
white and black 
culture, celebrities, our 
Founding Fathers, sex, 
superheroes, and more.  
UNK 60 min. 
Available August 2
DVD  HBO1000186167D.....$21.99	
ISBN#	0780673719

presentsJohn Leguizamo
Freak
Leguizamo’s Emmy-winning, 
semi-falsified, one-man stand-up 
performance is alternately funny, 
raunchy, and poignant. UNK 90 min. 
(1998) 

1999 Emmy Awards John Leguizamo, 
Outstanding Performance by an 
Individual and Outstanding  
Comedy Special
DVD  VIUSM01342D...........$19.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Dumbstruck 
Starring: Terry Fator 
Terry Fator leads five professional 
ventriloquists showcasing their talents  
with their hilarity. UNK 85 min. 

Available July 19
DVD (WS) MGP10410D..............$27.99	
ISBN#	N/A
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Hijos Del Carnaval
SeaSon 1 & SeaSon 2 
(Portuguese)
Starring: Jece Valadao, 
Enrique Diaz 
Follow the story of a family that owns 
an illegal gambling facility with ties to 
the Rio de Janeiro carnival underworld. 
UNK 700 min. (2006) (Brazil)	
Drama
DVD (WS) MAY011613D.............$34.99	(4.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

The Music Room
(B&W) (Bengali)
Starring: Chhabi Biswas, Padmadevi 
Director Satyajit Ray brilliantly evokes 
the crumbling opulence of the world of 
a fallen aristocrat desperately clinging 
to his way of life. His greatest joy is 
the music room in which he has hosted 
lavish concerts over the years, now a 
shadow of its former vivid self. 
UNK 100 min. (1959) (India)	Drama
1959 Silver Prize, Moscow International Film Festival, 
Best Composer, Ustad Vilayat Khan

Available July 19
DVD  ICRCC2034D..............$34.99	 (2.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) ICRCC2033B..............$39.99	 (Special.Edition).
ISBN#	N/A

Makioka Sisters
(Japanese)
Starring: Keiko Kishi, Yoshiko Sakuma 
The story of four sisters who have taken 
on their family’s kimono manufacturing 
business over the course of a number of 
years leading up to the Pacific War. A 
graceful study of a family at a turning 
point in history, and a poignant evocation 
of changing times and fading customs. 
PG 140 min. (1983) Drama
1984 Mainichi Fim Concours Award  
Best Art Direction
DVD (WS) ICRCC2020D..............$22.99	
ISBN#	9781604654332
Blu-rAy (WS) ICRCC2019B..............$29.99	 (Special.Edition).
ISBN#	N/A

36th Precinct (French)
Starring: Gerard Depardieu, 
Daniel Auteuil, Andre Dussollier 
Leo Vrinks and Denis Klein’s 
competition to become the next chief  
of police becomes increasingly ruthless 
and blurs the usual lines of morality 
until there seems no difference between 
the police and the criminals they chase. 
UNK 111 min. (2004) Action
DVD (WS) KCHPTTDV4101D......$19.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) KCHPTTBD6101B......$24.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Armadillo (Danish)
Armadillo follows a platoon of Danish 
soldiers on a six-month tour of Afghanistan 
in 2009, providing an intimate, visually 
stunning account of both the horror and 
growing cynicism of modern warfare. 
UNK 100 min. (2010) Documentary
International Critics Week Grand 
Prize, Cannes Film Festival 2010
“An astonishing leap forward  
for nonfiction storytelling.” 
- Eric Hynes, Village Voice
DVD (WS) KINARMADID.......... $148.99	
ISBN#	N/A

BKO 
Bangkok knockouT (Thai)
A group of fight club pals, whose styles 
range from Muay Thai and Caporiea  
to Kung Fu and Tai Chi, must fight for 
their lives when one of their friends is 
kidnapped in this bone-crunching thriller. 
UNK 105 min. (2010) Action

Available August 30
DVD (WS) MGP10416D..............$27.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) MGP10417B...............$29.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Clash (Vietnamese)
Starring: Johnny Tri Nguyen, 
Thanh Van Ngo 
Trinh is a mercenary assigned to recover 
a stolen hard drive containing codes to 
Vietnam’s first satellite, the VINASAT.1. 
She creates an ensemble of specialists  
to regain control of the hard drive  
before it is sold to the Chinese Triad. 
UNK 100 min. (2009) Action
“‘Clash’ is a dazzling Vietnamese 
martial arts movie with a soul, a stylish, 
gorgeously photographed film.” 
- Los Angeles Times

Available August 9
DVD (WS) VIU032986D...............$19.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Cold Fish (Japanese)
Starring: Makoto Ashikawa, 
Asuka Kurosawa 
When Shamoto’s teenage daughter  
is caught stealing, a generous  
middle-aged man helps to resolve the 
situation. The man and his wife offer  
to have Shamoto’s daughter work at 
their fish store. Shamoto soon discovers 
the horrific truth of the seemingly 
perfect couple, who force him to get 
his hands dirty in their brutal business. 
UNK 145 min. (2010) Suspense

Available August 23
DVD (WS) VIU032962D...............$19.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Dream Home
(Cantonese)
Starring: Josie Ho, Michelle Ye, 
Eason Chan 
Li-sheung has found the perfect home 
and it will be hers, no matter what 
the cost. Though she doesn’t have the 
money, there is nothing she won’t do  
for the security and prestige that comes 
with owning her ideal dream home. 
UNK 96 min. (2010) (Hong	Kong)	Horror

Available August 9
DVD (WS) MPIIFC9655D............$28.99	
ISBN#	0788613685

Face to Face (Swedish)
Starring: Liv Ullmann, 
Erland Josephson 
A successful psychiatrist finds herself 
teetering on the brink of a nervous 
breakdown, haunted by disturbing 
images and emotions from her past. 
Desperately in search of an escape from 
her doldrums, she has an affair with 
fellow doctor Tomas Jacobi. But her 
hysteria only worsens as she struggles to 
maintain her grasp on sanity and reality. 
PG 136 min. (1976) Drama
1977 Golden Globe Best Foreign Film

Available August 30
DVD (WS) OLFOF244D...............$34.99	
ISBN#	N/A

The Fish Child
(Spanish)
Starring: Ines Efron, Mariela Vitale 
Lala, a teenager from the most exclusive 
suburban neighborhood in Argentina, 
is in love with Guayi, the family’s 
20-year-old maid. They hatch a plan to 
rob Lala’s family to fund their dream of 
living together in Paraguay at the shores 
of Lake Ypoa. UNK 96 min. (2009) 

(Argentina)	Drama
2 Malaga Spanish Film Festival Silver Biznaga 
Awards, including Best Cinematography
“Appealing love story turns into exciting thriller.” 
- Hollywood Reporter

Available July 26
DVD (WS) WOL763624D.............$22.99	
ISBN#	9781935423393

Gantz (Japanese)
Kei Kurono and his childhood friend 
Masaru Kato attempt to save a man who 
has fallen onto the train tracks but are run 
down by an oncoming train. However, 
rather than finding themselves dead, they 
are transported to a strange apartment  
in which they find a mysterious black  
orb known as ‘GANTZ.’ UNK 128 min. 
(2011) Action

Available August 30
DVD (WS) WAR1000225695D.....$30.99	 (2.Discs).
ISBN#	1934244325
Blu-rAy (WS) WAR1000225694B.....$32.99	.
ISBN#	1934244333

First-EvEr  
Family ForEign  
languagE Brand!
Available July 26

 Brand!

$30.99each

Do Dooni Chaar
(Hindi)
Starring: Rishi Kapoor, Neetu Singh 
Life can be tough for honest, principled 
schoolteacher Santosh Duggal. He’s 
constantly coping with the demands of 
his family versus his ever-decreasing 
salary. His teenage daughter is an 
independent rebel. His ambitious son is 
involved in illegal gambling. His wife 
has a taste for the finer things in life. 
They’re just a typical, middle-class 
dysfunctional family. UNK 111 min. (2011) 
(India)	Children’s
DVD (WS) DIS107721D
ISBN#	N/A

Once Upon 
a Warrior (Telugu)
Set in the fictitious tear-shaped land of 
Sangarashtra, it follows the epic journey 
of Moksha, a nine-year-old girl with 
special healing powers. As she embarks 
on a quest to save her homeland from 
the tyranny of an evil queen, Moksha 
joins forces with the swashbuckling 
blind warrior Yodha, and his gypsy 
girlfriend Priya. Working together, will 
all three be able to save their village from  
the evil queen’s army? PG 133 min. 
(2011) Adventure
DVD  DIS107523D
ISBN#	N/A

Zokkomon (Hindi)
Starring: Anupam Kher 
Kunal, an orphaned boy, discovers  
how cruel life is when he is abandoned 
by his heartless uncle. Left to fend for 
himself, Kunal soon realizes the hero 
within and begins his epic journey of 
adventure and transformation to  
become Zokkomon. PG 109 min. 
(2011) (India)	Children’s
DVD (WS) DIS107735D
ISBN#	N/A
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new to

International

Uncle Boonmee 
(Thai)
Starring: Thanapat Saisaymar 
Choosing to spend his final days 
surrounded by his loved ones in the 
countryside, Boonmee is visited by his 
dead wife as a ghost, and his lost son as 
a strange hairy beast with red glowing 
eyes. They’ve come to guide him to his 
final resting place. G 113 min. (2010) 

Drama
2010 Cannes Film Festival Golden Palm Award
“Mysterious and lovely!” - New York Times

Available July 12
DVD (WS) STN301522D..............$28.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) STN301539B..............$34.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Amelie (French)
Starring: Mathieu Kassovitz, 
Audrey Tautou, Jamel Debbouze 
At a tiny Parisian cafe, Amelie 
accidentally discovers a gift for helping 
others. Soon Amelie is spending her 
days as a Cupid, guardian angel, and  
all-around do-gooder. But when she 
bumps into a handsome stranger, will 
she find the courage to become the  
star of her very own love story? 
AA 122 min. (2001) Comedy
2002 Art Directors Guild, BAFTA
“Delightful and original.” - Boston Globe

Available July 19
Blu-rAy (WS) LGE30874B................$19.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Queen to Play
(French)
Starring: Sandrine Bonnaire, 
Kevin Kline 
Lovely, repressed, and quietly 
intelligent, French chambermaid Helene 
comes upon a couple engaged in an 
intensely sensual chess match, and 
discovers she has a knack for the game. 
PG 97 min. (2011) Drama
“Captivating!” - New York Times

Available August 16
DVD (WS) ZEIZ1136D.................$29.99	
ISBN#	N/A

I Want to See (French)
Starring: Catherine Deneuve 
While in Beirut to attend a glamorous 
banquet, legendary French actress 
Catherine Deneuve insists on being 
taken to the southern regions of  
Lebanon in order to see firsthand the 
devastation caused by Israel’s month-
long bombing campaign there in the 
summer of 2006. UNK 70 min. 
(Lebanon)	Documentary

Available July 19
DVD  AFD123206D..............$28.99	
ISBN#	N/A

bollywood

BANE GHER BABO AAVYO (Gujarati) UNK	Drama
DVD  ISMBANED.................... $45.99	
ISBN#	N/A

BE LAL NA RAJA (Gujarati) UNK	113 min. Comedy
DVD (WS) VDJBELALNAD.............. $19.99	
ISBN#	N/A

BLACK DALIYA (Malayalam) UNK	Drama
DVD (WS) ISMBBDVD10D............. $45.99	
ISBN#	N/A

NAAN KADAVUL (Tamil) UNK	135 min. Drama
DVD  ISMAYNDVD493D......... $45.99	
ISBN#	N/A

chinese

DRAGON FAMILY (Cantonese) UNK	88 min. Drama
DVD (WS) ISM005621D................. $45.99	
ISBN#	N/A

FUTURE COPS (Cantonese) UNK	95 min. Sci-Fi
DVD  ISM904900D................. $45.99	
ISBN#	N/A

KILLER’S NOCTURNE (Cantonese) UNK	90 min. Drama
DVD (WS) ISM417641D................. $45.99	
ISBN#	N/A

THE LAST BLOOD (Cantonese) UNK	93 min. Drama
DVD (WS) ISM005607D................. $45.99	
ISBN#	N/A

vietnamese

BIEN MAN TINH THAM UNK	Drama
DVD  ISMBIEND..................... $45.99	
ISBN#	N/A

CHANG CUOI LEN CUNG TRANG UNK	Drama
DVD  ISMCHANGD................. $45.99	
ISBN#	N/A

DUYEN TRAN THOAT TUC UNK	Drama
DVD  ISMDUYEND................. $45.99	
ISBN#	N/A

TINH DAU DANG DO UNK	Drama
DVD  ISMTINHDAUD.............. $45.99	
ISBN#	N/A

imports

Llena De Amor
(Spanish)
Starring: Valentino Lanus, 
Ariadne Diaz, Azela Robinson 
When Marianela’s mother is killed, she 
is sent to live with her uncle’s family. 
Her Aunt Fedra is very cruel to her and 
has always envied her family and now 
envies the money Marianela will inherit 
from her mother. UNK 720 min. (2010) 

(Mexico)	Drama

Available August 9
DVD  VIU032948D...............$19.99	 (4.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Rec 2 (Spanish)
Starring: Jonathan Mellor, 
Oscar Zafra, Ariel Casas 
The highly anticipated sequel to one  
of the scariest films of all time, REC2 
picks up fifteen minutes from where 
viewers left off, and goes back into  
the quarantined apartment building 
where a terrifying virus runs rampant. 
18A 84 min. (2009) (Spain)	Horror

Available July 12
DVD (WS) EON235793002D.......$25.99	
ISBN#	N/A

To Die Like a Man
(Portuguese)
Starring: Fernando Santos, 
Alexander David 
Tonia is a larger-than-life drag icon of 
Lisbon’s night life in the late 1980s. 
At the peak of her career, she meets 
and falls in love with Rosario, a young 
soldier who’s gone AWOL. Under 
pressure from Rosario, Tonia begins  
a series of operations to become a 
woman, but the final step proves much 
harder than she could have guessed. 
UNK 133 min. (2009) (France)	Drama
“One of the most daring new talents to  
emerge in the past decade.” 
- Melissa Anderson, Village Voice

Available August 23
DVD (WS) STN30222D................$24.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Trollhunter 
(Norwegian)
A group of students investigates a 
series of mysterious bear killings,  
but learns that there are much  
more dangerous things going on. 
UNK 103 min. (2010) Action

Available August 23
DVD (WS) MGP10412D..............$27.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) MGP10413B...............$29.99	
ISBN#	N/A

We Are What 
We Are (Spanish)
Starring: Daniel Gimenez Cacho, 
Paulina Gaitan 
Life would be hard for anyone 
following the unexpected death of their 
father. But life is harder for young 
Adrian, Sheila, and Alfredo, because 
their family is not normal. Theirs is a 
family of cannibals and their father  
was the hunter. UNK 89 min. (2010) 
(Mexico)	Horror
“Triumphantly creepy.” 
- J. Hoberman, Village Voice

Available July 26
DVD (WS) MPI932798D..............$28.99	
ISBN#	078861360X

Park Benches 
(French)
Starring: Chiara Mastroianni, 
Florence Muller,  
Catherine Deneuve 
Lucie joins her colleagues at the office 
with a smile just like any other. Then 
suddenly, all activity in the office stops 
and attention turns toward a window  
of the building across the way. 
UNK 114 min. (2009) Comedy

Available July 26
DVD (WS) MPI932897D..............$28.99	
ISBN#	0788613618
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Miral 
Starring: Vanessa Redgrave, 
Willem Dafoe, Hiam Abbass 
After she rescues dozens of children who 
survived a massacre in Jerusalem in 1948, 
Palestinian Hind Husseini establishes  
an orphanage that helps thousands of 
other children left homeless by violence. 
UNK 112 min. (2010) Drama

Available July 12
DVD (WS) ABE323893D..............$29.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy  ABE324395B..............$39.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Lebanon, PA 
Starring: Samantha Mathis, 
Mary Beth Hurt, Josh Hopkins 
When Will leaves Philadelphia to bury 
his recently deceased father in small-
town Lebanon, he forms an unexpected 
friendship with CJ, his bright, newly 
pregnant 17-year-old cousin. 
UNK 100 min. (2010) Drama
DVD (WS) MHV078568D............$24.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) MHV078575B.............$29.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Hobo With a 
Shotgun 
Starring: Rutger Hauer 
A hobo who rides the rails lands in a  
bleak and lawless town overrun with crime. 
After witnessing a series of atrocities, he 
buys a shotgun, embarking on a mission to 
clean up the town, with extreme prejudice. 
UNK 86 min. (2011) Action

Available July 5
DVD (WS) MGP10400D..............$27.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) MGP10401B...............$29.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Idiots & Angels 
Angel, a selfish, abusive, morally 
bankrupt man, hangs out at his local  
bar, berating the other patrons. One  
day, Angel mysteriously wakes up 
with a pair of wings on his back. He 
desperately tries to rid himself of the 
good wings, but eventually finds  
himself fighting those who view  
the wings as their ticket to fame  
and fortune. UNK 78 min. (2008) 

Animated

Available August 16
DVD  PRFPRDVD1416D......$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Insignificance 
Starring: Tony Curtis, Gary Busey, 
Theresa Russell 
Four unnamed people who look and 
sound a lot like Albert Einstein, Marilyn 
Monroe, Joe DiMaggio, and Joseph 
McCarthy converge in one New York 
City hotel room for a compelling, 
visually inventive adaptation of Terry 
Johnson’s play. AA 108 min. (1985) 

Drama
1985 Technical Grand Prize,  
Cannes Film Festival
“Ambitious, apocalyptic…” - New York Times
DVD (WS) ICRCC2018D..............$34.99
ISBN#	9781604654318
Blu-rAy (WS) ICRCC2017B..............$39.99	 (Special.Edition).
ISBN#	N/A

Cracks 
Starring: Eva Green, Juno Temple 
Miss G is seemingly a force of nature, 
a glamorous presence beloved and 
idolized by her blossoming charges at 
an all-girls British boarding school. Her 
students heap adoration upon her, a love 
that Miss G basks in and returns until 
the arrival of Fiamma, a wild and self-
confident transfer student from Spain. 
UNK 104 min. (2009) Drama
“Seductive…” - Box Office Magazine

Available July 19
DVD (WS) MPI976396D..............$28.99	
ISBN#	0788610953

Cold Weather 
Starring: Chris Lankenau, 
Raul Castillo 
After abandoning a promising academic 
career in forensic science, self-styled 
detective Dough returns to Portland, 
Oregon. He lands a dead-end job 
working in an ice factory, but soon 
finds an opportunity to use his passion 
and skill in detective work when his 
ex-girlfriend Rachel goes missing. 
UNK 96 min. (2010) Drama

Available August 2
DVD  MPIIFC9330D............$28.99	
ISBN#	0788613634

The Boxer and 
the Bombshell 
Starring: Rose Byrne, Hugo Weaving, 
Matt Le Nevez 
Iris is forced to choose between two men 
steeped in the sexy nightclubs and smoky 
ringsides. Events come to a shocking 
climax amid murder and deception as 
hidden truths come to light and these three 
flawed characters struggle to make their 
way in the dark. UNK 104 min. Drama

Available September 27
DVD  SCZSM801184D........$28.99	
ISBN#	N/A

The Best and 
the Brightest 
Starring: Neil Patrick Harris, 
Amy Sedaris, John Hodgman 
Every private school in New York City 
informs Sam that she’s simply too late 
to apply for a kindergarten spot for her 
five-year-old daughter this fall, but she 
begs her husband to hire a ‘consultant’ 
to find a crack in the system. 
UNK (2010) Comedy

Available August 16
DVD  NVG249351D.............$27.99	
ISBN#	1422942899

CRITERION
COLLECTION

Desert Flower 
Starring: Timothy Spall, 
Sally Hawkins, Liya Kebede 
The story of a girl who, at the age of 13, 
runs away from home across the Somali 
desert after being promised to be a man’s 
fourth wife. She is eventually discovered 
by famous fashion photographer Terry 
Donaldson, who, after taking some 
photographs of her, launches her career  
as an international supermodel. 
UNK 120 min. (2009) Drama
2009 San Sebastian International Film Festival 
Audience Award Best European Film

Available July 19
DVD (WS) GRT670757D..............$28.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) GRT670758B..............$34.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

From Prada to Nada 
Starring: Camilla Belle, Alexa Vega, 
Wilmer Valderrama 
Nora and Mary only know the good 
life in Beverly Hills - shopping, posh 
parties, and more shopping - but  
they’re in for a big shock when  
Daddy’s fortune suddenly disappears. 
UNK 106 min. (2011) Comedy
DVD (WS) LGE30149D................$19.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) LGE30293B................$19.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

House of the 
Rising Sun 
Starring: Dave Bautista, Amy Smart, 
Danny Trejo 
Ray, an ex-cop, is starting a new life 
and looking to stay out of trouble. One 
evening, on Ray’s watch, the nightclub 
he works for is robbed and the owner’s 
son is shot dead. As his criminal past 
is exposed, Ray hunts for the person 
responsible for this crime in an effort to 
clear his own name. UNK 90 min. (2011) 

Action

Available July 19
DVD (WS) LGE30675D................$27.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) LGE30797B................$29.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Immigration Tango 
An American couple and a foreign 
couple test the limits of friendship and 
love when they switch partners and get 
married for green cards. UNK 92 min. 
(2010) Comedy
DVD (WS) LGE30305D................$28.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Last Night 
Starring: Keira Knightley, 
Sam Worthington, Eva Mendes 
A married couple will be confronted  
by temptation that may decide the fate  
of their marriage when they are apart  
for the night in New York City. 
PG 90 min. (2010) Drama

Available August 2
DVD (WS) PLT78539D................$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Peep World 
Starring: Alicia Witt, Ron Rifkin, 
Lesley Ann Warren 
At a dinner celebrating their father’s 
70th birthday, tensions among four 
siblings explode, thanks to the success 
of the youngest son’s new novel, a 
thinly veiled portrait of the family. 
UNK 79 min. (2010) Comedy

Available July 19
DVD (WS) MPI978499D..............$28.99	
ISBN#	0788611739
Blu-rAy (WS) MPI187594B..............$29.99	.
ISBN#	0788613642

The Perfect Host 
Starring: David Hyde Pierce
A criminal on the run cons his way 
into the wrong dinner party where the 
host is anything but ordinary. The two 
discover just how deceiving appearances 
can be in this game of cat and mouse. 
UNK 94 min. (2010) Suspense

Available August 30
DVD (WS) MGP10414D..............$27.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) MGP10415B...............$29.99	.
ISBN#	N/A
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Thin Ice 
Also Starring: Kathy Baker, 
William Devane 
After the attempted murder of his friend 
and co-worker, small-town police chief 
Jesse Stone almost loses his job. 
UNK 88 min. (2009) Drama
DVD (WS) COL30930D...............$19.99	
ISBN#	1435968506

Sea Change 
Also Starring: Kathy Baker, 
William Devane 
Jesse Stone, the small-town sheriff  
with too much time, returns with  
another unsolved murder on his hands. 
PG 87 min. (2007) Drama
DVD (WS) COL21271D...............$12.99	
ISBN#	1424870852

No Remorse 
Also Starring: Kathy Baker, 
William Devane 
Jesse starts moonlighting for one of 
his friends after he is suspended. He 
investigates a series of murders in  
Boston that he believes are all  
connected to a notorious mob boss. 
PG 87 min. (2010) Drama
DVD (WS) COL35472D...............$19.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Night Passage 
Also Starring: Stephen Baldwin 
Stone becomes a small-town police  
chief after being fired from the LAPD. 
Hung over on his first day on the job,  
he investigates a domestic abuse case  
that leads to a money laundering  
scheme perpetuated by a local bank. 
PG 89 min. (2006) Drama
DVD (WS) COL186688002D.......$12.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Innocents Lost 
Also Starring: Jeff Geddis, 
Gloria Reuben 
While still dealing with drinking and 
family issues, Jesse Stone is reinstated  
as chief and must investigate a series  
of murders. UNK 91 min. (2011) 

Drama

Available August 2
DVD (WS) COL38239D...............$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Death in Paradise 
Also Starring: William Devane, 
Viola Davis 
Now that Stone has settled in as  
Paradise’s police chief, he has to  
solve the grisly murder of a teenage 
girl. The investigation uncovers abuse 
and even leads him to a conflict with a  
Boston mob. PG 87 min. (2006) Drama
DVD (WS) COL186686002D.......$12.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Without a Father 
Starring: Pieter Sypesteyn, 
Jacob O’Neal, Cynthia Cannon 
Two young boys from different lives 
are forever altered after the death of  
one father. UNK 83 min. (2010) 

Drama
Dove Family Approved

Available July 5
DVD (WS) GRTPFEGEN76D........$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Small Town 
Murder Songs 
Starring: Martha Plimpton, 
Peter Stormare, Jill Hennessy 
When a young, unidentified woman is 
found dead by the lake, Walter, an aging 
small-town police officer, is called to 
the scene of the town’s first murder 
investigation in decades. Haunted by his 
past, and hampered by the mistrust of 
the community and a state police officer 
overseeing the investigation, he sets out to  
solve the murder. 14A 76 min. (2010) Suspense
“HHHH…” - Examiner.com

Available July 19
DVD (WS) MON394023D............$30.99	
ISBN#	9781569946671

Gone 
Starring: Molly Parker 
A nurse is blackmailed to kill a patient 
under police protective custody, or else 
her teenage daughter, who has been 
kidnapped, will be killed. Instead of 
committing the murder, however, she 
pursues the kidnappers on her own to 
save her daughter’s life and bring the 
criminals to justice. UNK 90 min. 
(2011) Drama

Available August 16
DVD (WS) AAE248150D..............$19.99	
ISBN#	1422942252

Pure Country 2 
The giFT
Starring: Katrina Elam, 
Michael McKean, Cheech Marin 
Suddenly thrust into the bright lights 
and big stages of country music  
stardom, Bobbie loses not just her way 
but her angelic gift of song. Follow 
singing sensation Katrina Elam as she 
rights the wrongs in her past and finds 
her voice once again with the help of 
country music sensation George Strait. 
UNK (2010) Drama

Available August 2
DVD (WS) EON177387002D.......$21.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Road to Nowhere 
Starring: Dominique Swain, 
Cliff De Young, Shannyn Sossamon 
A young filmmaker gets wrapped up  
in a crime while shooting his new  
project on location. UNK 121 min. 
(2010) Suspense

Available August 23
DVD (WS) MON370720D............$30.99	
ISBN#	9781569943588
Blu-rAy (WS) MON370751B............$34.99
ISBN#	9781569943595

Stake Land 
Starring: Connor Paolo, 
Nick Damici, Kelly McGillis 
A vampiric scourge sweeps the nation 
and it’s hard for the survivors to 
know whether to be more afraid of 
the creatures themselves or the violent 
religious groups that have sprung up 
in response, but there is clearly only 
one choice: fight or die. UNK 98 min. 
(2010) Horror
“Crazy-ass little vampire film with a lot 
of energy.” - Richard Roeper

Available August 2
DVD  MPI8184D..................$32.99	
ISBN#	0788610678
Blu-rAy (WS) MPI1858B..................$34.99	.
ISBN#	0788610724

Tactical Force 
Starring: Michael Jai White, 
Steve Austin, Lexa Doig 
A training exercise for the LAPD  
SWAT Team goes terribly wrong when 
they find themselves pitted against 
two rival gangs while trapped in an 
abandoned hangar. UNK 90 min. 
(2011) Action

Available August 9
DVD (WS) VIU040509D...............$19.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) VIU040516B...............$29.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

That’s What I Am 
Starring: Ed Harris, Amy Madigan 
Andy Nichol, 12, like most kids his 
age, will do anything to avoid conflict 
in fear of suffering overwhelming 
ridicule and punishment from his peers. 
Unfortunately for Andy, that’s all about 
to change. PG 101 min. (2011) Comedy

Available August 16
DVD (WS) VIU949243D...............$19.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) VIU949250B...............$29.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

White Irish Drinkers 
Starring: Stephen Lang, 
Nick Thurston, Karen Allen 
A coming-of-age story set in 1975 
working-class Brooklyn, in which 
two teenage brothers living with their 
abusive father and their well-meaning 
but ineffective mother are caught up  
in a life of petty crime. 18A 109 min. 
(2010) Drama
“The performances are uniformly 
terrific…” - Rolling Stone

Available July 12
DVD (WS) SCZ011677D..............$28.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) SCZ011684B..............$29.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Robert Parker’s Jesse Stone 
starring Tom Selleck

Poirot 
Movie coLLecTion 6
Starring: Zoe Wanamaker, 
David Suchet, Kate Ashfield 
BAFTA nominee David Suchet stars  
as the elegant Belgian detective in 
dazzling adaptations of Agatha Christie’s 
beloved novels. Includes all three 
mysteries from PBS’s 2011 Masterpiece 
Mystery!: Three Act Tragedy; The 
Clocks; and Hallowe’en Party. 
UNK 267 min. (2011) Drama

Available July 12
DVD (WS) AMV857890D.............$49.99	 (3.Discs).
ISBN#	9781598285789
Blu-rAy (WS) AMV857999B.............$58.99	 (3.Discs).
ISBN#	9781598285796

Secret at 
Arrow Lake 
Starring: C. Thomas Howell, 
Ali Faulkner, Dedee Pfeifer 
A heartwarming family drama about 
a mother’s love for her child and an 
unfortunate accident that brings  
her father’s love back into their 
daughter’s life. UNK 83 min. 
(2009) Drama
Dove Family Approved
DVD (WS) GRTPFEGEN783D......$22.99	
ISBN#	N/A
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Mao’s Last Dancer 
Starring: Bruce Greenwood, 
Kyle MacLachlan, Chi Cao 
Based on an inspiring true story, this 
emotionally powerful crowd-pleaser 
emerged as one of the year’s most 
talked-about independent films. It’s 
the fascinating and epic tale of Li 
Cunxin, a peasant boy from rural 
China who beats impossible odds  
to become a world-renowned  
ballet dancer. PG 117 min. (2010) $5M	Drama
4 Film Festival Awards

“A masterpiece!” - Rex Reed
Available July 26
DVD (WS) EONMNG2302000D...$29.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) EONMNG2302010B...$33.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Black Swan 
Starring: Natalie Portman, 
Mila Kunis, Barbara Hershey 
In this psychological thriller set in 
the world of New York City ballet,  
an insecure ballet dancer wins the 
lead in Swan Lake. But she slowly 
loses her grip on reality with the  
ever-increasing pressures of 
perfection and direct competition 
from a seductive newcomer. 
14A 108 min. (2010) $107M	Drama
Academy Award Best Actress; 4 Spirit 
Awards; Golden Globe; SAG; BAFTA Award

“Artful, epic, operatic…” - Orlando Sentinel
DVD (WS) EONTWTBLACKD.......$37.99	
ISBN#	N/A
Blu-rAy (WS) EONTWTBLACKB.......$37.99	.
ISBN#	N/A

Madagascar 
For 65 million years, Madagascar 
was lost to the world, isolated, 
undiscovered, and untouched by 
humans. Left to its own devices 
it became a hotbed of evolution, 
resulting in the greatest concentration 
of unique creatures anywhere 
on the planet. More than 80% of 
Madagascar’s animals and plants 
are found nowhere else on Earth. 
Recognized as one of the world’s  
most important biodiversity hotspots.  
Narrated by David Attenborough. 
UNK 174 min. (2011) Documentary
DVD (WS) WAR1000181489D.....$32.99	
ISBN#	0780671198
Blu-rAy (WS) WAR1000181498B.....$37.99	.
ISBN#	0780671201

Living in Emergency 
Bosnia. Rwanda. Kosovo. Sierra 
Leone. Pakistan. Just a few of the 
world’s humanitarian and political 
crises in the past years. Whether 
the result of war or nature, disasters 
devastate populations and cripple 
health systems. Despite the immense 
dangers and difficulties of the work, 
one organization, Doctors Without 
Borders, has continuously intervened 
at the frontlines of overwhelming  
human need. UNK 93 min. (2008) 

Documentary
Cinequest Film Festival Special Jury Award

“Brilliant…subversive.” - Sunday Telegraph
DVD  FRF914734D..............$32.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Journey to Mecca 
The amazing story of Ibn Battuta, the 
greatest explorer of the Old World, 
following his first pilgrimage between 
1325 and 1326 from Morocco to 
Mecca. A close-up look at the 
contemporary Hajj, a pilgrimage 
to Mecca that draws three million 
Muslims from around the world. 
UNK 45 min. (2009) Documentary
Best Dramatic Short at 43rd annual 
Houston International Film Festival, 2010

“…a pilgrimage with an immeasurable 
message.” - Washington Post
DVD (WS) VIU754442D...............$19.99	
ISBN#	9781426299582
Blu-rAy (WS) VIU755111B...............$29.99	.
ISBN#	9781426340567

Bhutto 
A favored daughter of the family 
often called the ‘Kennedys of 
Pakistan,’ Benazir was elected 
Prime Minister after her father was 
overthrown and executed by his own 
military. Her time in power saw acts 
of courage and controversy as she 
broke the Islamic glass ceiling,  
fought for the rights of women, and 
tried to quell the fires of religious 
extremism, all while battling accusations  
of corruption. A fascinating array of  
archival footage, never-before-heard audio of  
Benazir, and more. UNK 111 min. (2010) Documentary

“A worthy portrait of a phenomenal woman.” 
- Variety
DVD (WS) FRF914659D..............$32.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Bananas! 
A suspenseful courtroom drama 
that focuses on the intricacies of  
the global politics of food by 
examining the actual case of 
Nicaraguan banana plantation  
workers and their suit against Dole 
Food Corporation. Their corporation 
was suspected of using banned 
pesticides, which were linked to 
generations of sterilized workers. 
PG 87 min. (2009) Documentary

“As gripping as any fictional  
courtroom drama.” - The Independent
DVD (WS) OSL200224D..............$34.99	
ISBN#	N/A

3 Backyards 
Starring: Embeth Davidtz, 
Elias Koteas, Edie Falco 
The story of three residents of the 
same suburban town over the  
course of one seemingly perfect  
yet curious autumn day. 
14A 88 min. (2010) Drama
2010 Sundance Film Festival 
Dramatic Directing Award  
Eric Mendelsohn

“You could dream of living in  
a world like this.” 
- David Edelstein
DVD (WS) SCZ011233D..............$28.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Two in the Wave
(French)
Starring: Jean Luc Godard, 
Francois Truffaut,  
Jean-Pierre Leaud 
Directors Jean-Luc Godard and 
Francois Truffaut not only changed 
the face of cinema forever, but 
also happened to be best friends. 
Documented is their intensely 
combative and creative relationship, 
the unique bond they shared with actor  
Jean-Pierre Leaud, and their dramatic  
falling out following the worker and student  
strikes of 1968. UNK 92 min. (2010) Documentary

“…a cinema buff’s dream…” 
- Reeling Reviews
DVD (WS) KINLFDVD68D...........$34.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Salvador Allende
(Spanish)
Starring: Salvadore Allende 
Acclaimed Chilean filmmaker 
Patricio Guzman returns to his native 
country thirty years after the 1973 
military coup that overthrew Chile’s 
Popular Unity government to examine 
the life of its leader, Salvador 
Allende. Using rare archival footage, 
family photos, interviews with 
Allende’s old friends and colleagues,  
his daughters and other relatives, Guzman  
constructs a reflective account of Allende’s  
life as a man, a doctor, and a politician. 
UNK 100 min. (2004) (Belgium)	Documentary
2004 Lima Latin American Film Festival  
Best Documentary

“Poetic and powerful!” - Screen International
DVD  ICA001282D...............$28.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Budrus (Arabic)
The amazing account of one family’s 
leadership of a movement to prevent 
Israel’s Separation Barrier from 
slicing the Palestinian village of 
Budrus in half. UNK 82 min. (2010) 
(Israel)	Documentary
2011 ALA Notable Adult Video

“A powerful film…” 
- Michael Moore
DVD (WS) AFD12313D................$28.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Araya (B&W) (Spanish)
Explored is a day in the lives of 
three families living in Araya, an  
arid peninsula in Venezuela. For 
centuries since its discovery by 
the Spanish, the region’s salt was 
collected and stacked into radiant 
white pyramids. Captured are the 
breathtaking and unforgettable 
images from the salineros toiling 
to build the mountains of salt, a 
fisherman hauling in huge teeming nets,  
and a young girl and her grandmother laying  
‘flowers’ of shells on windswept graves. 
UNK 82 min. (1959) (Venezuela)	Documentary
Cannes Film Festival International Critics Prize

“…astonishing…” - Roger Ebert
DVD (WS) OSL011448D..............$34.99	
ISBN#	9781933920221

international
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The Closer 
coMPLeTe SixTh SeaSon
Starring: Kyra Sedgwick, 
J. K. Simmons 
Join the squad as Sanchez looks 
after an orphaned boy, Tao goes 
undercover as a biker dude, Provenza 
and Flynn date airline attendants 
(turns out one of them has a corpse  
in her bathtub), and Brenda finds her 
family Christmas rudely interrupted 
by crime. UNK (2011) Drama
DVD (WS) WAR1000181815D.....$42.99	 (3.Discs).
ISBN#	0780671538

Also available: The Closer	Seasons 1 through 5

Burn Notice 
SeaSon 4
Starring: Jeffrey Donovan, 
Gabrielle Anwar, Bruce Campbell 
Master spy Michael Westen is 
back, and this time, he’s joined 
by Jesse Porter, a no-nonsense 
counterintelligence expert who has 
been burned himself. Along with 
go-to guy Sam and the dangerously 
sexy Fiona, the team takes on a 
barrage of outlaw biker gangs, drug dealers, and a 
worldwide terrorist threat. 14A 773 min. (2011) Action
DVD (WS) TWT2271684D...........$59.99	 (4.Discs).
ISBN#	N/A

Also available: Burn Notice	Seasons 1 through 3

The Unloved 
Starring: Robert Carlyle, 
Susan Lynch 
Tells the story of eleven-year-old 
Lucy seeking refuge as a ward of 
the state from her abusive father. 
Placed in a tumultuous foster home, 
Lucy befriends her rebellious teenage 
roommate Lauren, and together they 
navigate the cold and uncaring world 
before them. UNK 108 min. (2009) 

Drama
BAFTA TV Award Best Single Drama

“…one of the most quietly gut-wrenching  
things I’ve seen in years.” - Guardian (U.K.)
DVD (WS) OSLOSC030D............$34.99	
ISBN#	N/A

Public Speaking 
Wise, brilliant, and funny, Fran 
Lebowitz hit the New York literary 
scene in the early ‘70s when Andy 
Warhol hired the unknown scribe 
to write a column for Interview 
magazine. Today, she’s an acclaimed 
author with legions of fans who adore 
her acerbic wit. Public Speaking 
captures the author in conversation 
at New York’s Waverly Inn, in an 
onstage discussion with longtime friend  
and celebrated writer Toni Morrison, and  
on the streets of New York City. 
PG 82 min. (2010) Documentary

“…funny, insightful doc…don’t miss it.” 
- Time Out New York
DVD (WS) HBO1000187712D.....$21.99	
ISBN#	0780673700

Orgasm Inc. 
Explores the strange science of female 
pleasure and reveals the warped 
mentality of the pharmaceutical 
and medical industries. Director 
Liz Canner embarks on a nine-year 
odyssey as she follows the companies 
who are racing to be the first to win 
FDA approval for a product to cure 
‘female sexual dysfunction.’ The 
prize: billions of dollars in profits. 
Featuring illuminating footage and  
interviews with activists, doctors, and  
medical experts. UNK 78 min. (2009) 

Documentary

“A must-see!” - Variety
DVD  FRF914673D..............$32.99	
ISBN#	N/A

My Dog Tulip 
Starring: Christopher Plummer, 
Lynn Redgrave, Isabella Rossellini 
The distinguished British man of 
letters, Ackerley hardly thought of 
himself as a dog lover when, well  
into middle age, he came to adopt 
Tulip, a beautiful yet intolerable 
18-month-old German shepherd. To 
his surprise, she turned out to be the 
love of his life, the ‘ideal friend’ he 
had been searching for in vain for so  
many years. In vivid and sometimes startling 
detail, the film reveals Tulip’s sassy, often 
erratic behavior. UNK 82 min. (2009) Animated

“Marvelous!” - Wall Street Journal
DVD (WS) NYVNYD114411D......$34.99	
ISBN#	1567304966

Suze Orman’s 
Money Class 
Throughout this financial master 
class, Orman equips viewers with 
timely, powerful, and often surprising 
advice for getting a grip on the most 
important financial fundamentals: 
understanding the opportunities and 
pitfalls of the real estate market, 
raising financially aware children, 
borrowing for college and paying off  
student loans, building a career, saving  
and investing, planning for retirement,  
and more. UNK 74 min. How-To
DVD (WS) PBSSORM601D.........$28.99	
ISBN#	9781608834471

Secrets of 
the Dead
china’S TerracoTTa 
Warrior
The story of China’s 8,000 terracotta 
warriors begins two centuries 
before the birth of Christ. The First 
Emperor of China was preparing an 
extravagant tomb for his journey into 
the afterlife, and decreed that he be 
protected forever by a monumental army.  
Since then no one has seen these ancient  
warriors in their original splendor,  
brightly painted and fully armed, ready to  
protect their Emperor for all eternity. Now  
this once mighty army will be returned to its  
former glory for the first time. UNK 60 min. 
(2011) Documentary
DVD (WS) PBS014526D..............$28.99	
ISBN#	9781608834495

Nature 
ouTBack PeLicanS
Once every ten years, rains flood 
into dried-up river beds in the 
Australian outback and head inland 
to create the largest lake in Australia, 
and 100,000 pelicans, a third of all 
the pelicans in Australia, arrive for 
the event. The pelicans have come 
home to court and raise as many 
families as possible before the water 
and the food disappear once more. 
UNK 60 min. Documentary
DVD (WS) PBS014472D..............$22.99	
ISBN#	9781608834440

Black in 
Latin America 
The latest production from renowned 
Harvard scholar Henry Louis Gates, 
Jr. is about the influence of African 
descent on Latin America. The series 
examines how Africa and Europe 
came together to create the rich 
cultures of Latin America and  
the Caribbean. UNK 240 min. 
(2011) Documentary
DVD (WS) PBS014496D..............$34.99	 (2.Discs).
ISBN#	9781608834464
Blu-rAy  PBS014335B..............$40.99	 (2.Discs).
ISBN#	9781608834303

hot tv summer 
series

Rizzoli & Isles
coMPLeTe FirST SeaSon
Starring: Angie Harmon, 
Jordan Bridges, Sasha Alexander 
Episodes include: See One. Do One. 
Teach One; Boston Strangler Redux; 
Sympathy for the Devil; She Works 
Hard for the Money; Money for 
Nothing; She Kissed a Girl; Born 
to Run; I’m Your Boogie Man; The 
Beast in Me; and When the Sun Goes 
Bang Bang. UNK 440 min. (2010) Drama

“Terrific cop show with good chemistry  
and crisp dialogue.” - New York Post
DVD  WAR1000181817D.....$42.99	 (3.Discs).
ISBN#	078067152X

True Blood 
coMPLeTe ThirD SeaSon
Starring: Anna Paquin, 
Stephen Moyer, Ryan Kwanten 
The Maenadian reign of terror may 
be over, but Sookie Stackhouse 
and the townspeople of Bon Temps 
face a new calamity that makes the 
bacchanalian evils of Maryanne 
Forrester seem tame by comparison. 
Sookie desperately tries to locate her 
fiance, ending up in a netherworld of  
human and undead interlopers, among  
them the powerful Vampire King of Mississippi,  
Russell Edgington. 18A 720 min. (2010) Drama

“A complete and total turn-on.” 
- Washington Post
DVD (WS) HBO1000168266D.....$63.99	 (5.Discs).
ISBN#	0780665287
Blu-rAy (WS) HBO1000168332B.....$84.99	 (5.Discs).
ISBN#	0780665295

Also available: True Blood	Seasons 1 & 2



Don’t let the 
� imsy Eco-Case 
ruin your DVDs.
More and more studios are 

packaging their DVDs into Eco-

Cases.* Made of brittle plastic, 

these cases are not designed to 

withstand patron use and break 

easily, leaving your discs 

vulnerable to damage.

Protect your DVD investment 
with case transfers from 
CVS Midwest Tape.

Receive standard DVD 
Poly Case transfers with full 
sleeve artwork.per piece

$165
Starting at

Receive VIP digital processing 
with your standard DVD Poly 
Case transfer.per piece

$250
Starting at

*Studios package DVDs into such minimal-plastic cases as the Eco-Lite, Eco-Box, and Eco-Case.

Try our DVD Poly 
Case for yourself!
To protect your product or get more 

information about case transfers,

contact a processing expert today: 

1.866.698.2231
info@cvsmidwesttapes.ca

www.cvsmidwesttapes.ca
www.cvsnewsandviews.com




